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RAB Foresees
Wireless As
Future Wave
by Randy Sukow
DALLAS Past communications
conventions and symposia have
dwelt on the technological wonders of the future to be delivered
over the "information superhighway." This year's Radio Advertising Bureau ( RAB) 1994
Managing Sales Conference and
Executive Symposium skipped the
wonders and went right into shock
therapy.
The era of digital communicadons has already come along way,
and the radio industry must catch
up, said RAB President Gary Fries:
"If you're going to live in the past,
there is no future for radio."
Fries made this prediction at the
opening of the four-day (Feb. 1720) RAB meeting at the Loews
Anatole Hotel in Dallas. A record
1,723 broadcasters ( up 116 from
the previous record set in 1993)
heard several speakers who reinforced Fries' message.
Foremost among those speakers
was John Abel, executive vice
president, operations, National
Association of Broadcasters, who
in recent months has given several
addresses on the future digital
media and broadcasters' need to
corne to terms with them ( See RW,
"Readers Forum," Feb. 23).
"You're in atechnology, but you
don't know anything about it. You
don't have a clue," Abel told an
RAB audience. "Most of you educated in the 1960s and 1970s have
abad education and you're trying
to catch up."
If he had been leading a talk
about digital technology 40 years
ago, Abel said that radio executives would have more readily
understood his message because
the founders of the radio industry
tended to be technologists. Broadcasters should think more like
their grandfathers than their
fathers, the salesmen and promoters who later dominated broadcasting, Abel said.
Much of superhighway should be
wireless and broadcasters have the
chance to take advantage of it, he
said. "It is stupid and silly to have
broadband fiber into the home,"
he said, because broadband
continued on page 7
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WBBR Is First Audio Superstation
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK Perhaps earning himself
aplace in history as America's first radio
broadcaster to offer multimedia programming, WBBR(AM) owner Michael
Bloomberg has begun delivering an
interactive version of his New York station's audio feed, to computer terminals
and will soon become the first U.S. audio
"Superstation" to be delivered directly to
homes via satellite.
Bloomberg, who paid $ 13.5 million for
the transmitter and frequency ( 1130
kHz, 50,000 watts) of the former
WNEW in the fall of 1992, created
WBBR ( Bloomberg Business Radio)
and began broadcasting a business-oriented format on Jan. 3, 1993. The service uses information produced by
Bloomberg's worldwide reporting team,
which specializes in news, financial
information and business analysis.
Without public announcement,
Bloomberg has begun an interactive version of the radio station's audio segments
to
customers
of " The
Bloomberg," a leased multimedia computer terminal that provides on-line
business and financial information from
throughout the world to Bloomberg's
clients in the financial industries. By
typing " WBBR" on the terminal, the
user is presented a menu of audio
reports from the station that can be

played through a speaker at a single
click of abutton.
Beginning in May, WBBR's programming will also be available to anational
audience as an audio service on
DirecTV, the new direct broadcast satellite service being launched by GM

Chamber of Commerce. A second
Bloomberg audio-only channel will be
carried on DirecTV and used to supplement material presented on the video
service.
DirecTV programming will be received
by the RCA- brand DSS (Digital Satellite

Hughes Electronics. This is expected to
make WBBR the first audio "superstation" delivered by direct broadcast satellite to homes across the entire United
States.

System) manufactured by Thomson
Consumer Electronics. DSS will be sold
nationwide for $699 at consumer electronics stores, satellite television dealerships and rural utilities. DSS is athreecomponent system consisting of an 18inch satellite antenna, acompact digital
receiver and aremote control.
The approximately 1500 stories produced each day by Bloomberg's 250
business reporters in 42 bureaus around
the world serves as the basis for the new
broadcast enterprises.
Bloomberg terminals, which rent for
about $ 1,000 amonth, are found in nearly every North American bank, insurance company, broker/dealer and investment management office. Special versions are available for radio stations that
allow news departments to use both text
and audio feeds.

Branching out

The WBBR feed on DirecTV will be
joined by a new business news video
service called Bloomberg Direct. It will
be produced by Bloomberg Financial
Markets, in association with the U.S.
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A mover and shaker
Bloomberg, aformer trader and information systems specialist who was fired
by Salomon Brothers in 1981, pooled
his knowledge of financial markets and
computers and started his business news
service at the age of 39. Today, his
information company is a star on Wall
Street and the fastest growing company
among much larger competitors that
include Reuters, Telerate and Quotron.
In addition to his computer terminals,
Bloomberg's information is distributed
extensively throughout the world as
sound. video and print media. Readers
of 62 U.S. and international newspapers
receive Bloomberg information, as well
as television viewers on PBS, CNBC
and USA.
When he expanded into radio in late
1992, Bloomberg abandoned traditional
broadcast operations and created a new
breed of radio station.
continued on page 3
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N EWSWATCH
NAB Says No
To Satellite CD Radio
WASHINGTON
The NAB has
asked the FCC to reject a waiver request by Satellite CD Radio Inc. that
would allow the company to sell public stock without losing its place
among other applicants to provide a
satellite- delivered digital audio broadcast service.
The NAB contends that such a move
would be premature until the FCC develops a broad digital broadcasting policy.
The NAB emphasized that the FCC has
not even allocated any spectrum for

DAB, although the S- band was pushed
by the U.S. previously at WARC ( World
Administrative Radio Conference) in
1992.
The NAB, however, may not be able
to stem the tide of satellite digital
broadcasting. Action already is moving
ahead on another satellite front: audio
service will become available later this
year when the DirecTV service begins
broadcasting. There also is talk of a
satellite digital broadcasting service to
automobiles.
Satellite broadcasting may be able to
get a foothold because terrestrial digital
broadcasting by existing radio stations is

to know that they will be able to get the
same attention and support along with
the security of a larger entity...," Davis
said.

still several years away, industry analysts predict.
Harris Purchases
Broadcast Services
RICHMOND, Ind. Harris Allied
bought the radio studio inventory of
Broadcast Services, the broadcast equipment distribution business based in
Raleigh, N.C.
Under the agreement, Broadcast
Services Founder Neal Davis will serve
as a sales and marketing consultant for
Harris Allied.
"I'd like Broadcast Services customers

Public Radio Conference
Scheduled for April 9-13
SAN ANTONIO The Public Radio
Conference will be held April 9-13 in
San Antonio. Most events are scheduled
for the San Antonio Marriot RiverCenter.
The annual conference will include
sessions on programming management,
development
and
engineering.
Individual sessions will cover digital
audio broadcasting, radio engineering in
amultimedia world, public radio's infrastructure and "datacasting." The keynote
speaker will be James Gullen, president
of Bell Atlantic.
continued on next page
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The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
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today, you can prepare for it today.
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You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
adean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull-down menus guide you through
all of the steps involved in setup and daily
operation, from creating and scheduling docks to
creating and editing logs.
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Audio Writer
Feldman Dies
From Cancer

WBBR Is First Audio Superstation
continued from page 1

GREAT NECK, N.Y. Noted
audio equipment reviewer Leonard
Feldman died Feb. 14, succumbing to cancer after a long battle
with the illness.
Feldman, 66, was a staple with
Audio Magazine for many years,
providing no-nonsense subjective
and objective analysis of audio
equipment. He also was an informal consultant with RW on digital technologies, such as MiniDisk
and DCC, and provided radio
tuner reviews in 1992 and 1993.
His columns also appeared in
other trade publications.
He was extensively involved
with the Audio Engineering
Society ( AES) and served on various audio committees during his
long career. In the mid 1980s.
Feldman was instrumental in convincing Congress that the "copycode" notch proposed for CDs
would audibly affect the audio
quality. He also testified on the
consumer- based Serial Copy
Management System ( SCMS)
anti- copying systems for digital
recorders which became arequirement in 1992.
Feldman is survived by his wife
and two children.
Elmira-Corning
On Arbitron List
ELMIRA-CORNING, N.Y. has
become a ne‘‘ market for the
Arbitron radio measurement system, scheduled to become effective with the Spring 1994 survey.
The new market, consists of
Chemung and Steuben counties,
and will rank 191 out of 264 metro
markets.

Gone is master control. No one operates aboard. There are no crusty editors
barking out assignments and searching
for "lead" stories. Instead, at WBBR,
the computer is king.
Each reporter sits in an open cubicle
equipped with a Windows-compatible
PC, boom microphone, mixer, phone
patch and DAT recorder. It is here they
write, record and edit their own news
segments on the PC, and then deliver
them with instructions for airing over a
data network to acentral computer. The
central computer places each segment
automatically into the station's pre-formatted programming wheel. Finally, a
MediaTouch system automates on- air
sequencing.
Most of the systems at WBBR are custom- designed. " I'm a big believer in
doing everything ourselves," Bloomberg
said. " Ireally am paranoid and to the
extent possible Idon't like to depend on
anybody else."
Under wraps
Bloomberg has kept quiet about the
new interactive audio service because
his company is in the midst of an
equipment conversion process. "We've
been doing the audio service three
months," he said. "We only have about
19,000 of our 34,000 terminals converted to sound so far. We haven't
announced it because we are converting
people as fast as we can. We expect to
the convert the whole system in the
next six months."
Though he may have the distinction of
becoming America's first multimedia
radio broadcaster, Bloomberg doesn't
consider himself a radio broadcaster at
all. Instead, he sees himself as an information provider who uses the best technology available to effectively distribute
his information product.
"When Ibought WNEW, Inever
looked at their books," Bloomberg said,

who contends he could care less about
how the station performed in atraditional broadcasting sense. "I'll argue Idid
not buy aradio station. Ididn't buy their
studios, music, format, people, reputa-

services, Bloomberg said he doesn't
really expect WBBR to become amodel
for other information providers.
"I don't know much about radio stations and the people in them but they

The approximately 1500 stories
produced each day by Bloomberg's
250 business reporters in 42 bureaus
around the world serve

as the basis

for the new broadcast enterprises.
tion. Ididn't even want their call letters.
Ihappened to buy apiece of equipment
over in aswamp in New Jersey and the
federal government gave me alicense to
run the damn thing."
Bloomberg said he decided to offer
WBBR's audio over computer after seeing lots of stories in the press about multimedia and information on- demand.
"You'd have to be in areal vacuum not
to have seen this," he said.
Resistant to change
Even with recent calls by the NAB to
encourage their member radio broadcasters to offer over- the- air multimedia

don't look like they accept new ideas
easily," Bloomberg said. " And it's
funny because it's an easy business to
get into. There's lots of sticks out there
you can buy. Lots of radio stations don't
make money so you don't need lots of
money to go take over one.
"I went to an NAB convention a year
and quarter ago in New Orleans," he continued. "What struck me was there wasn't
agood idea since 1929. When you talk to
people their whole thought process was
how do we do well within the constraints
of what we've been doing. Nobody every
looked at the forests. These were tree
people."
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Radio Gripped by Disco Nostalgia
WASHINGTON Many of you might
feel a little beaten up by this issue of
RW. We have two front page stories and
an editorial taking you to task on a
seeming unpreparedness for the imminent days of the "information superhighway."
That is all well and good: It is the task
of the editorial page to take tough
stances on issues of importance. The
truth is, though, that between the big
moments in electronic media history (the
advent of AM, then FM, then TV, then
cable) are long stretches of time when a
broadcaster has to concentrate on successfully running his or her business.
Technical progress happens in small
steps as well as large. Just recently we
had aSony MiniDisc cart unit out in the
field undergoing real- world use and evaluation at an FM station. Preliminary
reports are very positive and we will
have acomplete product evaluation for
you soon in the newspaper.
Just today we received a prototype of
the Denon MD-Cart, and it too will soon
be on its way to a real- world test and
evaluation. Denon and Sony are both

ready to ship product. Slowly but steadily, the old NAB cart machines are being
challenged by digital technology which
also includes the many automation systems in the marketplace.
* * *
If radio broadcasters stand accused of
resisting change, however, they can take
solace in the knowledge that radio users
seem to be more tied to the past than ever.
1970s fever has taken over the airwaves
of television talk shows and news pro-

grams, fashion design and even local
radio.
Radio World International Managing
Editor and USAirplay columnist Charles

machine and over the air through adigital air chain, but the sound is from the
past. Even Radio X developer Cheryl
Broz (see USAirplay, March 9) describes
the sound of her alternative/progressive format as "familiar."
What it boils down to
is something I've written about before and
something onto which
entrepreneur Michael
Bloomberg ( see page 1)
has latched his business: The programming
is the thing.
Bloomberg is using
Audi.
!
lbeallibe
the resources of his
RVV's Charles Taylor visits with the Gi bb brothers.
radio station to provide
Taylor has been working on this subject
audio programming through avariety of
for his column ( which you will read in
vehicles: PCs, satellite and good old
the next issue of RW). There you have
over- the- air AM transmission. He is
it. Although broadcasters may be boning
using cutting edge technology, but what
up on digital this and compression algowill ensure his success is the programrithm that, listeners want to tune in and
ming, or information, he delivers to his
hear the Bee Gees, Village People, KC &
customers.
the Sunshine Band, and anyone else from
* * *
that "Saturday Night Fever" era.
Speaking of radio entrepreneurs, Liberty
As Chuck explains it, radio programmers
Broadcasting completed an agreement to
have traditionally formatted dance on
buy Beck- Ross Communications and its
their radio stations on Saturday nights.
subsidiaries. The latest deal adds three
Urban- formatted radio stations have capstations to the Liberty group, Hot AC
tured the younger listeners with hip- hop
WBLI-FM
Long
Island,
N.Y.,
and rap programming, leaving the Hot AC
WHCN(FM) Hartford, Conn., and
stations to cash in on the retrodisco
WSNE(FM) Providence, R.I., for agrand
sound.
total of 11 radio stations.
And cashing in they are. Pictured right
The deal gives Liberty its second duopis Chuck (center) with Maurice ( 1) and
oly ( WBLI(FM) and already- owned
Robin Gibb in the studios of
WGBB ( AM)-WBAB-FM). Liberty
Washington's WRQX(FM) "Mix 107.3."
recently closed on its first duopoly right
The Gibb Brothers were in the studio for
here in the Washington market when it
the station's immensely popular weekly
took over WHFS(FM) Annapolis, Md. It
"Retro Saturday Night" disco retrospecalready owned WXTR-FM Waldorf, Md.
tive. Chuck tells me that programs like
You may remember that Liberty was
this are sprouting up all over the country.
formed in mid- 1992 by chairman and
The nostalgia for the ' 70s goes beyond
COO Mike Craven and President and
the disco craze. Classic rock and oldies
CEO Jim Thompson, both formerly of
stations are playing more of the Eagles,
Group W Radio. Beck- Ross' Jim
Fleetwood Mac, the Doobie Brothers,
Champlin now joins Liberty as executive
etc. Case in point is the recent country
vice president.
music tribute to the Eagles, the
RW's Mark Lapidus (
Promo Power
"Common Threads" CD.
columnist)
also joined
Liberty
It may go out from a digital cart
Broadcasting as its director of marketing.

1
444 -6111

is ,

Mark will continue to be based in the
Washington area. Congratulations, Mark,
and good luck.
Many of you will recall that Mark
worked for Jim and Mike previously, as
promotion director at Group W's
WCXR(FM) here in Washington.
(WCXR is now owned by Viacom). Is
anyone else having trouble keeping up
with all the station trading going on?
* * *
I'd like to leave you with a parting
thought. Don't take our tough talk personally. So much is going on right now that will
undoubtedly impact your way of doing
business. The NAB show is in full swing
right now, and Ican only guess at how
much new stuff we'll be throwing at you in
the issues to come.
Whether you are atechnical personal or
aprogramming or amanagement person
is irrelevant. You all need to digest and
understand the huge changes about to
take the radio business by storm.

Dave Newton was appointed
director of marketing services for
Broadcast Electronics. Newton's
responsibilities include directing the
advertising and marketing programs
for both Broadcast Electronics and
its newly acquired division,
Broadcast Programming (BP).
Newton will be based in
Broadcast Programming's Seattle
office. He was formerly copywriter-consultant of BP.
David Klahr was appointed
iegional director of operations for
the Southeast region of Metro
Networks. Metro- Networks produces long- and short- form programming for radio, among other
things, and owns Metro Traffic
Control.
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum (Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox #302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

EBS fundamentals
Dear RW,
As the third major EBS technology
developer, we find it interesting that the
other two continue to debate the merits of
in-band signaling v. RDS subcarrier signaling ("Readers Forum," Jan. 12 and
Feb. 9) without addressing the fundamental issue of whether either approach actually improves the Emergency Broadcast
System.
Like the old EBS, both approaches
depend on relaying emergency information between commercial broadcast facilities to achieve wide geographical coverage. Neither approach deals with how
emergency information is generated and
delivered to the EBS for distribution.
When viewed as asystem, however, both
TFT's EIS and an RDS-based alerting
system can play important roles in the
new and improved EBS.
Information Systems Laboratories'
approach, called EBSAT, uses TFT's EIS
as part of a highly efficient feeder network for emergency information destined
for state and local Emergency Operations
Centers ( E0Cs). At the E0Cs, the
EBSAT emergency message processor
integrates voice and text emergency messages arriving over the feeder network
and transmits them, via satellite, to those
broadcast facilities and other receive sites
that are specifically addressed.
At the broadcast facility or other receive
site, the EBSAT-receive message processor distributes the voice and text emergency messages, along with activation
signals, to devices that alert the general
public, like RDS-FM subcarrier generators, video crawlers and other alerting system generators.
As the FCC's decision on the proposed
rule making for the new EBS nears, the
three major players have aunique opportunity to contribute toward the realization
of atruly new and improved Emergency
Broadcast System. It is time to limit the
rhetoric and get on with developing asystem that is not intrusive, simple to operate
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and test, reliable and effective in distributing messages that will ultimately save
lives.
Barry P. Shay, vice president
Information Systems Laboratories
Vienna, Va.
Relief on the way
Dear RW.
Your editorial about the FAA getting
into the broadcasting business was well
written (
RW, Feb. 9). Iwonder if there
are any numbers available as to how
many stations have been held off the air
because of asingle bureaucrat at the FAA.
Well, there is light at the end of the tunnel. The FAA, on the other side of their
mouths, is talking about decommissioning
the VOR service over the next few years.
The Global Positioning System is such a
huge success that it makes VOR navigation look like aspark gap transmitter.
Several manufacturers are expecting
type acceptance of their aircraft systems
in the near future. When that happens, airplanes will be able to fly air routes and
approaches with far more precision. There
will be amassive shift from the VOR system and, hopefully. VOR's rapid decommissioning.
Who knows, we may even get more FM
channels where the aviators used to be—
just what we need, more stations.
Lawrence J. Tighe Jr., president
WRNJ-AM-FM Hackettstown, N.J.
Cable considerations

Dear RW,
Iwas very interested to read Richard
Mertz's article "LAN Plan Beats Walking
with Floppies" ( RW, Feb. 9). He is
indeed correct that many versions of RG58 work poorly as data carriers ( as
opposed to RF carriers). For instance,
Belden lists eight kinds of RG-58 but only
one, 9907, is specifically made for "thin
Ethernet" networking.
Many network designers are now using
unshielded twisted pairs ( UTP). These
cables look very much like standard
phone wire ( usually 24-gauge, solid pairs,
in the standard telephone color code). But
they are very different in performance.
For one thing, you can get much more
bang for the buck than coax. You have
from two to 25 pairs in acable instead of
individual coaxes, and UTP performance
can easily equal or surpass IEEE 802.3
specifications.
There are five recognized grades called
"categories." Most network designers are
using cable like Belden # 1229A ( four-pair
Category 3, 4 megabits per second),
Belden # 1455A ( four-pair Category 4, 16
Mbps) or Belden # 1583A ( four- pair
Category 5, 100 Mbps). There is even a
new Belden twisted pair cable (# 1700A)
that goes way beyond Category 5 and
runs in excess of 700 Mbps.
To convert from coax to twisted pairs,
you need only buy a "balun" for each terminal. This converts the signal to twisted
pairs ( which are BALanced") from coax
(which is UNbalanced). Just be sure that
the baluns you buy support the data rate
you are running.
The most common connector on the
twisted pair side is the Ri 45, which is a
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This issue's front-page stories share two basic themes:
I. Communications media are rapidly changing and
expanding, and the radio broadcasting companies that
are prepared to explore new ideas beyond traditional
commercial-supported audio services are the ones that
will survive.
2. Many radio broadcasters are only vaguely aware of
technological and business developments and are doing
little to prepare for them.
If these two themes are taken as the premises of adeductive argument, the conclusion is unpleasant.
Michael Bloomberg of Bloomberg Business Radio and WBBR(AM) New York,
after attending the National Association of Broadcasters' 1992 Radio Show, concluded that broadcasters are stubbornly resistant to change and have not had any
good, new ideas since 1929.
Bloomberg's comments might seem arbitrarily and excessively harsh, were it
not for the fact that NAB's John Abel, an advocate for the broadcasting industry,
said something very similar at the recent Radio Advertising Bureau conference in
Dallas.
Abel bluntly told acrowd of general managers and general sales managers that
they were vulnerable because of their ignorance of technology. "You don't have
aclue," he said.
Nobody in the audience challenged him. Nobody even seemed offended. But
many seemed glad to be told what to expect, some of them for the first time.
Radio is playing catch-up on the proverbial "superhighway," but the good news
is that some rare opportunities may soon present themselves.
Congress is considering granting the FCC the power to give broadcasters flexible use of their licensed spectrum to deliver ancillary digital media; to expand
duopolies beyond the 1992 limits, and perhaps remove crossownership barriers
with many other media.
The FCC's final rules could potentially spark broadcast-cable and broadcasttelco convergences to form awireless-based superhighway, drastically modifying
(and improving) the currently envisioned model of amostly fiber infrastructure
formed out of cable-telco convergence.
Broadcasters stand to benefit from these trends, as long as they remember that
radio frequencies are an increasingly important resource when used wisely and
diversely.
Radio has traditionally been amedium of entrepreneurs willing and able to react
quickly to marketplace dynamics. Their ability to reap benefits from LMAs and
duopolies—a fairly recent phenomenom—is but one of many such examples.
With the right combination of knowledge, fresh blood and fresh ideas (a la
Bloomberg, e.g.), the future for radio could be very pleasant indeed.
—RW

Tough

Talk •

very simple and cheap crimp-on clear
plastic connector, the big brother to the
Ri- I1phone connector in use on virtually
every phone.
Comparing the cost of coax versus twisted pairs and RJ-45s versus BNCs, there is
asubstantial decrease in the cost per terminal and an equal increase in performance. If RFI is aproblem, shielded versions are available and if you're installing
cables without aconduit in drop-ceilings
or raised computer floors,"plenum" firerated versions are available.
The only question Iever hear is, "If I'm
running a2 Mbps network, why would I
need 16 or 100 Mbps?"
You can only answer that once you
know the answers to a series of other
questions. What are you going to plug in
that jack next week or next year? Are you
going to run digital audio on your hard
disk? Are you going to run graphics ?
What boxes are you going to buy?
If you're not sure, you can future-proof
your installation by installing higher-datarate cable than you presently need. This
will also mean it will be a long time
before you have to rip out the cable and
put in anew one.
The increased cost for higher- speed
cables is only pennies per foot.
Stephen H. Lampen, field sales
Belden Wire & Cable. San Francisco

Since then, Ihave stumbled across other
references to ' No soap. Radio.' In "The
Odyssey of Flight 33," a 1961 episode of
"The Twilight Zone," the flight crew of
Global 33 is having trouble communicating with the tower when someone delivers
the line: " It's no soap, Captain. Ican't
raise anyone on the radio."
In an episode of " The Simpsons,"
Homer is taking ashower with asoap on
arope that has "No soap-radio" written
across it.
Iam interested in finding out the origin
of this phrase. Hopefully, someone will be
prompted to write in and help solve this
radio pop culture mystery.
Matt Locker
Pro Voice Broadcast Voiceovers
San Francisco

Looking for soap dope

Dear RW,
Ihave been afan of your publication for
years and am even more so after reading
the Jan. 12 edition.
Iwas thrilled to read two very informative articles regarding radio sales. Bob
Harris and Karl Baehr both added to what
many feel is the thrust of our industry:
sales!
Mark R. Schmit
senior marketing consultant
WCIB(FM) Falmouth, Mass.

Dear RW,
Iwas once told a " no joke," or in other
words, ajoke with no punch line. It went
like this: "Two giraffes were sitting in a
bath tub, and one said, ' Pass the soap.'
The other giraffe said, ' No soap. Radio!'"
Ithought this was absurd enough to
make astation liner out of it: "... And the
other giraffe said, ' No soap. Radio!'—
Paradise I04..."

Mo' NEMO
Dear RW,
Many words in the English language
derive from ancient Latin and Greek.
"NEMO" is derived from the Greek for
"far away" or "remote" (
RW, Dec. 22,
1993).
Erik J. Disen, director of
Engineering & Facilities
KRLD(AM) Dallas
Good additions
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KKSF-FM Serves Listeners Via Modem
by Nancy Reist
SAN FRANCISCO Tim Pozar, chief
engineer for San Francisco's KKSF-FM,
has been working with computer networks since the mid- 1970s. He even
operated aFIDONET BBS for the station,
but he says management didn't get too
excited.
But when Pozar installed an Internet
drop and showed them what it could do,
he said, "Now they're starting to be really
jazzed about it."
Internet is aglobal computer network
where a wide variety of computers can
talk to each other. KKSF uses a UNIX
system with a 14- kilobit- per- second
(kbps) modem. Pozar, who was scheduled to speak about the topic at the NAB,
said KKSF's Internet connection provides a number of benefits including an
E-mail link with listeners and an efficient
information distribution system within
the station.
Using Internet
Pozar also has developed a "server" on
Internet for KKSF which provides
information to listeners, including interviews with artists, descriptions of current events and details about the station
and its staff. Information on the server
can be updated as frequently as KKSF
wants. The text is illustrated with pictures and maps. Pozar said he also plans

to include audio files soon.
KKSF serves its information with an
Internet program called Mosaic. Pozar
said Mosaic is a user-friendly, menu

anybody can walk up to the computer
and start using Mosaic and be able to
get information off Internet. It takes a
lot of the arcane command line syntax

Except where noted, everything on this server is Copyright 1993-1994 by KKSF-FM

Listeners hooking up to the KKSF server via PC
are welcomed by the above pictured screen.
driven program which can provide text,
graphics, animation and sound. "Mosaic
is avery nice front end," he said. "Most

that people have to learn and it hides it
with abutton push."
The only drawback is that people operat-

ing PCs at home with slow modems might
not be able to use Mosaic, because the
large files would take too long to transfer.
For these listeners, KKSF provides information through the Internet Gopher. The
Gopher is amenu system that helps users
find things in the Internet. KKSF's Gopher
server provides the information without
the graphics and "pretty" text.
Pozar estimated that there are over two
million computers on Internet. But how
does a potential user find out about
KKSF's server? For current listeners,
they promote the service on the air with
abrief spot giving an E-mail address for
further information. But Pozar said they
also advertise the server on Internet
itself.
"There's acomputer conference on the
Internet called USENET," he said. " In
there, there's anumber of subject areas.
One of them is aBay Area Internet discussion group. Another is a Bay Area
broadcast conference. So I'll plug it in
there."
A private Gopher
KKSF also has a private Gopher that
distributes information to the station's
staff. Pozar explained that it is an efficient and cost-effective method of communication. " Iwrote a program that
takes the Associated Press wire feed,
shoves it into my computer, munges it,
and any computer on our computer network can get the Associated Press wire
stories as they are coming off the wire.
We don't have to pay for wire-ready this
continued on next page

How to tame transmitter power problems.
WHR Series STABILINE® Voltage Regulators
for AC power systems up to 660 volts.
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"I recommend STABILINE° Voltage Regulators for any brand of transmitter that is being
placed in aharsh operating environment."
— Steve McElroy, CCA ELECTRONICS

A/

3- phase, 500 kVA WHR Series Voltage Regulator

Transmitters placed in remote,
unattended locations such as
mountain tops and wilderness areas depend on long utility power
lines for service. Unfortunately,
the lines often produce poor voltage regulation and other damaging power aberrations. Poor regulation can reduce power tube life
by as much as 70% and the performance of associated equipment is
similarly affected.
For example, a 15% undervoltage can decrease power tube
life because cold operation promotes contaminant buildup in the
tube. Conversely, a10% overvoltage decreases life because increased temperature accelerates
the decarburizing process.
The problems can be easily corrected.
Cost-effective WHR Seri es STABILINE° Voltage Regulators are
the preferred choice of broadcasters worldwide for use with transmitters, receiving stations, studios
and mobile production vehicles.
These high power voltage regulators maintain constant voltage to
your sensitive equipment even
when the power line input voltage
and system load vary widely.
Features include:
•Hold output voltage within
±1%
•Power ratings from 2to 1680
kVA

•Maintenance bypass plus
other standard options
• 99% typical efficiency
• High overload capacity
• 19-inch rack mount versions
•Designed for UL and CSA
approvals
A host of options allow you to
customize your application.
Standard options include:
— Single or three phase models
— Analog or digital control
— Bypass switch
— Ammeters
— Frequency trip meter
— Tropicalization
— Manual raise-lower switches
— Zig-zag neutral generation
— Single or individual phase
control
— High energy transient suppression
— Input voltage range alarm
contacts

"Our production vehicles don't leave without one."
— Ron Crockett, SHOOK ELECTRONICS
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For Catalog WHR692 and to learn how
WHR Series STABILINE•Voltage Regulators can be the solution to your power
problems, write, fax or phone Ted Gladis at

1-800-446-6161
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RAB Foresees Wireless Future Wave
continued from page 1
services can be delivered by wireless

carriers and outgoing signals from the
home will almost never need fiber's
broadband capacity.
Bud Paxson, chairman of Paxson
Communications and founder of the
Home Shopping Network, said it more
directly: "The future is wireless. The
information superhighway will ride on
the airwaves, not on fiber optics."
The radio industry's first step toward
insuring its survival is to stop thinking of
itself as simply an audio service, Abel
said. Even with today's analog technology, broadcasters have the ability to
become "bit distributors" and in the nottoo-distant future, digital information
will be the only type of information
broadcast by broadcasters.
Bit broadcasters with AM or FM spectrum will be able to send any form of
digital data now sent over wires: audio,
video, text, still photos, telephony and
others not yet considered. But broadcasters must be bold enough to embrace
the technology.
The next step, which Paxson said
should be beginning right now, is to
"grab spectrum. The FCC is the center of
the future of the information superhighway. They will allocate and license spectrum for the wireless future."
Paxson told radio station operators to
immediately begin looking at ways to
control more and more frequency space,
such as through LMAs of full-power TV
stations or purchase of low- power TV
stations. He also told them to "go for the
PCS licenses" which will replace the
current cellular phone service and be a
platform for other new digital services.
Within the next 12 to 18 months,
Paxson predicted, the FCC will lift current radio/TV crossownership limits and
change its rules to allow television duopolies. Within 12 to 18 months, the FCC
will relax current duopoly rules beyond
the 1992 limits, to three AMs and three
FMs in large markets and up to 50 per-

cent of the audience in small markets.
These rule changes will allow for control of even greater amounts of spectrum
and greater shares of future communications industries, he said.

This futuristic message was for the ad
salesmen in the RAB membership as
much as it was for the general managers.
"We have to change the way that we sell
because what we've done in the past is

On-Line PC From KKSF
continued from previous page
way. It's actually amuch better system than wire-ready, much more flexible."

Stories that are marked urgent are automatically printed out on a specific
machine, according to Pozar.
Archive access
The staff Gopher also can be used to access the AP archive system. Pozar said:
"If Iclicked there and typed Joe Montana, it would show me all the articles related to Joe Montana. So Ican search for something."
KKSF's Internet services already are valuable, but Pozar said he plans to continue expanding them. The station is currently putting together afifth CD in a
series of music samplers to raise money for AIDs services.
"I'd like to get rights to about aminute of the music to be able to put up on Internet
server so that people can sample the sampler," Pozar said. "We'll have alist of the
cuts and the artists and they'll click on that. They'll hear the artist for about 30 seconds. They can get an idea of whether they want to buy the CD or not."
So how does aradio station hook up to Internet? You need to contact acompany
like Pozar's RGNet which provides Internet services. You also need to decide
what kind of access you want. Pozar explained that there are three basic kinds.
The most limited provides only E-mail access. This can be an attractive way to
communicate with listeners, but doesn't accommodate file transfers or access to
the programs on the Internet.
Pozar said the next level is called "shell access." This allows you to use many of
the services by connecting your computer to aremote computer that is part of
Internet. "The problem is if there's areally neat program that you want, it adds an
extra step to things since the file will be transferred to the computer on the
Internet. Then you have to download it to your computer."
All access
KKSF has the third level which is called full Internet access. This means that
their computer is part of Internet. Files can be transferred directly on and off their
computer. You also must decide how fast your Internet link needs to be. The
faster lines are more expensive, but may be worth it if you work with many large
audio or video files. Pozar said that KKSF has been satisfied with their 14 kilobits
per second modem connection.
"The next step up is a56 kbps lease line," Pozar said. "The next step up from
that would be what's called aT1 lease line which would be 1.544 megabits per
second. There are also some things in between that. For example, you can use
Switched 56."

not good enough," Fries said.

Salesmen will be required to understand
entirely new technologies and be able to
demonstrate to advertisers how they can
strategically benefit from appearing on
packages of digital media. The radio
industry will need " marketers, not spot
sellers," Paxson said.
Underneath the tough talk, the futurists
at RAB gave reasons to remain optimistic.
"I'd be naive to tell you that it was not
going to affect us in the radio business.
But I'm here to tell you that Ithink it's
going to affect us in avery positive way,"
Fries said.
"There is still going to be, as there was
when Istarted in this business, aradio—a
communications device that is going to
be part of our lives."

AM ANTENNA SYSTEMS
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Arbitron Pushes to Educate Consumers
by Randy Sukow
DALLAS Arbitron is well into its plan to
raise sample sizes by 70 percent (albeit,
not as successfully as the company had
hoped, with stations in only about 30 percent of the measured markets agreeing to
the new samples so far). Now Arbitron
and its customers are turning more attention to the next conundrum, survey
response levels.
But Arbitron President Steve Morris told
an RAB conference audience that increasing response will be harder to achieve
than increasing samples, which only
required additional capital investment.
Money alone will not change the habits
of today's American consumers, who
have answering machines and other
shields from survey takers, which have
also hurt the response rates of other
research companies and the U.S. Census
Bureau in recent years.
"We can't really change that," said Steve
Morris.
Arbitron's plan, Morris said, is to attack
the barriers with the best weapon radio
has—promotion, not only of Arbitron, but
the radio industry in general.
For itself, Arbitron is taking what some
are calling the "Budweiser approach" by
getting its logo displayed at crowded public
events and pushing to have its executives
quoted in "USA Today" and other national
print media whenever radio-related advertising or lifestyle stories are published.
For the radio industry as a whole,
Arbitron is sponsoring the third annual

"Great Radio Promotion" awards, a special category within RAB's Mercury
Awards ( scheduled for June 15 in New
York). The company is offering atotal of
$200,000 in cash, including $ 100,000 to

the first-place "Gold Award" winner, for
the best 60-second spots promoting radio
as an advertising medium.
Entries will be judged by the Arbitron
Radio Advisory Council. That same 16member group, made up mostly of radio

We maintain a
Double Standard
Audio Precision offers two different
standard-setting product lines.
The automated System One —
the industry standard for bench and factory.
•Graphic results on PC screen with hard copy to printers
•Automated proof procedures & limits testing
•State-of-the-art performance and speed
The self-contained Portable One Plus& Portable One —
for service bench and field.
•Compact and affordable stereo test sets for applications
not requiring automation
•Both offer comprehensive capability & high performance in a
rugged package
•Portable One Plus adds sweeps, graphs and printer port
The System One and Portable One...two families of test sets designed
for different jobs, each with the quality and performance that you
have come to expect
from Audio Precision.
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station general managers, is also looking
at other strategies to boost response.
One alternative is modification or
replacement of the current diary system.
"I think ( Arbitron) is living in the past.
How would you feel if
you got adiary? Would
you like to fill out a
diary if you were an 18to- 24- year- old male?"
asked RAB President
Gary Fries, an advisory
council member.
Arbitron is also considering a passive meter
system. A small device
could be attached to a
survey respondent's
radios to record the day's
radio listening. Data
from the devises could
then be transmitted to
Arbitron by phone line
at the end of the day.
But from the council's
perspective, passive
meters are not "a slamdunk solution," Fries
said.
Several issues are complicating the passive
meter project, such as
the cost to stations, miniaturization of the
meters and adequate battery power for the
devices, said fellow council member
Mark Bench, general manager, WMXV
(FM) New York.
Also, there is no guarantee that those
who do not take the time to return diaries
would be any more conscientious about
downloading passive meter data, he said.
A small response level improvement
might be achieved with a more userfriendly redesign of the diaries. "Of the
diaries (Arbitron) gets back, alarge number are not useful because they have not
been filled in properly," Bench said. "For
example, they will toss away adiary if a
(listener) didn't listen that day and didn't
check the right box."
Another way Arbitron is attempting to
upgrade service, besides sample size and
response increases, is by venturing into
the qualitative research business. Radio
will have a harder time competing as
cable TV and other narrowcasting advertising media grow.
Arbitron's LocalMotion software, shown
for the first time at RAB 1994, helps stations prepare "micromarketing" pitches
with consumer profiles of historic buying
behavior based on geography, down to the
county, or, if needed, down to the zip code.
Other companies at RAB were also promoting qualitative services. Tapscan Inc.,
Toronto, featured its established
"Business Intelligence" programs. "A lot
of (radio) people out there are trying to
get other ratings sources to enhance their
industry," said Tapscan Vice President
Drew Simpson. " All these guys are
believers that sales go beyond the single
ratings point."
ODD
Entries to the Great Radio Promotion
must be submitted on two reels per spot
(no cassettes accepted), with five seconds
of plastic leader at the head of the tape
and labels on the reels and tape boxes.
Send tapes to: The Great Radio
Promotion III, The Arbitron Co., 142 W.
57th St., New York, NY 10019. Entries
must be postmarked by April 29.

Sports Events
Key to Major
Advertisers
by Bob Harris
DALLAS The message came
through loud and clear from an
RAB conference panel on sports
advertising: Do not sell radio. Sell
integrated sports marketing campaigns.
"Sports is a buy ruled not by
CPM or CPPs, but by enthusiasm.
marketing savvy and imagination," said Terry Reckerd of the
Capitol Radio Network, Raleigh.
N.C.
Sports events create selling
opportunities for out- of- demo
buys and provide an opportunity to
sell time at premium rates. They
create long-term billing for
improved cash flow and the opportunity to sell packages to improve
the profitability of other inventory.
All aspects of a sports program
should be sold in aunified presentation, the panel said. The actual
game with play by play can be in
packages with coaches shows,
sport talk shows, weekend updates
and morning drive reports.
But there should not be too many
packages. Stations should aim for
a few packages at higher prices,
rather than several packages at low
prices.
Sports programming should not
be underpriced, the panel said. It is
prime time on many stations and
deserves premium rates.
It helps to put plenty of show
business in the presentation. Some
stations create s•ports clubs for a
select group of advertisers. Club
members may be offered commercials on all station sports programs, as well as team apparel,
game tickets and several other
perks.
A sports team or sports network
will offer several items and perks
to make the sales job easier.
Steady advertisers are sometimes
offered: season tickets and VIP
parking; use of a skybox suite at
the stadium; signs in the stadium;
space for tailgate parties; players
and coaches for personal appearances; cheerleader appearances,
and public address and scoreboard
advertising.
Even stations that do not have
rights to the local team's games
can make money on sports. They
can package sports score updates
and reports from special events,
like the Olympics. A local
team's star can be hired to do
daily or weekly features for the
station.
Some sponsors are willing to
support a player- of- the- week promotion or hold asimple guess-thescore contest with in-store entries.
Such ideas can be implemented at
any sized market to sell sports,
even at the high school level.

YOU Civ\ S
HARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR RADIO STAIIONS
At aLower Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts,
entire formats or by delivering
your top- rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
spread overhead costs, increase
the quality of programming at the
local statipn and build your
audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.

NPR SATELLITE SERVICES ®
Has moved to:
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20001-3753
(202) 414-2626
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Lobbying Washington Is Important
by Randy Sukow
DALLAS RAB gave National
Association of Broadcasters
President Eddie Fritts time at its
annual conference to present a
session on how to make "sales
calls on Washington." In return,
Fritts staged amodern-day Orson
Welles "War of the Worlds"
show, featuring aMartian attack
from Capitol Hill.
Fritts started the session by
introducing a surprise guest
speaker, Rep. John Pendergrass, a
freshman congressman from

Pennsylvania. After telling afew
cozy stories about his teen years
listening to the radio and about
his friends who once worked at
radio stations, Pendergrass
launched into aseries of politically incorrect pronouncements for
any roomful of radio managers
and salesmen.
•On labeling beer and wine
spots: "Ithink you have to look at
this as citizens and not look only
at the bottom line...Your industry
can look at this in anarrow, selfinterested manner, or you can
take an enlightened view." His

position did not soften, even
when an audience member said
that long disclaimers would likely
drive all beer and wine advertising off radio and on to other
media.
•On political advertising: "I
think the way to control campaign spending is to give me
some free drive time. If Icould be
on during drive time, there would
be an improved discussion of the
issues."
•On the fairness doctrine and
other free-speech issues: "Ithink
my constituents are being poi-

soned by unbalanced and unfair
(broadcast) information." The
congressman was especially
exercised by aradio talk show
host at a station in his district,
where he suggested acall-letter
change to WTJP for "trash John
Pendergrass." He said that stations airing such controversial
material should be forced to air
the other point of view.
"Democracy requires shared
responsibility. We need sacrifices
to move this country ahead," he
said.
The audience was hostile and

More channels. More power. More versatility.
Only Dolby DSTI: systems offer you more.

argumentative by the end of the
speech, when Fritts finally
revealed that
Rep.
John
Pendergrass was actually Jon W.
Plebani, apolitical consultant
with the Washington firm of
Arter & Hadden, who learned
how to imitate atypical congressman's responses during years of
experience as aCapitol Hill aide.
"This is not unusual. Jon Plebani
has personified alot of the thinking in Washington," said John
David, NAB senior vice president, radio. It is up to broadcasters to educate legislators about
broadcast issues, he said.
Jim May, NAB executive vice
president, government relations,
said writing letters will not do the
job. Broadcasters must form personal relationships by inviting
legislators to their stations or by
visiting them at their district or
Washington offices. When
Pendergrass- like speeches are
made by members of Congress,
"it's not shame on them, but
shame on us for not teaching

Broadcasters
must form
personal
relationships
with legislators.
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them," May said.
The NAB staffers said there are
several other issues radio operators should be lobbying their
representatives to address. A
performance royalty bill was
recently introduced by House
Copyright Subcommittee Chairman William Hughes (D-N.J.),
which would require broadcasters to pay copyright fees to performers of recorded music as
well as the composers.
They also suggested that operators study the new EEO rules,
which will have a significant
effect on the next round of radio
station license renewals, set to
begin in June 1995.
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CBS Radio Sports at the Olympics
One of the most anticipated
moments of the 1994 Olympic
Winter Games was Dan Jansen's
final Olympic event, the 1000meter speed skating competition.
After setting aworld record in

by Bob Harris
DALLAS One of the exciting new sales
opportunities for radio is not on the air,
but on the phone. The new "information
superhighway" has opportunities for
radio stations through interactive phone
systems ( IFS).
A room of radio sales managers at the
recent RAB conference heard the future
of ¡ PS as presented by Ruth Preslaff
from The Media Gallery.
Advantages to investing in ¡ PS include
the chance for a station to get closer to
its audience; removal of on-air clutter;
the chance to build adatabase, and additional revenue.
The interactive phone concept is not
new to radio stations, but it is increasingly being embraced by various rival
media, such as newspapers and phone
companies.
IFS has been alarge- or medium-market opportunity so far. The market size
must be about 100,000 or more before
interactive systems pay for themselves.
Most small- market broadcasters cannot
afford it.
Equipment costs are the major investment when establishing an ¡ PS.
Installation costs can range from $ 10,000
to $40,000 for alarge system with several incoming lines and abundant computer
memory.
Information is the next largest expense.
The most popular ¡ PS lines, said Skip
Finely, general manager, WKYS(FM)
Washington, are " soaps, jokes and
(horo)scopes." These services are available from syndicators.
A station must also take into account
the manpower necessary to maintain and
update the system. Information and
sponsor IDs may change on adaily basis
and the time this takes employees away
from other tasks must be listed as an
expense.
But the potential returns often justify
the expenses. Finley says his station has
sold over $ 1million of air time for ads
sold in conjunction with the " KYS
Connection."
WKYS took over 14,000 calls on its
snow closing hotline during one of the
past winter's stretches of bad weather.
The system averages 37,000 calls a
month, Finley said.
Drew Horowitz, general sales manager,
WTMX(FM) Chicago, said his " MIX
Info Line" receives 25,000 calls amonth.
Stations must promote the lines to make
them work, he said. They must also create focused services that certain classes
of listeners will want and need.
WTMX's mortgage rate line, for example, is very popular.
Some advertisers are willing to sponsor
customized ¡ PS lines. In one market,
Midas sponsored acar tip line. In another, a sausage company sponsored a line
for listeners to call in and share their
recipes.
Weight Watchers sponsored a weight
loss tip of the day line. Callers were connected directly to the local Weight
Watchers office at the end of the phone
message, if they desired.

that event and taking the
Gold, Jansen talked with
CBS Radio Sports' Olympic
studio anchor Jim Hunter.
*

*

*

CBS Radio Sports provided
hourly updates on all the Olympic
action and covered Team USA
hockey and portions of the Ladies'
Figure Skating competition live to
250 stations across the country
Look for more coverage on
CBS in the next issue of RW.

Team CBS Radio Sports
covered the venues, got the
aiterviews and captured all
of the Olympic moments
of the XVII Winter Games.
*

e

*

Gathered for the team photo
are, standing left to right: Jim
Hunter (studio anchor), Mike
VVoodley (hockey color), Ed
Coleman ( hockey and ski
jumping), Bill Schweizer (CBS
Owned AM stations), Dave Eanet
(speed skating). Bottom row,
left to right: John Rooney
(studio anchor), Gary Cohen
(hockey). Not pictured are Ann
Liguori (alpine skiing) and
Tommy Tighe ( bobsled and luge).
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Duopoly Adjustments Can Be Difficult
by Randy Sukow
DALLAS Radio's current era of
consolidation, brought on by the
FCC's 1992 relaxation of duopoly
and local marketing agreement
(LMA) rules, has been apositive
experience for many station owners. But certain unexpected details
have ruined the benefits of some
deals.
A major consideration before
closing aconsolidation deal is
how the merged sales departments

are likely to work together. Should
the sales teams be merged?
There is no single, definitive
answer. "Very few situations are
alike, and what works in one case
won't work in another," said Alan
Box, president, EZ Communications, which has entered into
eight duopoly deals and already
been involved in the "unpairing"
of FM station duopolies in two
markets.
Eddie Esserman, general manager of afour-station consolidation

in the San Francisco area (KAI3LAM-FM/KNEW (AM)-KSANFM) agreed there is no universal
rule. Most consolidated stations
will have one general manager
and one receptionist. "The rest is
up for discussion," he said.
Box said he uses two key factors
to decide whether to keep sales
staffs separate. If the formats of
stations are different and if both
earn revenues healthy enough to
survive on their own, he tends to
keep the sales operations separate.

Without both of those factors,
Box said he is more likely to combine them. A stronger station
should "put legs under the weaker
station," he said.
Robert Gourley, general manager, KKCS-AM-FM Colorado
Springs, Colo., who entered an
LMA to operate KIKX-FM
Manitou Spring, Colo., ayear and
a half ago, gave the opposite
advice. "Just because your station
is dominant in the market and controls all the advertising, don't
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believe your new station will play
right into that," he said.
In his case, Gourley said, anumber-one station combined with a
number-twenty station with disastrous results. Salesmen from the
stronger station tended to go after
the easy sell on the stronger station
and pitched the weaker station as
an afterthought.
Esserman, whose own combined
sales operation has been successful, said some stations make the
mistake of trying to cut budgets by
cutting back staff after aconsolidation. "In the larger markets, the
object is not to save your way to
success. The big win is in being
able to have more stations that are
each successful in their own
rights," he said.
"We are two and ahalf years into
it and darned glad we did it," said
Jim Timm of the Radio Results
Network, who oversees the combined sales staff of afourstation
LMA combination in LaCrosse,
Wis.
Timm had several suggestions
for establishing aunified sales perception in the minds of both the
sales people and advertisers. Sales
people should be required to
become as intimately knowledgeable about the new station as they
are of the old station.
He advised managers to be
patient with sales people who have
ahard time adjusting to the new
situation, but to "keep raising the
bar" for those who excel but fall
into a"comfort zone" of steady,
reliable sales without breaking
new ground.
Paul Fiddick, RAB chairman and
radio group president Heritage
Media, said that rivalries within
merged sales staffs can be avoided
if salesmen from the new station
are treated equally. "Treat these
people as if you recruited them, not
as if you bought them," he said.
Heritage has duopoly combinations in Milwaukee, Rochester,
N.Y., and is about to complete a
deal in St. Louis. It has tried combined and separate staffs, but
Fiddick suspects most staffs should
be separate. "Hasn't our experience been that AM-FM combos
sell best separately?" he asked.
Steve Sandman, general sales
manager for
KRZY(AM)KRST(FM) Albuquerque, N.M.,
who also oversees sales at an
LMA station, is astrong believer
in keeping the staffs apart. "The
only one that should have adual
letterhead is the GM," he said.
So far, the risks and benefits of
combining sales staffs do not
appear to change dramatically by
market size. Stations in even the
smallest markets, where duopolies
are still prohibited, may soon have
the opportunity to make the same
decisions.
"We have apetition before the
FCC to take the duopoly issue
down to the smaller markets than
what they agreed to do initially.
We anticipate that there will be
something coming forward on
that in the near future," said
National
Association
of
Broadcasters President Eddie
Fritts.
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single-cable conferencing with
another G2500 allow you to take
it anywhere. An acoustic echo
suppressor further reduces the
chance of feedback.
G3200. Made for large talk
studios or talk shows with alive
audience, the G3200 combines
both digital hybrid technology
and digital acoustic echo
cancellation to provide clean
telephone audio. When caller
audio is sent over studio speakers, some returns to the mics,
creating potential feedback.
The G3200's acoustic echo
canceller automatically removes
this audio from its send path.
Where echo cancellation is not
required, the canceller can be
used as an auto mix- minus
generator. The same automatic
features as the G2500, plus a
built-in auto mic mixer ( up to 3
mics) and power amplifier, maKe
the G3200 ideal for use in any
talk show location.

•

Digital Hybrid Ill. The next
generation of Gentner's most
popular hybrid. The Digital
Hybrid Ill provides :he most
consistent performance of
adigital hybrid with the audio
quality and extra features of the
SPH-5. Its AGC, aulomatic nulling
and automatic re- null on new
line selection provide the best
possible hybrid performance
from line to line. REC and CUE
features make it simple to use
both on- and off-a:r.

G2500. A telephone hybrid
revolution, the G2500 can be
used with any audio board or
console. Unlike other hybrids,
the G2500's Auto Mix Minus
allows you to feed program
output down the telephone line,
even when the output contains
caller audio. The G2500 automatically removes the caller
audio from its feed path.
Automatic answer/disconnect,
nulling, re- null on new line
selection, RS-232 control and
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Gentner
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slipment. Call us toll- free.
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the time to get your hands on SoundLink —the first Random Access
Digital Audio Multi-Track system w-th all the critiaI functions you need at a
price you can live with.
An all- in- one system, SoundLink provides hard disk recording, mixing,
non-destructive editing, signal processing and ma recording in one comprehensive
and afforable package.
If you want awhole new feeling about digital audio production, please call
Korg Professional Audio at 800-645-3188 Ext: 280.
In NY, call 516-333-9100.
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cf "Producing a
Documentary,"

See p. 17.

Equipment and Applications for Radio Production and Recording
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Ihad to spend some time with the manual learning the right sequence of moves
for some of the edit functions, especially
the copy function. While these navigations are not hard to learn, it was obvious
that the designers and Ihad different intuBernoulli drive to update the hard drive,
itional models. More precise screen
using Dolby AC- 2 makes even more
prompts would be helpful. Once Iwas up
sense.
to speed, however, Ifound the system to
be surprisingly fast.
The system
The "FIND" feature, which allows only
The DigiCart/II stores its cuts in abasic
the RC- 210 mini keyboard to search by
hierarchal file system of disks, directories,
name or number, is an essential addition.
cuts and stacks. There are only four butMy first problem was that the search
tons needed to move about. The left and
function didn't come up after pressing F5.
right arrows on the RC-205, RC-210 and
The DIN/ADB adapter on the end of the
RC-220 move between layers, the up and
keyboard cable extends in rather aclunky
down buttons on these remote controls (or
fashion when plugged
into the back of the
chassis. Pushing the
assemblage in that extra
1/16 inch solved the
problem, but moving
the keyboard made the
plug
work
loose.
Adding some strategic
strain relief stabilized
the connector and cured
the problem.
If the file names are
similar,
such
as
"Bumper
A"
and
"Bumper B" the system
will find " Bumper A"
first. A second search
DigiCart/II uses Dolby AC-2 for more
will
take
you
to
efficient use of storage space.
"Bumper B," As easy to
use as this feature is, it could use a little
the rotary selector knob on the front panel
tweaking. The search criteria are limited
of the main chassis) move you up and
to the first letters of any title. After loaddown within whatever disk, directory or
ing in my narration demo and naming it
layer you happen to be in. My navigation
continued on page 27
improved with practice.

Impressive Storage from DigiCartal
by Ty Ford
BALTIMORE When 360 Systems
announced the Version 2 upgrade for its
DigiCart/I, the operational, hardware and
software features they added made the
DigiCart/II ($4,995 with Bernoulli drive
and 240MB internal hard drive) faster and
easier.
New file sorting options, record overwrite, pause during record, secondary and
tertiary cues, easier stack manipulation,
pre-set "hot keys," an updated ES-bus serial interface and operating system plus
other features make the DigiCart/II aformidable opponent in the cart replacement
market.
The DigiCart/II offers the option of
using Dolby AC-2, but only with the 48
kHz sample rate. Regardless of your concerns about data reduction, using Dolby
AC-2 looks very tempting. The 48 kHz
sample rate with Dolby AC- 2 provides
five times the storage of an uncompressed
file.
Storage time in stereo minutes, using
Dolby AC-2compression at 48 kHz sample rate, is Ill minutes for the 240MB
drive, 240 minutes for the 500MB and
480 minutes for the 1GB drive. 360
Systems recommends only its drives be
used.
Recording the audio
Recording is easy. When you hit the
record button, the system finds an empty
space or tells you that the disk is full. You
can set recording time limits of 30 seconds, I, 5, 30 and 60 minutes or "none" to
further conserve space. There is an
adjustable record threshold: you hit
record, play and when your source audio
exceeds the threshold, you're recording.
Head and tail trim editing are easy, and
the system allows you to copy the edited
or original versions to other disk locations
and rename them.
Using 48 kHz with Dolby AC-2, Idid
A/B comparisons between CD sources
and DigiCart/II playback. Ifirst used classical string quartets with all of those fragile bowed sounds. Even at levels that were
well below -27 dB (and not even showing
on the meters), the quieter, more fragile
bowed parts sounded fine. The stereo
image was intact, the highs, mids and
lows all were in balance.
Next Iused my "system killer," the KIX
"Hotwire" CD. Even the very dense
waveforms of KIX's high energy rock
caused the system no problem. Ifollowed
that by recording afew spots from anearby station's DGS terminal to the analog
ports of my DAT machine. Although the
spots sounded a bit " edgy" before I
recorded them on the DigiCart/II, they
didn't sound any worse on playback.
Another incentive to use Dolby AC-2 is
that you can only use the "Preset" buttons
for playback of sounds recorded with
Dolby AC-2. Imay regret saying this, but

Ihave no complaints with Dolby AC-2as
it is used in the DigiCart/II.
The Bernoulli
Okay, so the 105MB Bernoulli disk took
about 13 seconds to boot up after insertion. But you would have to have an army
of interns with brain implants all wired to
your synapses to handle acart library with
as many cuts as you could get on afully
loaded DigiCart/II.
Although Ididn't subject the Bernoulli
drive and disk to any rough handling, I
suspect that they are more fragile than the
standard workhorse cart and cart machine.
But since one of the main features of the
DigiCart/II system is that it stores audio
on the internal hard drive and up to five
more external drives, each as big a 1GB
(480 stereo minutes with Dolby AC-2per
drive), you would probably use the
Bernoulli for less stressful tasks, like
backing up and changing cuts. 360
Systems suggests that you optimize the
hard disks at least every six months, making sure to back up all drives to Bernoulli
disks first.
File transfer time also is impacted by the
use of Dolby AC-2. It took only 25 seconds to copy aDolby AC-2encoded five
minute stereo file from the removable
Bernoulli drive to the internal hard drive.
When Itransferred a 60 second, nonencoded stereo file, it took 26 seconds.
From this, Ideduced that the compression
ratio for this application of Dolby AC-2is
about 5:1. If your plan is to use the
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The Other Road Taken: Tascam's DA88
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. It's bound to happen.
Sooner or later, you'll switch to digital
recording for your station's production.
And today, if you are looking at multitrack capability, the eight- track digital
recorder is aconvenient format.
The two prime contenders are the popular Alesis ADAT (see RW Dec. 22, 1993)
and Tascam's DA 88. Priced at $4499
list, the DA88 is one of the new modular
digital multitracks ( MDM). It is based on
the Hi8 video tape format.
As your need for tracks increases, you
can add on more eight-track modules via
cable connection. In this way, you can
hook together up to 16 units to get up to
128 tracks. Modules sync up in two seconds, and the sync does not use up any
tracks.
Specifications
Since the DA88's sound is digital, there
is no wow and flutter, no intermodulation
noise and no tape hiss. Tascam specs the
frequency response as: ±0.5 dB from 20
Hz to 20 kHz, and the S/N ratio at 92 dB
or greater.
Product Capsule: Tascam DA88
Thumbs
Up
/ clean. digital sound

Thumbs
Down
/ transport whines during
shuttle

/ rugged and reliable
/ fag, responsive transport
/ long tape running time

/ somewhat pricier than
ADAT
/ may have more features
than you need

For more information, circle Reader Service
95;

or call Tascam at 213-726-0303

In past issues we've touted the virtues of
disk-based digital workstations. But adigital tape recorder ( like the DA88) has
some advantages for the same price: faster
mixing, longer recording time, multipletrack overdubs and removable media.
The Alesis ADAT competes directly
with the DA 88, but has had a couple
years head start with more than 20,000
units in the field. Unlike the DA88's Hi8
format, the Alesis ADAT, and more

recently the Fostex RD-8, use atransport
that handles S-VHS video tape.
Tascam opted for the Hi8 format for several reasons, according to the company.
In the Alesis and Fostex models, the
transport is made to run at about three
times the normal speed, which may add
stress, according to Tascam. Also, the
DA88 employs direct-drive motors rather
than the flywheel/belt system used in an

(Editor's note: Despite questions about
the ADAT's robustness, users have said
they have held up well and offer great
digital sound—the latter was aconclusion
reached by Ty Ford in the December
review.)
Ins and outs
The DA88 is made to accept only Hi8
tape and will not accept aHi8 tape record-
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The Hi8 videotape format is now used for multitrack audio.
S- VHS transport.
Another advantage of Hi8 is its long
recording time on asmall 120-minute cassette: one-hour, 48 minutes.
A video format
Hi8 also offers Automatic Track Finding
(ATF). The tracking- control signal is
embedded in the helical scan. Since the
program and tracking signals are on the
same track, the deck constantly aligns
itself. Tascam says this gives perfect
tracking without errors. With S-VHS, the
control track is a separate longitudinal
track.
Speed is another advantage of Hi8.
When you press atransport control on an
S-VHS transport, it takes afew seconds to
respond. The Hi8 transport responds
almost instantly. It can shuttle a 120minute tape in just 80 seconds.
Alesis has stated that S-VHS tracks are
much wider and less dense than Hi8
tracks, so S- VHS should be less errorprone. In response, Tascam said that the
computer industry relies on Hi8 for data
backup, so it must be reliable. Hi8 uses
very dense metal- particle tape which
keeps error rates down.

ed with video.
The digital circuitry uses the same converters as the Tascam DA -30 DAT
recorder. The A/D is aCrystal 5339 with
64x oversampling, and the D/A is an 18bit, Analog Devices DA-1865N with 16x
oversampling.
Both 48K and 44.1 kHz sampling rates
are available. Use 48 kHz for best frequency response. Use 44.1 kHz to avoid
sample-rate conversion if you have adigital mixer and are mixing for CD release.
You'll find the DA88 readily accessible
for servicing. All the circuit boards and
transport plug into the chassis. Analog
audio inputs and outputs are unbalanced
RCA connectors with a - 10 dBV level.
There's also apair of balanced D-sub 25pin connectors running at +4 dBm.
Tascam offers acable that converts from
D-sub to XLRs.
The digital I/O format is Tascam's TDIFIdigital interface. It takes the form of aDsub connector and is used to copy between
two DA -88s—eight tracks at a time.
Optional interfaces let you convert TDIF-1
to the usual AES/EBU and SDIF-2 formats. Two word-sync jacks can be used to
lock the DA88 to Tascam's RA-4000

1994

hard-disk recorder, Tascam's DA60 DAT
recorder and Digidesign's ProTools.
The DA88 comes with awide variety of
handy features, such as pitch control, a
jog wheel for cueing, fast shuttling, two
auto locate points, track delay and punch
in/out. Options include a punch in/out
footswitch, meter bridge, remote control,
stand, RC-848 System Remote Controller
for up to six DA88s and the SY-88 synchronizer board that provides SMPTE
chase sync, MIDI machine control
(MMC) and RS 422 compatibility.
Impressions
There's no doubt that this is aprofessional machine. It's well- made, heavily
shielded and weighs 33 lbs. The clearly
labeled controls operate with asure touch.
Made for rack mounting, the DA -88
stands four rack spaces tall.
A word of caution: After you receive the
shipped unit, make sure that the circuit
cards are still well- seated. My review
sample had been dropped during shipment, which caused some digital errors
until the unit was checked.
The easy-to-read manual led me through
the DA88's controls, displays and operations with no hassle. The DA88 almost
reminds me of an analog deck in its ease
of use. Every function works without a
glitch—even punch-ins. In an attempt to
create glitches, Ipulled out the power
cord while overdubbing. But Iheard no
click on any tracks during playback.
The transport reacts quickly to your
commands and shuttles tape much faster
than the ADAT. You can, however, hear
the gears whining during shuttle mode.
Overall, Ithink the DA88 sounds just
great: clean and easy on your ears. To test
its sound quality, Irecorded aCD on the
DA88, then compared the DA88 playback to the CD. They sounded virtually
the same. The CD might have been just a
little more "open" or "effortless" on cymbals, but the difference was very subtle.
You'll like the DA 88 for on- location
recordings because the tape runs so long.
And it is ideal for radio production with
its speed, ruggedness and ease of use. The
Tascam DA88 offers excellent sound and
features at an affordable price.
O

Bruce Bartlett is amicrophone engineer
and technical writer for Crown
International. Jenny Bartlett is atechnical
writer. Bruce can be reached at 219-2948388.
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DAWs Make Mixing Documentaries Easier
Last in a series
by Steve Rowland
NEW YORK Mixing your radio documentary is the last step in your production. Equipment choices are: use multiple
two-track machines, patched into aboard,
and recorded onto a master two- track
machine; use an analog multitrack
recorder—an eight-track is adequate for
most productions, and the Otani5050 has
been used for many great productions, or
use amultitrack digital audio workstation
(DAW).
The multiple two-track system sounds a
little out of date, and it is. However, this
system is still being used in many of the
studios at National Public Radio, and the
programs, while often simple in construction, are some of the strongest pieces being
done in contemporary radio. Personally, I
couldn't work that way, but some producer/engineer teams make magic.
Working in an analog eight track studio
gives alevel of precision and complexity
that really is hard to get in two-track system. Cues can be dropped in more easily
and the backtiming of music and sound
effects is much more precise.
The old way
With both of these systems you must
build your mix up linearly from beginning to end. Some producers try to time
out their programs exactly before they go
into the studio. They will time each edited actuality, each narration bit, and each
piece of music, then add the total. Very
few changes are made during the mix. I
did aprogram that way once, and hope to
never do it again.
While you are putting the program
together, you need to be able to stop and
listen to it and change the sequence of
things, cut down an overwritten narration
and add alittle more music.
But what if your show gets to long? You
are mixing down to two-track. Well, one
thing we do is to leave places in the mix
that will be easy to edit. Leave some
voices that are good, but that could still
be cut down some—without any music
behind them.
Mark down the locations as you go
along, and when you get to the end of
your show, you'll have a list of places
where you can make easy edits. This way
you can wait till the end of the show is
laid in and still go back and tighten things
up, and end up with exactly the length of
the show that you need.
The third option, and the best, is to mix
on a multi- track digital audio workstation. Working in this environment provides extraordinary flexibility. Sections
of the program can be added or deleted,
and the rest of the show rippled up or
down to accommodate the changes.
Back-timing is simple, and adjusting the
relationship of two elements is as simple
as dragging one past the other.
Multitrack DAWs
The past year has seen the introduction
of a number of true multitrack DAWs.
For the first time, these machines are fullfeatured, reliable and reasonably affordable. It is my opinion that we are watching arevolution in the audio industry that
will have at least as much impact as the
introduction of multitrack machines. At

the moment, they already present an
extraordinary advance in audio technology and ways in which we can work with
recorded sound.
Over the next few years these machines
will become even more flexible, more
nimble, capable of a great variety of
tasks, and even more affordable.
The most exciting thing about these systems is that they extend the creative possibilities of any project. You are no
longer required to work in a linear fashion. More options for each idea you have
can be explored in a short amount of
time. Fade ups, cross-fades, backtiming,

A recent interview with funk legend George Clinton ( L),
will become part of adocumentary mix.

continued on page 25

Owning ii
Real
Neumann
Just Got a
Lot Easier
You've put alot of money into your studio... expensive
nsoles, recorders, processing, etc. But your recordings
st don't measure up to your expectations. Chances are,
he problem is with the most important (and most often
verlooked) part of your signal chain.., the microphones.
Virtually every major recording produced during the
last 50 years has utilized Neumann microphones on vocals
nd critical tracks. And with good reason. Neumann microhones sound better. The warmth. The texture. The velvety
smooth richness that cannot be duplicated. It's called the
"Neumann Sound."
The TLM 193 is alarge diaphragm cardioid condenser
icrophone with state-of-the-art specifications. Frequency
esponse of 20Hz to 20kHz, dynamic range of 130dB, self
oise of 10dB-A, and maximum SPL of 140dB.
Mics like the U 47, U 67, U 87, and the TLM 1:11 are
legends in the industry. Now, with the TLM 193, you can
have Neumann performance in the classic tradition for less

e

than $ 1300 us!
Make your next recording aclassic. Use Neumann. .
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Introducing the TIM 193
Large-Diaphragm Condenser Microphone

LLLLLLIn

6Vista Drive PO Box 987 • ()Id Lyme, Cr0437 I
Tel: 203.434.5220 • FAX 203.434.;148
West Coast Tel: 818.845.8815 • FAX 818.43'. 7 I
40

NeumannICanade
221 LaBrosse Ave., Pointe-Claire, Quebec 1
319R I
A
Tel: 514.426.3013 • FAX 514.426.!97 4
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EVERYBODY TELLS US THAT
BROADCAST ENGINEERS ARE
VERY CONSERVATIVE, OKAY,
READ THIS AD NOW AND THEN
BUY A CR -1604 IN FIVE YEARS.

me-S77.- -l1=-•r

eunderstand why
broadcast engineers have a
wait-and-see attitude about
new products. Your station
(and yourjob) depend on rocksolid reliability and sonic
performance you can count on.. i
We like to introduce you
to Mackie...even if we do
probably seem like awetbehind-the-ears newcome
compared to some manufactur
ers. We've been around six
years now. During that time
we've gained aserious
reputation for building high
value, trouble-free micfiine:
mixers.
Mixers with legendary
headroom, ultra-low noise and
unique features that make
using them easier.
Mixers so good that
they're regularly used
to create major label
compact discs, feature
movie soundtracks, and
more commercial production work than you can shake
an RE20 at. For example, our
CR1604 16-channel mic/line
mixers are used nightly on
the Tonight Show, Arsenio
Hall, Conan O'Brian and
David Letterman Shows'.
Our mixers have also
covered hundreds of thousands
of miles with acts like Peter
Gabriel, Madonna, Whitney _
Houston, Paula AbduL Bruce
Springsteen, Reba McIntyre,
Alabama and Michael Jackson'. Compared to the relative
security of astation production
room, asix-month world tour is
about the most brutal testthat
any electronic component can
go through. Our mixers have a
reputation for being bulletproof on the road — even
when loading dock mishaps
and power surges have taken
out everything else in the same
rack
As for use at broadcast
facilities, well, we're not total
newcomers. Aquick scan of
_our warranty database shows
that over 70 U.S. radio stations
already have Mackie micñine
mixers in place.
Does that mean you folks
aren't as conservative as
everybody says? If so, call
your favorite broadcast
supply house, or dial us tollfree for complete information
on Mackie's line of mixers.
If you are conservative,
keep an eye on us, anyway.
We want your business even
if we have to wait five years.

3band equalization done right: ±-15c15 at
i3OHz, ± 12d5 at 2.5kHz (perfect for
voices), ± 15d5 at 120-1z. Far more useful
than traditional 100Hz,1Khz,10Khz EQ.

The Mackie Designs 16x2 CR1604 Mic/
Line Mixer. Suggested retail price, ' 1095 1.
Available at America's top broadcast
supply houses.

Sealed rotary potentiometers resist
contamination from dust, liquids
and smoke. Plus they have a _
smooth, positive feel
without atrace of
wobble.

Solid steel main
chassis.
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8atone or 4
stereo AUX .
Returns with
individual level
and balance controls.
All have 15d5 additional
gain above Unity to
boost weak effects.

Individual
channel signal
metering via solo
function.
Two extra buses. Mute buttons
route the channels' s7gnals to an extra
stereo bus called ALT 3/4. I3ecause you
can also route ALT 3/4 to the headphones, it's perfect for monitoring
advance audio cues: Preview a signal
that hasn't been brought up in the
mix yet...then add it by unmuting
the channel.
UnityPlus gain structure gives high
headroom and low noise at the same
time. Set the fader to center-detent
Unity Gain, press channel solo to
monitor the channel via the CR1604's
LED meters, adjust the input trim ONCE
and you're ready. Because there's 20d5
MORE gain available on the fader, you
won't need to
constantly re-adjust
the trim.
Maximum RF
rotection. Most
compact mixers use
plastic jacks that
transmit RF to
the main
circuit board
where it's reradiated and
RF
picked up by
anything that
rectifies (
A). The
CR1604 uses nietal
jacks and washers
pl us a shunting
capacitor to de-rail RF before it gets to
any circuit traces (5). A Radio World
reviewer tested a CR1604 on a transmitter hill with 3 VHF TV and 1FM sticks
plus several microwave repeaters and
shortwave transmitters. When he
plugged in a notoriously RFprone
microphone, he detected NO RE
RF

7AUX
Sends from four
knobs. AUX 1can be used as an
effects send or headphone
monitor cue via the MON. Sends 3
&4beccmeAUXs5&6 when the
SHIFT button is pressed. All sends
give you 15d5 more gain above
Unity so that you can get tons of
effect even when the channel
fader is pulled down.
Powerful headphone amp (with volume
control) drives any phones to headbanging levels even an AOR production
person will appreciate.

I

METAL

Not shown: Inserts on Chs. 1thru
main left/right bus inserts, phantom
power switch, balanced/unbalanced main
stereo outputs and separate mono
output. XLR10 Mic Preamp Expander
connects to the CR1604 pod to
provide 10 more prearr ps
complete with trims
and phantom
power.

Aid

Unique, multi- way convertible
physical configuration.
CR1604's input/output pod
rotates to back (creating a
space- saving 7- rack- space
mixer shown in Fig.1), or to
front ( 10 rack spaces, shown in
Fig. 2) with our optional
RotoPod bracket. Use the
CR1604 on a tabletop with
jacks on the same plane
as the controls via
the RotoPod bracket
(Fig. 3 below), or
jacks to top (Fig. 4
below). Our XLR10
Mic Preamp
Expander can also be added in any of
these configurations.
11118

11t.“

Rugged design and construction.
Including mil- spec, double- sided. thruhole-plated fiberglass circuit boards
(horizontally- mounted on brass
stand-offs for impact- resistance), double-parallel- wired
faders for 2-times redundancy,
and electronic protection against
power surges, impedance
mis matches and static discharges.

A chip off the old block: Perfect
for remotes, our
MS1202 12x2 Mic/Line Mixer
has 4 of the same superb mic preampb
that distinguish our larger CR1604, plus
phantom power, 2AUX sends/ch., 2stereo
AUX returns, channel patching, 2-band EQ.
3-way12-LED peak metering, headphone
monitor amp with level control, built-in
power supply. Suggested retail is
just i399T!

1 Mention in this ad denotes documented useage
only. Mention is not intended to infer endorsement
by any of the television shows listed.

Price is slightly higher in
Canada.

Six recording studio-grade microphone
preanips with +45VDC phantom power.
Discrete circuitry with four conjugatepair, large-emitter geometry transistors
delivers -129.6dEirn E.I.N., 300K bandwidth, 0.005% TI-10...and incredible
headroom. A Very Famous Maker of
Expensive German Microphones uses a
CR1604's preamps to demo their
mics at tradeshows.

2

Better-than-digital specs and headroom. The CR1604 has a dynamic
range of 105c113 and an internal 5/N
ratio of -116d5 (versus compact discs'
96d5 dynamic range.) This means you're
getting a mixer that can handle the
output of digital workstations, COS and
OAT tapes without overload.

ClICIII

MACKIE DESIGNS INC. • 20205 144d' Ave NE • Woodinville, WA • 98072 • 800/898-3211
FAX 206/487-4337 • Outside the U.S. call 206/487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 800/363-8855
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KRK Model 6000
Close- Field Monitors

Fostex 380S Multitracker
The Fostex 380S Multitracker is a
high performance Dolby S analog
cassette recorder with four-track capability. The unit features sweepable
midrange EQ, integrated mixer, and
XLR mic inputs.
For more information, contact
Fostex at 310-921-1112; or circle
Reader Service 81.

Audio Technica
Multimedia Loudspeakers

PrismSound
Hand- Held Analyzer
The PrismSound AES-EBU analyzer
enables trouble shooting in the digital
chain, including channel status, data and
sample jitter, cable related high frequency loss and carrier amplitude diagnosis.
The portable package features battery
and external DC operation.
For more information, contact Sprocket
Digital at 818-566-7700; or circle
Reader Service 35.

Audio Technica has introduced two
models of multimedia speakers, the
MMS557 and MMS337, that are said to
be well suited for computer audio editing
when the user has limited space for larger nearfield monitors.
The MMS557 is amagnetically shielded speaker with built-in 10 watt per
speaker amplifier. The bass reflex encloinch woofer, a soft
sure features a fourdome tweeter, and tone controls.
Frequency response is listed at 80 hz to
20 kHz. The MMS337 is similar, but
with only a three-inch full range driver
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and 18 kHz treble response. Both models
have internal AC power supplies instead
of the usual "wall warts," and come with
cables and desk stands.
For more information, contact Peter
Sabin at Audio Technica, 216-686-2600.

The KRK Model 6000 is the smallest in
the company's "close- field" ( near field)
monitor line.
The 13- inch by 9-inch by 10- inch
speaker has asix-inch polyglass woofer,
and one- inch kevlar tweeter. Frequency
response is rated 62 hz to 15 khz within
3dB.
For more information, contact KRK
Monitoring Systems at 714-841-1600; or
circle Reader Service 92.

TnÇiI)
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ULTRAHARMONIZER' -

Eventide H3500- B
Ultra Harmonizer
The H3500-B features all the control and effects of the H3500, plus tools designed
for broadcasters, according to the company.
Features include up to 95 seconds of sampling, and aMod Factory algorithm that
adds dynamics, gating, ducking and compression. Special broadcast features include
TimeSqueeze, Stutter and Patch Factory, which are said to be ideal for onair radio
use.
For more information, contact Eventide at 201-641-1200; or circle Reader Service
163.
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STUDIO SERVICES
Studio Services are
agreat, econom leal way
to get your cc mpany's
message to Radio

Station and Recording
Studio owners/managers
and engineers. Call
Simone now an your ad
could be in the iext issue
of Radio World.

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.
Take an extra $ 10 off if you mention this ad!

Send $79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

(612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 60

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Talk radio pros expect the unexpected, but there's one thing
they can always depend on— the reliability of true blue.
•
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522CART or (703) 667-8125
Fax: ( 703) 667-6379
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Giving Your Carts the Dolby SEdge
by Ed Bukont
GREENBELT, Md. As source material has improved through the use of digital technology, the product available
for radio airplay has generally become
of better quality, of a consistent sound
and causes less listener fatigue. That is,
until you play the next commercial
which you have produced in-house on
Product Capsule: Radio Systems RS 2

k.

Thumbs
Up

• reduced noise, improved
sound

Thumbs
Down
manual not always clear

lessens cart obsolescence
▪ moderate cost

For more information, circle Reader Service
168; or call Radio Systems at 609-467-8000

cart machine.
Although it can do the job in the production studio, the decades-old analog
cart machine technology lacks the clarity of today's digital production equipment. When using analog carts, the
background noise and phase anomalies
inherent in this system seem to jump out
at you when changing between digital
and analog sources. While you may be
aware of the latest digital cartridge
replacement systems, such an option
may not be within your budgetary
an analog

grasp.
A system that reduces the noise and
correct reproducer phasing without coloring the source or otherwise imparting
new noises and distortion can extend
the usability of cart machines. Such a
system must be reasonably priced and
user-friendly to be acceptable to the
broadcasters.
Dolby S technology
Dolby Labs and Radio Systems have
married the technology of Dolby's
Spectral Response ( SR) and the needs
of cartridge noise reduction into the
Radio Systems RS 2 " Dolby S- type"
noise reduction system. This product,
has come along at the right time: 1have
seen few stations abandoning carts after
installing digital gear. The use of noise
reduction and proper maintenance may
keep your sound competitive and protect your equipment investment during
the next five to 10 years before carts go
the way of the eight-track tape.
Radio Systems said that a complete
production room RS 2 unit with amain
module, encode and decode cards
should cost about $ 1,200. A complete
playback system for atypical station's
three cart machine playback setup
would consist of the main module and
three- decode cards— about $ 1,600.
The Radio Systems RS 2 Dolby S unit

that 1tested also incorporated a phase
correction circuitry option.
(Besides cart machine improvement,
Radio Systems Sales Manager Garrett
Conover said the company has sold
numerous units to stations that want to
improve the performance of discrete
STLs and RPUs.)

Radio Systems' RS 2
In conventional noise reduction, the
signal is treated with afixed amount of
processing controlled by preset parameters. Such processing is constant, without regard for program content and may
be restricted to only certain portions of
the signal which limits the effectiveness
of the processing. Conventional noise
reduction usually requires proper
decoding on playback to render alistenable signal.
Full spectrum
The S system, now employed in consumer cassette decks, treats the entire

signal as five bands of audio and tailors
the companding of each band— depending upon the audio information presented in the encode phase. As such, Dolby
SR monitors the entire spectrum, not
just pre-determined center frequencies
and fixed bandwidths as in other systems, including earlier Dolby products.
In the Sbox, the operating parameters
have been modified from the full SR
products to reflect the performance limitations of cart machines. While SR
uses 10 bands of audio processing to
achieve amaximum improvement of 36
dB in signal -noise
ratio, the S process
achieves only 24 dB of
improvement which is
sufficient for broadcast
use. But Radio Systems has taken a further step. The encoded
audio is monitored on
playback for evidence
of reproducer azimuth
error that causes phase problems.
Electronic delay is used to shift one
channel as required to return it to a
properly phased signal before decoding.
Because the phase circuitry operates on
the difference in reproducer performance, the RS 2 can correct for error in
reproducing a mono source which has
been recorded on both channels of a
stereo machine.
Other noise reduction systems often
have been too complex, too expensive
or required constant alignment and special test apparatus, thus making such
continued on page 26

''And We'll Prove It!
"Excellent sonic quality.., incredible freedom"
EQ Magazine, October 1993

11711=7. =Mg

DIGITAL
STEREO
TRACKS

UNDER
$4,000!

Plays 50 simultaneous stereo
tracks without bouncing!

II Add to your 386/486
computer

Complete Work Stations Available!

• Up to 2.900 segments

available per project
II Non-destructive, precision
digital edits in under a second
• 110 db noise floor &

phase- linear filters

Call For Your Free Catalog Today!

919/870-0344
FAX/870-7163

al Non- brittle, crystal clear
sound quality
• Backs up to audio DAT
• Easy to install, easier to use!

Micro Technology Unlimited • P.O. Box 21061 • Raleigh. NC USA 27619-1061
Circle ( 107) On Reader Service Card
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Cable organization can be much
tidier using Rip- Tie velcro wraps.
The resuable ( up to 10,000 closures)
wraps come in an assortment of sizes
and colors. The product can also be
customized with your company
name.
For more information, contact
Michael Paul Fennell at 415-5430170; or circle Reader Service
152.

HHB
Professional DAT
HHB has developed aprofessional line
of DAT tapes, ranging in time from 15
minutes to 122 minutes.
The tapes feature Ultrafine metal particle formulation, anti- corrosion treatment for
improved archiving capability, increased binding strength, anti- static lid and heatresistant shell.
For more information, contact Fraser Jones at Independent Audio 207-773-'4/4; or
circle Reader Service 50.

Valley Audio
Model 730 DYNAMAP
The Model 730 DYNAMAP offers not only stero compression, keybale expansion.
gating, and limiting, but also the DYNAMAP feature—which is a multiple threshhold, multiple segment ratio digital dynamics processor.
The Model 730 can support all digital and or analog inputs and outputs at any level
or protocol. It will even mix analog and digital inputs together. and feed both analog
and digital outputs simultaneously.
For more information, contact Mike Joseph at Valley Audio, 800-800-4345; or circle
Reader Service 192.

PR&E
ADX Workstations
Pacific Recorders and Engineering now has two models of the ADX workstations, the ADX Basic and the ADX Workstation.
The Basic is astreamlined version of the
Workstation oriented to
small market stations
and budget- minded
users. The system
includes a Macintosh
Quadra 610, 16- inch
monitor, keyboard,
mouse and eight channel processing unit.
The unit features a 1.2
GB hard drive and similar control panel software as the ADX
Workstation.
The ADX Workstation is a more sophisticated, hard disk- based
system designed specifically for the demands
of radio production. It
includes Macintosh
Quadra 650, I6 -inch
monitor, 2.4 GB hard
drive good for six
hours of eight-track audio. Both the Basic and the Workstation are compatible
with the ADX Mixstation, an automated eight track mixdown module.
For more information, contact PR&E at 619-438-3911; or circle Reader
Service 203.

I
COULD

HAVE BOUGHT

ADIGILINK!
Are you thinking about replacing your old cart machines with
'Digital Carts' such as floppies, flopticals, Bernoullis, or Opticals???
Well, think about it alittle more! Add up the list price for adigital
cartridge recorder, just asingle player, AND the floppy disks-- and
you will find that you could have bought aDigilink workstation for
$7,995 that gave you ' Live' Are- '
Automation' capabilities!!!
ADigilink workstation stores audio on an internal hard disk and
comes out of the box with acapacity of 547 one minute, stereo
carts for only $7,995. Even better, the Digilink hard disk has an
average 15 year life. Imagine how many floppies you will break,
wear out, lose, and replace over 15 years. That doesn't count all of
the floppy disk mechanisms that will jam,
COunteéàe.
break, and simply fail...
%m.
Also with aDigilink, you get much more! You
MrceezeKu
can stack up hundreds of 'carts' in the play list — = mat&
lAs.kez.
and just walk away. You get satellite automation
in the Digilink workstation and can optionally add CD players. A
digital audio cut and splice editor even comes standard with
Digilink. Because Digilink will play and record at the same time, you
can play aspot to air while it starts ascheduled network
autorecord. You can even network delay with Digilink.
With all of these features, it is easy to see why there are more than
500 Digilink workstarions around the world from Paris to Moscow to
Taiwan to Jamaica and in your own backyard. Don't suddenly come
to the realization that you could have bought aDigilink!
Call Arrakis now...
(303', 224-2248

ARRAKIS

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Grde ( 13) On Reader Service Card
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ProGold

The CircuitWerkes TeleRadio
Remote Controlled Listen Line
_

ECOICO

•Improves Conductivity

REBUILT POWER TUBES

• Maintains Optimum
Signal Quality

You can find out what's going on the air in all of
your markets without ever leaving your chair!
With the TeleRadio and a
on your station and all of your
competitors in real-time.

You'll

never have to get another station
air- check and you can punch
around the dial as if you were
right there.

As soon as the

TeleRadio answers, its internal
radio begins playing down the
line to you. You control the tuner

Remote scanning, tuning, band
change & memory set.

CircuitWerkes

The TeleRadio is the next best

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(904) 331-5999 / fax 331-6999

READER SERVICE NO. 211

ALL THE POWER AND FEATURES
OF PRISTINE AT THE LOWEST
PRICE IN YEARS!

NAB SHOW SPECIAL!
SEE US IN BOOTH 3800
OFFER GOOD THROUGH MARCH 31, 1994
PRISTINE CD DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM
including: 2 heavy duty 486/33/DX computers •
8+ hours of Dolby AC-2 stereo hard disk audio
• music scheduling system • traffic system
interface • digital editing package • 8 Pioneer
TM-3 CD Players • CD audio mixer & amp •
installation & training • leasing available

YSTEM 5n

$1
7, 995

INCORIOI•TI

Distributed Nationally by
PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC

803/370-2400 • FAX 803/370-2314
INTERNATIONAL 310/670-7500 • FAX 310/670-0133
READER SERVICE NO. 93

o

wanted noise. distortion 8. signal loss.

PreGeld

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

conditioning treatment improves
and maintains the performance ot all electronic equipment and parts.

e•›.

From the company that brought you Cramolin.
CAIG Products ... used by those wee demand the best!

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
6212 SW 8th Place

r4e

•Reduces Wear & Abrasion
Even the finest equipment cannot guarantee
noise free operation. One " dirty" connection
anywhere in the signal path can cause un-

len random memory presets

with the buttons on your phone.
thing to being there yourself.

• Reduces RFI and
Intermittent Signals

The TeleRadio features include:

Remote controlled external audio
jack lets TeleRadio double as a
standard coupler for IFB, etc.

nalibur Ciettronits
CD- 1Interface Amp

Boeing
Ceebold Inc
Dolby Laboralorées
General Eieceic
Hewlett Par:km.1

Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone 916-662-7553

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

RiCAI

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax 916-666-7760

Telex. 176756

From Canada: 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 24

A New Dats/Sedat Digital
Satellite Receiver

Honeywell
Job,, Fluke Mtg
McIntosh Labs
Motorola
RCA

Switchcraft
neurone(
Texas Instrument
Xerox Corp
& many more.

16744 Wesi Bernardo Drive
San D'ego

CA 92127 1904

Phone: ( 619) 451.1799
FAX ( 619) 451-2799

READER SERVICE NO. 1

.11 .111)1

Shipping Now!

ELIMINATE PODIUM CWTTER.

P132X8 Fr)
tir:tsrsibeuetrolMniZttiehtc:Ine
MICROAMP SERIES

Replace your Dart, S/A Dat 32 73
Dart 384 Compatible - Dats/Sedat/McCurdy
- Uses consumer-grade LNB & RG-6
- Adapts easily to current LNA systems
- 5 card slots
Extra heavy duty power supply
- New 7.5/15 KHz
switchable Data card

We Repair & Rebuild all
major brands of Satellite Receivers
48 Hour Turnaround
Zephyrus SCPC a Subcarrler

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319
(Fax) 635-815 I

24 Hour
Phone / Fax
Technical Support

All Networks & Receivers

READER SERVICE NO. 139

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?
SERVICE, REPAIR
& CALIBRATION
• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

The industry's
favorite unidirectional
interface amplifier is designed to match
IHF output standards ( Ian unbalanced,
-10dBV) to broadcast input standards
(+4dBm,
balanced).
DC
coupling,
<0.006% THD & IMD, and >90dB S/N
make the CD- 1 appropriate for use with
the highest quality CD players, as well as
with monitor tuners, cassette and tape
playback, DAT playback, and ENG
equipment. Table- top mounting or, using
the included angle brackets, may be
attached to arack panel, your cabinetry, or
anywhere convenient. A dual version, the
CD- 2, is also available.

Maxim urn
Performance
& Protection
for Connectors

The Ultimate Contact Enhancer & Protector!

Econco

phone, you are ready to check up

TM

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
Belar • Marti •

•Exciters • AM/FM

Moseley • McMartin

Broadcast Monitors •

•TFT • And others...

Remote Control Systems

An authorized <
• TF7 service center

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
We can help get you back on the air with our
SIL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that
will be set to your frequency prior to shipping. We also
provide over-the-phone technical assistance.
ssesastt1--."

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

EXCAliBt'R F.IICTR( ) NICS, INC., Cl IANT1ITY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo number /Or adata Jheet and adealer list

(503) 471-2262

READER SERVICE NO. 175

READER SERVICE NO. 4
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Elinfeate the us-..tal press conference
microphone clutter with lust asingle
or a back-up pal' of microphones.
Feed each of eght transformer isolated
charnels from either input or both

•Rack or desk mount
•Two low noise tAkiLlne Inputs

ItAciline inputs mixed.

• Phantom power, low cut fatter

Drive ahigh level SLR and a medium
or low level TRS One simultaneously
from each output_

• Loop thru expansion inputs

Use as a2X8 DA. stereo 1X4 DA or two
fluai mixer.
Stu& grade performance, field proven
iuggedness.

• Calibrated test oscillator
• Switchable bar-graph VU meter
• XLII. 1,4" and 35mm TIRS jacks
• Headphone output

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE DETAILED BROCHURE.
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Ave., Horsham, PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330 (800) 959-0307
FAX: (215) 443 -0394
READER SERVICE NO. 47

fficient &
conomical `I)
$ss
Radio World's Products &
Services Showcase reaches
over 22,000 radio station
owners, managers, engineers
and consultants every month.
To advertise your product or
service, contact your sales
representative or
Simone Mullins at

1-800-336-3045
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SIGNAL-TO-NOISE

Audiophile Quality with Sennheiser 'Phones
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK When atruly breakthrough
product hits the audio market, the "buzz"
usually starts right away. Such is the case
with Sennheiser's new HD 580 dynamic
open-air headphones, introduced in
January and already on the way to becoming an audio classic.
User word-of-mouth has it that these
"cans" are the new king of the hill. Better
yet, they are affordable ($349 list) with a
street price of under $300. After spending
a week glued to apair of 580s, Inow
understand what all the excitement is
about.
My "tests" were all subjective. Just casual listening to arange of CDs and the digital audio tracks of some laser video discs
of movies. In all cases, Iauditioned the
phones with aHeadroom Supreme headphone amplifier connected directly to output of the CD or laser disc player.
The 580s surpassed all expectations.
They are very natural and open with crisp,
clean highs and deep, tight bass. Ifound
myself listening for hours without atrace
of fatigue. With their black velvet-coveted

causing aloss of the linear motion of the
company, the resulting reduction in
diaphragm pistoning back and forth. So
unwanted vibration enables more accuyou would tend to get high frequency colrate frequency response to be achieved.
orations that would
Mated with the
mask even lower
new diaphragm is a
fundamentals down
The headphones
computer- opti-

range we have afull logarithmic power
less distortion in the 580 Duofol
diaphragm than even in our best dynamic,
the 560, from 10 months ago," Bevier
said.

into the mid range."
The 580s, on the

"Suitcase" audio
Looking for ahigh quality sound playback system that's so portable it can travel
with you anywhere? Check out the Model
11-A "suitcase" system from Cambridge
Soundworks. Another invention of audio
design legend Henry Kloss ( of KLH,
continued on page 28

mized Neodymium-ferrous magnet
assembly capable
quality
expectations.
other"duofol"
new
hand, use
diaa
of
reproducing
phragm that commuch deeper bass
bines polycarbonate and polyurethane
frequencies than in previous designs.
materials to create acomposite structure
How big aleap are the 580s? "Our studimpervious to heat. According to the
ies found that in the higher frequency
surpassed all audio

ALL DAT TAPES ARE NOT THE SAME
BUT DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
Ask Studio Sound one of the

Perhaps even more significant
ADVANCED
MEDIA
PRODUCTS

world's most highly respected

was the fact that one of these

For Professional

professional audio publications

Audio Applications

They recently subjected eight

DAT122

leading DAT tape brands to an
exhaustive series of tests and

leading tapes was clearly more
consistent than the others with
its low error rates changing very
little over multiple passes. That

the results should be of interest

tape was HHB.

to everyone serious about
audio

And when it
came to archiving

In the critical area of block
Sennheiser HD 580
ear cushions, padded headband and precise adjustability, these headphones are so
comfortable that one night Ifell asleep
while listening and woke up three hours
later not even realizing Iwas wearing
them.
Headphone amp essential
One caveat. The 580s (300 ohms, 97 dB
efficiency) demand agood headphone
amplifier for suitable performance. Don't
even think of plugging them into the headphone output of aCD player or Walkman.
If you do, they will simply sound awful.
The Headroom amp is highly recommend
and amodel especially optimized for the
580 headphones is available for $399.
Sennheiser's John Bevier said the 580
design breakthrough is the result of
lessons his company learned during a
four-year project to design and build the
limited-production $ 13,000 Orpheus headphone system.
"We learned that polycarbonate
diaphragm materials (used in most headphones) have melting points," Bevier said.
"As the diaphragm oscillates at higher and
higher frequencies, it starts to liquefy,

stability. Studio Sound's

errors, the tapes fell into two

reviewer was moved to write: " If it were

distinct categories of performanc . -

my recordings Et risk, it is clear which choice Iwould

Three exhibited similarly low error

make". His choice? You guessed it — HHB

rates with the others presenting error levels
considerably higher . HHB DAT Tape was one of the

HHB DAT Tape. Would you trust your recordings to

leading three

anything less?

SIDU4k:

Call Independent Audio
today for your free copy
» of Studio Sound's
"DAT On Trial".
qtr,

DAT oN

TR ,

Independent Audio 2 Forest Avenue. Suite 121, Portland. Maine 04101-2000
Tel 207 773 2424 Fax 207 773 2422
Studer Revox Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3
Tel 416 510 1347 Fax 416 510 1294
HHB Communications Ltd 73-75 Scrubs Lane. London tqW10 60L: UK.
Tel 081 960 2144 Fax 081 960 1160 • Telex 923393
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kay, say you meet the right girl, fake her home
to meet your family, get down on your knee in front of everyone and
plead with her to elope and spend an eternity together &ought
romance, passion, and lifelong commitment,
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ASA Prescribes Telos Hybrids to Ensure Health
of Telemedicine Spacebridge

Space medicine — the latest frontier of U.S.-Russian cooperation. Nearly 40
years after Sputnik launched the Cold War space race, these former rivals are
using satellites and terrestrial telephone links to connect Moscow, Russia with
several U.S. medical centers in an experiment aimed at improving patient care
on earth and ultimately in space. And because lives are literally on the line, NASA
prescribed lelos hybrids to guarantee high-quality, full-duplex communication
that is reliable and economical.
NASA's Lewis Research Center acts as the gateway or "hub" of the telemedicine
spacebridge system. Applications Technology Satellite Project Manager Michael
Cauley notes that all audio and video signals are routed through the Cleveland
facility. Adouble hop on two satellites takes care of the space segment. Back
on earth, NASA relies on Telos digital hybrid technology to assure continuous
communication over ordinary phone lines.

• No one offers more choices for call- in and talk-show
systems than Telos. We present four of our most popular
configurations.
• Zephyr will put you on the Information Superhighway
with 15kHz stereo on a single dial-up ISDN line. Learn
how one network has already put Zephyr to work.
Direct Connection is provided by Telos Systems to keep our customers up-to-date on
using the dial-up telephone network in broadcast and recording applications
Copyright
1994, TLS Corporation.

During each session, one U.S. medical center
serves as the primary site, actively uplinking video
and audio. Primary site audio is transmitted via
satellite to take advantage of the high fidelity needed
to monitor heartbeats and other vital signs. The
physicians at this site and their counterparts in
Moscow conduct grand rounds, where they present
their respective patients to colleagues at four
additional participating institutions in the U.S.
These medical centers simultaneously receive video
and audio via satellite from both Moscow and the
primary US site.
At the four secondary sites, medical personnel
inject their comments into the session via dial-up
phone lines routed through the Cleveland hub.
While the doctors observe, discuss, and interpret
patient signs and symptoms, the engineers maintain
aparallel communication link to handle any
technical glitches that may arise. Acombination
of Telos ONE hybrids and Telos Link interfaces at
each remote U.S. site plus five Telos 100 Deltas at
the NASA gateway assure that neither physicians
nor engineers miss asingle syllable.
Remote site engineers are outfitted with a
Telos Link (which provides the necessary gain in
the intercom-to-telco path), an RTS belt-pack, and
aBeyer headset. Cauley says that one of the reasons
NASA chose the Link is its ability to provide power
to the belt packs and function as astand-alone
intercom system. This "wet" mode, intended for
field use, is one of the Link's signature features.
continued on back page Direct Connection

The most natural-sounding, two-way talk...
All over the world, radio stations are programming more talk shows and call-in segments. And
those who are most serious about the sound of their stations and their ratings are installing lelos.
Telos digital hybrid telephone interfaces have earned their reputation for exceptional performance. In addition to superior trans- hybrid loss for full-duplex audio, they achieve consistent
output level and the ability to monitor callers through open speakers without feedback.

All Telos models share these unique features:
• True digital, with all processing performed in the digital domain, including hybrid functions, gain control, and filtering.
• Advanced digital auto- nulling hybrid, with excellent send audio rejection, that automatically adapts to each new call.
Very pure caller audio appears at the output.
• Sophisticated output gain processor which provides level control and smart, fast downward expansion. This section is
cross-coupled to the input section so that telephone line noise and residual hybrid leakage are carefully and cleanly
attenuated without low level callers being gated off.
• Aselectable override function to reduce the caller level. This allows the talent's voice to have more presence when
speaking at the some time as the caller.
• Digital Echo Elimination' to allow significant gain- before-feedback when used with open monitor speakers.
• Switchable mic/line input.
• Second output with either caller output or amix of caller and input signals. Dual outputs assist in creating multiple
mix-minuses in multi- hybrid installations.
• Metering of input and output levels and gain reduction.
• Auto-answer accessories available for installation flexibility.
The Telos ONE hybrid, our most popular, comes in three versions:
Asingle hybrid, in astandard rack mounting chassis.

Asingle hybrid in acompact
modem case with optional single
and dual rack mount kits.

The ONE plus ONE with two hybrids and abuilt-in mix minus matrix is asingle rack enclosure.
The matrix cross couples the outputs of the two hybrids so that you need to send the ONE plus
ONE only one mix-minus to feed both hybrid. For only afew dollars more than analog, you can
experience great phones with the Telos ONE. The modem case version has asuggested list price
of $890, the rack mount version lists for $ 1050, and the ONE plus ONE lists for $2180.

Our top of the line Telos 100 Delta has our exclusive digital dynamic equalizer to improve the
quality of caller voices in away never before possible. The equalizer is so advanced, you won't find
it in any other broadcast audio product. 100 Delta also boasts two, mixable inputs; logarithmic
(dB linear) automatic gain control; fully adjustable dynamics processing; and two, fully adjustable
caller override controls. The Telos 100 Delta has asuggested list price of $2180.

ONE-x- Six
Talk Show System
Just add talent! The ONE-x-Six
has aTelos ONE digital hybrid
and six line broadcast phone system
in asingle unit. And it comes
complete with aSwitch Console
for line selection and screening.
The ONE-x-Six offers caller
conferencing, program-on- hold,
and features that allow automatic
selection of the next caller, control
of external audio recorders, and
more. The total system is only
$2180. Expand the system with an
additional Switch Console, for a
second control point, for only
$650 more.

...and the widest range of complete talk show systems.
Single Hybrid,
Ten Phone Line System

Dual Hybrid,
Ten Phone Line System

Systems Using 1A2
Key Telephone Systems

The Direct Interface Module allows
connection of up to ten phone lines
and two hybrids. It's acomplete
phone system for broadcast that
includes program-on-hold and
caller conferencing. Features
accessible through the Switch
Console include tone/pulse dialing,
automatic next-caller indication,
external page, and control of
external devices, such as audio
recorders. In this system, we
include atop of the line Telos 100
Delta hybrid, Mitel Screener Phone
(not pictured) and Switch Console.
The complete package is $5020.
Configurations with the Telos ONE
hybrid start at just $ 3630.

The ONE plus ONE has two
lelos digital hybrids and abuiltin mix-minus matrix. When paired
with the Direct Interface Module,
Mitel Screener Phone ( not
pictured) and Switch Console,
you have asystem that is ideal
for conferencing and is easy to
install and use. The complete
package is only $5020.

Key systems remain popular
because of their high reliability,
zero noise and distortion, and
moderate price. If you have akey
system or want to use one as the
"back-end" of your talk show
system, lelos' 1A2 Interface Module
is for you. Full-featured systems
can be configured to handle 10,
20, or 30 phone lines. The basic
ten- line, single hybrid system
pictured has alist price of $2750
plus the cost of the key system.

These are just afew of the possibilities. Call us,
fax us, or see us at the NAB for details on asystems
that meets your requirements and budget.
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gerrm Talk Show Software

• Caller data and messages entered by the screener are clearly viewed on the
talent's display.

Call Screen Manager is ahighly recommended accessory for serious
kshow programming. Using economical IBM-compatible PCs and
ipherals, it complements your Telos hardware by allowing the
eener/director to provide the talent with information on each caller,
id additional messages to the talent, and control the status of telene lines. Telephone line and caller status are updated in real time
indicate callers who are ON-AIR, part of aconference, and on HOLD.
Fh line has acall timer and programmable duration alarm.
NScreen Manager includes acaller information database module,
tabase Tools, to store and manipulate caller data. Built-in and cusreports can be used to analyze your caller information. Optional
ioti
te Software allows two-way communications between your studio
alent located at aremote site via modem, enabling your talent to
ct his/her program from virtually anywhere.

• Caller information database stores data entered by the screener, along
with date and time of call, hold duration, and call duration.

• Flash Messages and aFull Page Message may be sent from the screener to
the talent with asingle keystroke.

• The Database Tools module allows modification of data fields and includes
report and export features.
• Multiple language support for worldwide use.
• Call Screen Manager provides computer keyboard control of selected
Telos Hardware functions. This allows most critical screener functions to be
accomplished from the keyboard.
• Telos desktop Switch Console can control selected Call Screen Manager
functions.
• When using Remote Software, aSwitch Console may be used at the remote
PC for control of studio equipment.
• Host Software module has alist price of $349. The Host and Remote
modules together list for $449.

DB Communications Taps Telos Zephyr's'
for Digital Sports Network
The ability of the IDB Communication's Group to provide quick response and
customized end-to-end solutions to broadcasters' specialized needs just got a
high-tech boost thanks to Telos Zephyr, the centerpiece of IDB's new digital audio
network.
Initial acquisition of 120 Telos Zephyr digital audio network transceivers will
enable IDB to carry sports transmissions for radio rights holders of the National
Hockey League ( NHL) as well as Major League Baseball (MLB), all via switcheddigital telephony.
"After spending two years working with numerous
vendors, IDB determined that only Telos could meet our
stringent requirements for this service application, calling
for enhanced frequency response using only 56 kilobits,"
says Dave Anderson, Vice President, Operations and
Engineering for IDB. "Additionally, the Telos Zephyr is
unique in its ability to operate either in adiscrete stereo
mode or in adual-mono mode, using only two switched-56
or one basic- rate ISDN line."
The state-of-the-art Telos Zephyr will provide 15kHz backhaul and 15kHz return/cue audio channels and will be placed at each of the NHL
and MLB venues, with companion equipment located at subscribing radio rights
holder's locations. This network, when completed, will serve popular venues
nationwide, and will replace IDB's original analog satellite network for audio
backhaul applications.

"Telemedicine Spacebridge"

._.•
nielL
' .41

IDB Communications Group, Inc. is aglobal
telecommunications company that operates a
domestic and international communications
network. Since its founding in 1983, IDB has built
areputation for supplying high-quality audio
signals from remote locations using its satellite
and fiber optic network. With Zephyr, the dial-up
telephone network is now aviable pathway for the
discriminating client. The capabilities of the costeffective, public switched-digital network can now
benefit IDB's customers with dial-up convenience.
"Performance of the Telos Zephyr at low bit rates
is outstanding," says Anderson, noting the superior
audio quality of the Zephyr's ISO/MPEG Layer III
coding technology.

continued from front page

The medical experts participate in the consultation
simply by talking into amicrophone which goes into
amixer feeding aTelos ONE. At the other end, the
doctors' comments are picked up by a100 Delta.
Using acustom lelos mix-minus matrix, the telco
audio returned to each secondary site consists of only
the audio of the other secondary sites. In addition,
these "second opinions" are included in the audio
mix uplinked to the primary sites.
Cauley praised the 100 Delta's logarithmic automatic gain control, digital dynamic equalization, and
front panel LED metering which functions as astatus
indicator. During the spacebridge, "our attention is
primarily focused on video and wave-form monitors,"
he says. "But if we hear acrackle we can just glance
at our rack of five 100 Deltas and instantly know

which line has developed aproblem?
NASA's 100 Deltas have Telos Basic AutoAnswer cards installed, so "When aparticipant hangs up, the Delta drops it automatically so we can go about our business."
NASA expects these experiments will
influence telemedicine's applications
to delivering medical care in space,
especially with the advent of such joint
missions as construction of an international space station. On Planet Earth, the
results of these pioneering efforts could
revolutionize the way medical services
are delivered around the world, making
cosmic house calls areal possibility.

Satellite antenna at NASA's
Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio
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Big Sound from ATUS Mini-Speakers
by Bruce Bartlett
with Jenny Bartlett
ELKHART, Ind. The A.T.U.S.
MMS557 ( by Audio Technica U.S.) is a
well- designed, convenient multimedia
speaker system that makes monitoring
quick and easy with little expense.
Set these little guys next to your corn,uter screen, and you've got some good,ounding, powered mini- monitors for
ligital editing. You also could take them
m the road for monitoring at remotes, or
)lay a DAT recording of a spot to a
lient.
They also work great with multimedia,
13- ROM, and portable CD, MD, or
)CC players. The system includes an
ionest 10 watts per channel stereo
implifier built into each speaker. The
drivers are a ported, four inch woofer
and a3/4- inch tweeter, which sound better than the usual single-driver system.
Hookup is intuitive. Just plug in the
,
‘C power cord, connect one speaker to
he other, and connect the line- level
iudio signal you want to monitor. Audio
fechnica supplies everything you need,
including a stereo RCA patch cord and
desk stands.
There are no batteries or wall transforniers (" warts") to bother with. The
setup is easy, so you may not need the
user's manual, but it's clearly written
and helpful. Price is only $ 149.95 apair
with ayear limited warranty
Construction and specs
The attractive speaker cabinet is made
of sculpted, ribbed plastic and a perfmetal grille. When you knock on the
cabinet walls, they ring a little because
they are underdamped. A metal desk
stand can be pressed into each speaker
to tilt it up at you.

afloppy disk on the speaker without losing data.
Ilike the bass and treble controls; they
let you tailor the sound to your taste. In
my tests, Ipreferred asetting of -2in the
treble and +2.5 in the bass. Those are the
settings Iused when measuring the frequency response. Audio Technica rates
the response as 80 Hz to 20 kHz ( no tolerance). A signal of 400 mV drives the

I> continued from page 17

Multimedia speakers
from Audio Technica
power amp to full output. Sensitivity is
listed at 89 dB/W/m, which is high foi
such asmall speaker.
Measurements and sound
Imeasured the anechoic frequen
response of the MMS557 with the treble
set to - 2and bass set to +2.5. Neglecting
a 13 dB notch at 4 kHz, the speaker
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cut and paste, looping, and hosts of
DSP functions are available. Mixes
can be completely automated and all
data can be backed up to DAT or to
optical drives.
Examples of multitrack DAW systems that Iam familiar with include
the
Roland
DM- 80,
Sonic
Solutions, Digidesign's Pro-Tools
and Studer's Dyaxis II. Each of
these systems has its own strengths.
There also are others out there that I
have not used.
The DM-80 and Pro-Tools cost about
$10,000. The DM-80 is the only one
of this group that wasn't built around a
MAC interface. The advantage there is
that it is aself contained unit, which
offers alot of features for the money
and it sounds great.
The downside is that the interface is
an extension of Roland's keyboard
samplers. Roland has recently released
Mac software to control the DM-80.
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Anechoic Frequency Response MMS557
When the speakers are placed next to a
computer, their beige finish looks good,
but a black finish might be preferable
for pros. The MMS557s fit easily in a
crowded computer setup. because they
measure only 9- inches ( height) x 5 1/2inches ( width) x6- inches ( depth).
Magnetic shielding is essential for any
computer work, and the shielding in this
product really works. Itouched the
speaker to my monitor screen and saw
no distortion of the image. Ieven placed

25

music. They can play more than loud
enough for editing. Their stereo imaging
is very sharp.
While the MMS557s may lack the
finesse and smoothness of nearfield
monitors, they are definitely a cut
above most other multimedia speakers
Ihave heard. They are not meant for
critical EQ or mixing decisions. But
they tell you what you need to know
for computer editing, and they sound
good enough to live with for long editing sessions. I'd also recommend them
for MIDI composing. Of course, they
are superior for multimedia work as
well.
DOD
For more information, contact
Peter Sabin at Audio Technica 216686-2600; or circle Reader Service
174.

Radio Documentaries Are Easier
Using Digital Audio Workstations

90
80

the deep bass is absent in speakers this
small. When you turn up the bass tone
control to hear more bass, the sound
becomes puffy or bloated because the
mid-bass is boosted.
The MMS557 sounds fairly smooth,
not too colored, and not irritating. On
classical music, it sounds pleasant. But
on vocals, the MMS557 lends aslightly
tubby or boxy tone quality, partly
because of cabinet vibrations. Not a
serious problem ( again consider the
price).
The MMS557s have surprising dynamic range and powerful impact with rock

Radio World

measures 100 Hz to 20 kHz +/- 7 dB.
The overall response trend is uniform
across the audio band, but there are
sharp peaks and dips above 2 kHz. The
Energy Time Curve is only fair, showing delayed signal spikes at 6, 9, and 14
dB below the direct-sound level.
While the specs are not audiophile quality, the MMS557 sounds good for its
price. The treble is clear and extended.
and there's enough bass to keep the
speakers from sounding thin. Of course,

What's out there
Pro-Tools is the one of the most popular systems—it is mainly intended for
music editing, and has lots of features
for home recording. The Sonic
Solutions and the Dyaxis II are more
expensive, at about $ 30,000. They
each offer greater depth than the DM80, or the Pro-Tools, but the advantages may be things you don't need.
Each of these systems was designed
primarily for doing video and film
audio post.
Sonic Solutions is agood system. It
is very capable and has many fans. Its
language is abit arcane, and Ithink it
is alittle too hard to learn. To me, it
doesn't make the best use of the MAC
interface. You have achoice of software packages (which can be pricey)
for particular jobs— one is designed
for video post, one for music editing,
one for noise reduction (NoNoise).
Iuse the Dyaxis H. It uses a very
intuitive interface. Everything happens in one application, it sounds
great, and works for many projects.
Although initially targeted at the film
and video post market, features needed for music production are being
added. But it also works well as a

radio production tool.
The Dyaxis II has some drawbacks,
mainly that the software is evolving a
bit slowly, and some important features are yet to be implemented. But
some of the software already has been
updated.
Mixing Tips
Regardless of the system you are
using or the personal style you adopt,
there are just afew basic things that
should remain consistent in your mix.
You should have every audio element available that you might need.
They should labeled, timed and edited
before you begin to mix.
You should add up the time of each
element and have apretty good idea of
what your total program time is going
to be. On one hand, it is alot easier to
cut things out ahead of time. On the
other hand, if you are a glutton for
work and you want to hear how everything sounds, you can cut things out
once you are in the middle of the
mix—it just takes longer to make all
of the changes.
(Of course, making changes in a
workstation environment by sliding
elements past one another is one of the
real beauties of that medium and why
Irecommend it so highly.)
You should keep everything that is
cut cleanly and go for the clearest,
most "intelligible" audio you can. Try
to stay away from things that only
you can make out. Pay keen attention
to the rhythms that your program creates. Go over the timing of each element in relationship to the one before
and after.
The transitions should be clean. If
not, use ambience beds and run very
quick fade-ins and fade-outs on the
elements so new sounds don't come in
too abruptly. Go for the content—let
the audio breathe emotion and passion
into your program. You have been
working on this project a long time,
and you have something important to
share with others.
ODD
Steve Rowland is a partner in the
production company, The Music
Makers, located in Philadelphia. He
can be reached at 215-843-4388.
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Upgrading Your Analog Using Dolby S
continued from page 20

systems impractical for radio.
The RS 2 appears to not have
these problems. However, any
system, including the RS 2,will
require some basic alignment
and assumes that other parts of
the chain are also properly
aligned.
For the Radio Systems unit to
work properly, your cart
recorders and reproducers should
be set for flat response.
Overbiasing, acommon practice
in radio, will cause poor RS 2
performance. Itested the unit

using the following setup: ITC
Cart Its were recorded ,on a
refurbished ITC 99B recorder
which was aligned to ITC specifications using an appropriate
Standard Tape Labs reproducer
alignment tape. Incidentally,
when aligning any type of
record/playback device, it is usually best to align the playback
system first, using aknown standard, and to then align the record
section.
On the bench
Audio sources included a

Potomac Instruments AG- 51
audio generator, aQEI modulation monitor, and a Denon
951FA CD player. Audio measurements were made on a
Potomac Instruments AA- 51
Audio Analyzer with input
transformers. All equipment
was interconnected using
shielded, balanced lines and
alignment per manufacturer
directions. Use of the QEI was
to provide a highly processed
audio source to see how the Sbox responded to such demanding material. CD selections

included tones and music from
Denon and NAB test CDs.
The results, both as heard and
as measured, showed a repeatable improvement in signal-tonoise ration of 10-15 dB with a
typical measurement of -65 dB.
The improvement was, as
expected, especially noticeable
at the high end. The high end is
abit cleaner with more faithful
reproduction of the source.
But the biggest improvement
will be found in the extended
wear life of carts which will
continue to sound good for a

longer period of time—even
after they begin deteriorating.
With proper alignment, no
coloration of audio was
noticed. As expected, if the
record deck was intentionally
misaligned to simulate typical
wear, the audio quality suffered and was not correctable.
On a poorly aligned player,
some phase correction was
noted, but overall audio quality still suffered.
As this system is complementary, meaning we process in
record ( encode) and in playback (decode), you will need to
equip every machine as necessary for encode and decode. A
standard unit, with two channels of record and two channels
of reproduction takes up one

The high
end is a bit
cleaner with
more faithful
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reproduction
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of the source.
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•All the benefits of a complete audio management and delivery system.
•All the proven value and dependability of an ITC product.
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hat's DigiCenter....Another significant advancement in broadcasting that will expand your capabilities in programming, management, and delivery of
pure digital audio sound.
DigiCenter is brought to radio by ITC—
the company serving you so well for 25
years. And, we'll be around for another
25, continuing our reputation for benchmark products, and for customer service.

See DigiCenter in action. We'll give you ahands-on
demonstration of how DigiCenter will expand your
horizons both operationally and economically. Find out
how DigiCenter improves audio quality,
personnel performance and station profitability. Call us and begin your future today.
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rack space including the internal power supply.
In addition to the usual
stereo pair of audio paths
between the cart machine, the
RS 2 and the console, the unit
has several useful control features. To facilitate use of the
system without having to rerecord an entire cart library,
the S- box records a 500 Hz
tone on the carts cue track to
provide automatic bypass
switching. This automatic
switching of course requires
that your cart machine provide
access to the cue audio track,
often found on the remote
control connector. All interconnection of control, logic
and tally is done through the
cart machines existing remote
control connector.
On the minus side, the manual
does leave something to be
desired, especially in describing the operation of front panels switches and related indicators. It was hard to determine if
a function was engaged with
the switch In or with the switch
Out.
Overall, however, I am
pleased with the concept,
design and function of the Sbox. The RS 2 system may
prove costly for larger facilities that would need to have
several of them per recording/
playback device. But for small
and medium stations with less
resources, the Radio Systems
RS 2 may be the answer to
squeezing better audio from
analog carts.
CJ

Ed Bukont is a contract engineer for Multiphase Consulting
and a contributing writer to
RW.
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Take the SAP (Standard
Al Peterson) Examination
Dear Luci,
Ispent time recently talking with guyz
'n' gals Iused to work with. The discussion turned to alegendary trip we all took
to Noo Yawk City ages ago for the Third
Class license test.
Burning in our hearts was adesire for
the big trophy—the salmon-colored certificate proclaiming victory over the
dreaded Element 9. We were cocky as
new corporals, ready for anything the
commission would throw our way.

Be

Today's means of getting the Third ticket lacks romance. Even the actual license
looks cheesy. Shouldn't there still be
some sort of process where the prize is
earned, not simply handed out for sending in ten Bazooka bubble gum comics?
As my contribution for the good of the
industry, Ipropose such aprocess here.
For beginners, as well as veterans who
remember when a "test" didn't involve
medical technicians with bottles, this is
the new Peterson version of the Restricted

Prepared

With

The

ParaTool ®
Wire
Cutter

Pliers with fine,
medium, coarse
gripping surfaces

Measuring scale
-both inches and
centimeters

Thumb tab/
Lanyard hole
3 flathead
screwdrivers
-fine, medium,
coarse

3 straight point
blade

GREA
GIF

••••••• Phillips 41
screwdriver

Can opener
bottle opener

3 serrated
sheepsloot blade

$4.00 for surface shipping in the If.S.À.

ELEMENTS 1 & 2
Bells go off in the newsroom. The printer says atornado warning has been initiated for your area. Your response:
A) Notify the jock and fire the EBS
tones.
B) Notify the EBS tones and fire the
jock.
C) Nothing. You're in the middle of a
40 minute music sweep.
D) Trick question...printers don't have
bells anymore.
Your monitors collapse into mono. The
chief engineer says the stereo pilot is
gone. You should:

I

File- both
tine and coarse

Charge your purchase via fax
with your Visa or Mastercard.
Fill in this form
40 and fax to =

703-998-2966
(no CODs or collect calls please)

A) Call the gas company to relight the
pilot.
B) Create pseudo-stereo by playing two
copies of the same CD simultaneously.
C) Ignore it. You're an FM stereo station and nobody can hear 19 kHz anyway.
D) Ignore it. You're an AM stereo and
the receivers aren't out there yet.

You hear indecent and/or profane language on your station. What do you do?
A) Suspend transmission until the language has stopped.
B) Fill out FCC Form BW-150 and
place it in the public file.
C) Hire the guy for morning drive.
D) Call the studio live on- air and
demand to know what the @#$% is going
on.
Very good. Let's move on to...
ELEMENT 9

QUANTITY

Paratoo)

CARD NUMBER

—

—

—

PRICE

TOTAL

—

EXP1RADON

(HECK

ONE JmAsTERun L MA

NAME ON CARD
RI WHO ADDR3S
AMOUNT S

Country

uerpite INFORMADOtt

WANT
ADDRESS
PHONE.

Define SWR:
A) Standish Wave Ratio, named for a
famous historical figure ( with wavelengths that could theoretically extend for
Myles).
B) Sisters Wid Radishes, a female
group that's into gardening.
C) Surf Waves Radical, an engineering
term developed by aMalibu, Calif., CE.
D) Salami with the Works on Rye, the
mystery sandwich that has been in the
back of the station fridge since 1979 is
finally identified.
What determines agood FM tower location?
A) Declination to the horizon, proportional to the cube root of the zenith/nadir
ratio.
B) Parameters as defined on FCC Form

Technology and deregulation have
made many traditional engineering

CREDIT CARD SALES FORM ( Please Print Clearly)
ITEM

place it in the engineering file.
D) Open awindow—it's 137 degrees in
here.

jobs obsolete.

Double tooth saw

A.

Radiotelephone License Exam, completely updated to reflect modern technology
and the attitudes of many contemporary
broadcasters.
No calculators please. Work out your
math on the back of the RW subscription
card. Ready... begin.

Country
FAX
Or to ad« by mal, send the completed fern in

Rock World Tools of the Trade, P0 Box 1214, Folk Churth, VA 22641 USA

RW185

Plate voltage is 1.4 kV, plate current is
0.9 A, transmitter efficiency is 51 percent.
Which of the following is true?
A) You're on the air, OK? Just fake the
readings.
B) That's apretty crappy transmitter.
C) Your power output is 642,600 watts.
D) Knowing the indirect method
always impresses cute college interns.
Your directional monitor indicates a
137-degree error between towers # 1and
#2. You should:
A) Shunt around the phasor and go low
power through only one tower.
B) Set the phasor on stun and arm the
photon torpedoes.
C) Fill out FCC Form BW-150 and

BW-150.
C) Anyplace you can hang your
HAAT.
D) The number of $9 telephones you
can screw up once it's radiating.
Bonus question: Name the fundamental
waveform seen on your scope during
proofs of performance conducted annually at 11:59 p.m., Dec. 31.
So how did you do? Take your overall
score, multiply it by .707 to find the RMS
value, square the product and write the
result on line 10 of FCC Form BW-150.
Fold the form five times and stuff into the
fluorescent light in the newsroom to keep
the ballast from buzzing.
Technology and deregulation have made
many traditional engineering jobs obsolete. Would you have believed me 10
years ago if Isaid aremote control would
phone you every two hours and tell you
the readings in plain English?
It has never been easier for apersonality
to obtain arestricted ticket. But, Luci, it's
still up to us to educate the folks whose
voices represent our product.
When the man with the briefcase comes
to the station and says, "Take readings
and run an EBS test after this song," we'd
better be able to do it, test or no test.
This test was only for fun. The real one
is coming someday.
-Al
DOD

Alan Peterson is production director for
WTCY(AM)-WNNK-FM Harrisburg, PA
17110, and really doesn't know what
Form BW- 150 is for. Give yourself an
extra 50 points if you answered the bonus
question correctly: Auld Lang 'sSine.
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PRODUCTIONMIXER

ybroadcasters know that PR&E provides the consoles and systems
for arket-leading radio stations and network facilities throughout the
wor d. Unfortunately, with aclient 1st that reads like a "who's who"
of teindustry, some broadcasters with more modest liidgets feel that
consoles are out of their reach. We'd like to introduce you to
PR
Rad omixerTm, afirst-class on-air console at acoach-class price.
Cre4ted by the same team of designers and engineers responsible for
maj -market "showcase" facilities, Radiomixer offers the reliability,
perf rmance, and many of the features of our world-famous BMX, at
aprize guaranteed to satisfy the most demanding budget. Using top
quality components, Radiomixer delivers advanced features including
the most elegant telephone mix-minus system available, along with
uncompromising sound quality and reliability:
And when you add multitrack production power on top of the
Radmmixer's standard features, you have Productionmixer, the most
affordable high-performance production console in broadcasting. There
isn't another console family in their price class that can offer the total
vaiue of Radiomixer and Productionmixer.
W4 settle for less, when you can hue genuine PR&E features, quality,
reliability and service? Call today for your full color brochare.
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Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive, Car'sbad, CA 9'2009
Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA: GS-03F-2057A
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COLE'S LAW

Splatter Shoe Set to Drop in July
by Harry Cole
WASHINGTON Pop quiz: Which of
the following most accurately defines
"splatter monitor"?
(a) A guy who keeps track of TV violence.
(b) Something many AM licensees
should have been worrying about, but
probably haven't.
The answer, of course, is (b), and if
you're an AM licensee who didn't have a
clue, you only have acouple of months to
get with the program. A June 30, 1994,
deadline is closing in rapidly.

All of this goes back about five years, to
an FCC proceeding that took on the
daunting project of improving AM quality by reducing adjacent-channel interference.
Grace period
In 1989 the FCC adopted aset of emission limitations developed by the
National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC). Those limitations—generally
referred to as "NRSC-2"—were designed
to reduce the current occupied RF bandwidth of AM transmitters from 30 kHz to
a nominal 20 kHz in order to reduce

interference levels and improve reception
quality.
The FCC's rules was certainly laudable,
and it's hard (as least for anon-technical
geek lawyer such as myself) to quarrel
with the particulars of the NRSC-2 standard. But how is your average AM
licensee supposed scrape together the
money for equipment to comply with the
new standards?
As it was adopting the new standards in
1989, the commission was concerned
about implementation and compliance
costs imposed on an AM industry that
was not an especially growth-oriented,
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money- is -no- object kind of place to
work.
Bear in mind that five years ago, we
were still smack in the middle of the
"Administration That Never Met Any
Kind Of Deregulation It Didn't Like." So
the commission resolved the question of
implementation and compliance with a
two-step approach.
First, it decided that, until June 30,
1994, if you complied with the NRSC-1
voluntary standards (regarding audio preemphasis), you would be presumed to be
in compliance with NRSC-2. That took
the immediate load off AM.
Second, the commission decided to take
aderegulatory dive similar to the one it
had taken regarding compliance with
modulation limits on the FM side.
That is, the FCC said that it was not
imposing any specific monitoring requirement, and licensees would not necessarily
have to buy this piece of equipment or
that piece of equipment. All the FCC
required was that its AM stations guarantee that their operations comply with
NRSC-2. How they choose to verify the
guarantee is their own business.
That is where things stand right now. If
you're an AM licensee, as of July 1,
1994, you will be required to measure
splatter at least once every 14 months ( in
connection with your normal equipment
performance measurements required by
Section 73.1590 of the rules) to demonstrate compliance.
Monitor choices
Of course, taking the measurements just
once ayear could cause problems if the
FCC concludes you are not in compliance
with NRSC-2 sometime between measurements. Bear in mind that there are
several factors (occasional fluctuation of
power supply, defective parts, environmental changes and others) that could
lead to non-compliance. It's not clear that
just measuring compliance once ayear is
necessarily asmart way to do things.
Nor is it clear exactly what measurements are necessary to assure compliance. There are avariety of ways to measure. The commission seems to prefer
measuring with a "properly operated and
suitable swept- frequency RF spectrum
analyzer using apeak hold duration of 10
minutes, no video filtering and a300 Hz
resolution bandwidth, except that awider
resolution bandwidth may be employed
above 11.5 kHz to detect transient emissions."
Alternatively, the FCC says it's all right
to rely on "other specialized receivers or
monitors with appropriate characteristics," although the calibrated spectrum
analyzer will prevail in any disputes over
measurement accuracy that crop up.
Basically, you can use any equipment
you think will do the trick and you can
refer to that equipment as often or seldom
as you like, as long as you do your regular equipment performance measurements every 12-14 months and the result
is that you are in compliance with NRSC2.
Given this rather broad range of choices,
what do you do?
The best advice is probably to discuss
the matter with your consulting engineer
or some other qualified person familiar
with the FCC's rules and with your facilities and resources. In some cases,
depending on the equipment you have
installed and other such factors, aonceayear spectrum analysis by your consulting engineer, your chief engineer or
continued on page 41
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hen you're ready for RDS,
Modulation Sciences is ready for

you. You already know us as the
world's largest supplier of subcarrier
equipment for radio and TV, with more
Sidekick® SCA generators in use
worldwide than all other brands
combined.
Now we've made it easy and
affordable for you to enjoy all the

benefits of broadcasting an RDS signal.
Our RDS generator plugs right into your
PC. And our included software gives
you access to the entire CENELEC or
U.S. RDS or RBDS Standard feature set.
So why buy an RDS coder offering
only part of the RDS standard when, for
even less money, you can have the
whole thing?

Modulation Sciences is a worldwide supplier of ModMindee FM modulation monitors, StereoMaxx" spatial image enlargers,
composite audio processors and distribution amplifiers, Sidekicesubcarn'er generators and receivers for FM and

Tv.

line drivers & receivers, TV stereo generators, SAP and PRO channel generators, and the remarkable new PROceiver -

For details on the RDS-1 System or any MSI product, contact your MSI dealer or

modulation sciences, inc.
12 A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, N,' 08873 USA
Toll Free ( 800} 826-2603 • FAX ( 908) 302-0206 • Outside USA ( 908) 302-3090
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STATION SKETCHES

IPM Damaging to HiFi AM Broadcasting
adjacent-channel interference, the annoying "steam- locomotive" effect you sometimes hear while trying to tune in aweak
station at night.
Splatter is also inefficient. It wastes energy in the sidebands, harming AM signal
quality. It raises the overall noise level in
the band, making neighboring signals
more difficult to receive.
Splatter sometimes exceeds bandwidth
limitations, leading to an unwanted visit
from the FCC.
Splatter can be caused by excessive highfrequency audio input to the modulator,

by Tom Vernon
HARRISBURG, Pa. The FCC's recent
selection of an AM stereo standard has
brought with it renewed interest in highfidelity AM broadcasting. Splatter, particularly incidental phase modulation ( IPM),
is an important problem for engineers converting to stereo or merely improving
overall quality.
There are no qualitative or quantitative
definitions for splatter, but it is usually
referred to as the unwanted byproducts of
amplitude modulation, most notable is

LICILICOLICO

8TRACK
DIGITAL EDITING
BREAKS PRICE BARRIER
$5495 *
Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for only $ 2,000

Trak*Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digital audio editor
designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy to use,
produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in
digital straight to the Digilink in your On
Air studio. Dramatically reduce
production time and save money !!!

overmodulation, improper adjustment of
clippers on processing amps, modulator
noise and distortion and IPM.
IPM issues

receiver and further distortion.
IPM is especially detrimental to AM
stereo transmissions. The now- approved
Motorola standard transmits L-R information as aform of phase modulation. IPM
corrupts the signal and degrades separation.
Theoretically, anything in the AM trans-

IPM's existence was virtually unknown
by most engineers for many years because
the wideband detector on modulation
monitors could not
carrier
demodulate IPM sigFigure 1.
frequency
nals. Unfortunately,
inexpensive narrowband
receivers respond all too
upper sidelower sidewell to IPM's presence.
band frequency
band frequency
When a properly
adjusted AM transmitter
with minimal harmonic
distortion is modulated
with a7.5 kHz tone, it
produces amain carrier
and two sidebands, 7.5
kHz above and below
992.5 kHz
1000 kHz
1007.5 kHz
the carrier, as shown in
This shows the relationship of sidebands to carrier frequency
Figure 1.
in an ideal AM transmitter with no harmonic or IPM
A transmitter with IPM
distortion. A 1000 kHz carrier modulated by a
7500 Hz tone produces sidebands at 992.5 and 1007.5 kHz.
produces amain carrier
and an infinite number
of sidebands spaced 7.5 kHz apart, as
mitter that affects the phase of the carrier
can cause IPM. It is usually traced to
shown in Figure 2. IPM sidebands are not
aproblem by themselves, but anything
improper neutralization of the PA stage,
that disturbs the relationship between the
off- resonant adjustment of the PA grid
main carrier and sidebands converts IPM
tuning or a narrowband antenna tuning
into AM, resulting in distortion.
unit.
Skywave signals are one of the most
The prescribed adjustments for transmitcommon causes of IPM noise. When a ter usually set it up for maximum efficienskywave signal reflects off the ionosphere,
cy. Depending on the unit, peak efficiency
the phase relationship between the carrier
may produce anarrow bandpass condition
Figure 2.
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For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,
(303) 224-2248

the premier broadcast manufacturer of consoles, furniture, Digilink
and Trak*Star digital audio products.
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and sidebands may be disturbed. If askywave signal returns to Earth in an area of
groundwave propagation, the two signals
add and subtract from each other to cause
fading.
Even when there is no IPM in the signal,
the skywave disturbance to the modulated
sidebands is often enough to create distortion. IPM compounds the problem, often
making the signal unlistenable in the primary coverage area, especially in the
upper half of the AM band, where skywave and groundwave signals are most
likely to combine in the main coverage
area. Figure 3illustrates this condition.
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A transmitter with IPM will have an infinite number of sidebands.
Incidental phase modulation may also produce asymmetry in sideband pairs.

Suggested retail price. Complete system
Record

977.5

Paste

Undo

HELP

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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Receiver flaws

Narrowband AM receivers are also
severely affected by IPM. They receive
when the dial is not tuned directly on the
station and asymmetrical IF bandpass
curves through slope detection. An IPMinfested signal is often deformed by the
ionosphere before reaching anarrowband

leading to IPM. Some compromise
between high efficiency and broad bandwidth must be realized.
The traditional method for neutralizing a
triode stage is to remove plate voltage and
adjust the neutralizing capacitor until grid
current variations cease during plate tank
tuning. This method usually does not yield
a precise neutralization point and can
leave significant IPM. Adjusting the transmitter for minimum IPM results in full
neutralization of the PA stage.
Tuning

A spectrum analyzer is often used to
tune for minimum incidental phase modulation. The transmitter is adjusted for
minimum second order and higher sidebands, as shown in Figure 2. Before this
procedure begins, however, the transmitter is tweaked for minimum harmonic
distortion, which will look like IPM on
the spectrum analyzer. Distortion must be
continued on page 41

DIGITAL AUDIO
ATTHE TOUCH OFABUTTON
The Henry Engineering DigiCorcr And DigiStorim
Quick Record/Play
DIGICORD

The DigiCord" is ageneral purpose digital audio
recorder that can record over 5minutes of audio for
random access playback of up to 16 separate messages. DigiCord" is ideal for anumber of ' noncritical' broadcast applications such as: network news
delays, EBS logging, remote station or translator
ID, etc. Messages can play once-only or repeat
continuously. DigiCord" can be remotely controlled in all modes including message selection.

DeGiTAL AUDIO RECORDER

1FVr

ri Fro aIE.

LEVEL

ENGINEERING

Telephone Messages

DIGISTOR

Ideally suited for telephone information lines,
the DigiStor" records up to 8.5 minutes of audio
for automatic playback via phone line. When the
line is called, DigiStor" will automatically answer
and play the message once or continuously. The
caller always hears the message from the beginning. Four versions are available so you can select
the correct fidelity and record time for your application.

METAL MESSAGE

STORAGE

HENRY
Sierra

S'iST(M

,

ENGINEERING
Moore. Californio

For Pricing And Information On Henry Engineering Products
Call Or Fax Toll Free:

Phone: 800 • 426 8434

Fax: 800 • 231 • 7055

Equipment Solutions To Keep You Number One

Blt(1.11)CAST

SUPPLY

7012 27th Street West

WORLI)lt

Tacoma, Washington
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FETs Raised Electric Current Control
This revised course offers an introduction to the theory and practical application of active electronic devices. The
course will give examples of how the
devices work as well as ideas on how to
use them.
Continuing Education Units will be
offered to all who register with
Northern Virginia Community College.
You will be required to read all of the
articles and participate in an exam
that will be mailed to you at the completion of the course. You can register
for the class any time while the series

dailBWIDPill" MAI'S

J,) )

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN
SHIELDING)

is running in RW.
To register, contact the Community
Education Office, Annandale Campus,
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale,
Va. 22003. The fee for the course is $30.
Please make every effort to secure all
of the articles yourself. Northern
Virginia Community College and RW
are not in a position to supply readers
with back issues.
by Ed Montgomery
Part VI
ANNANDALE, Va. A new style of
transistor was developed in the late
1960s, the field-effect transistor ( FET),
that did not depend on current flow to
operate.
The FET is voltage- controlled, like
vacuum tubes, and has se\ eral advantages over its relative,
the bipolar transistor.
FETs ( also known as
unipolar transistors)
work in radio frequencies up to the microwave region.
It is called a " fieldeffect" transistor because of the varying
electric fields that control the current flowing
through it. An FET is
made of one crystal
that is doped at various
locations.
Figure 1 illustrates
FET construction and
an FET schematic diagram.
FETs consist of asource, where current
carriers are emitted, and adrain, where

they are collected. The source and drain
are part of the channel, which can be
doped positive or negative.
Figure 1is an example of an "N-channel" FET. The gate is doped opposite
from the channel. The voltage applied to
the gate creates a field, limiting the
amount of current flowing from the
source to the drain.
One type of FET, the Junction FET
(JFET), is similar to the bipolar transistor because it has no insulation between
the " P" and " N" material. MOSFETs
(Metal Oxide Semiconductor FETs)
have a thin layer of oxide between the
junctions.
An FET operates quite differently from
a bipolar transistor. Two bias voltages
are required. VD s is connected from the
drain to the source, allowing current to
flow through the channel. The current
flowing through the channel is I
D .VG s

is the second voltage applied between
the gate and the source.

• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY

Figure 2 illustrates the proper biasing
of an N-channel FET.
VGs is used to control ID. As VGs
increases in value, the field around the
channel expands, reducing the area
where current can flow from the source

to the drain. VG s(OFF) is the gate source voltage required to cut off all
current flow from the source to the
drain.
The VGs(OFF) is important information when looking for replacement
FETs. Manufacturers specify the
VGs(OFF) for each FET and publish it.
Those figures can also be found in
cross-reference books.
Figure 3 illustrates afamily of characteristic curves for an FET. The drain
current is on the vertical axis while drain

• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL

Figure 3.

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
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DISPLAY
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800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341
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You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more..
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream

IE ILA IR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET

DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for mote information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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to source voltage ( VDs) is illustrated on
the horizontal axis.
The " family" of curves are various
examples of VGs. For example, if VD s
is 15 volts and VGs varies from 3 to 2
volts, there will be an I
D change of 2.1
milliamps.
It is good to know the ratio of input to
output signals when the FET is used as
an amplifier, which is known as
transconductance or gm .It is measured
in "siemans" and is also listed in crossreference manuals.
Microcomputer integrated circuits consist of arrays of thousands of MOSFETs.
continued on page 43
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lUTY
"Design and build an actual digital replacementfor the analog cart machine
utilizing individual, Magneto- Optical discs."

CLARITY OFDESIGN:

CLARITY OFEXECUTION:

'Meet operator needs inform, fit, andfunction. Minimize space requirements and maintenance. Maximize reliability and ease ofoperation."
"Familiar controls... no keyboard*, no touch screens, no hard drives, no
operator training.''

Clear, Cl
'Uncompressed, Ulici u_rtered
AIR cart • mo
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II

•The clarity of 3.5 inch
Magneto-Optical media

_
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°

PL,

"male«

•Individual, affordable
•Clarity in operation, atrue
replacement for cart machines

CUT SEL

•

_

•Linear, familiar and reliable

INTRO OUTRO
all

•Conforms to the ASPECT°standard

Cue A

Cue B

EOM
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•Clearly superior
*Keyboard needed for production labeling.

filn core .1845 W. Hovey, Normal, IL 61761 • TEL: 309-454-4900 • FAX: 309-452-0893
SYSTEMS
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Join the Digital Revolution
Digilink by Arrakis is a
digital audio workstation
.
hat does it all while
ncreasing your profits.
You can replace your
ive on air cart machines
while adding CD or
;atellite automation for
)ights or weekends. You
Dan use just one
workstation or network as
.
nany as 15 and send
¡our spots & schedules in
perfect digital between
¡our studios. Add a
rak*Star eight track
iigital audio editor for
under $ 5,500 and you
Dan quickly and easily
)roduce spots that
would have taken forever

or been impossible with
tape.
Digilink is also easy to
schedule. You can use
the standard Digilink
traffic & CD scheduling
system or import music

and traffic schedules from
all of the most popular
3rd party programs.
Features like
simultaneous Play,
Record, & Network
transfer; hard disk to hard

For Digilink
call

ISZ11

disk & CD crossfade; cart
rotation; Autofill; Smartsqueeze; Macros; and
incredible ease of use
make Digilink perfect for
live & automation studios.
Digilink is # 1---with more
than 600 workstations sold
worldwide from Moscow,
to Japan, to Barbados, to
your own back yard. When
you make the decision to
join the digital revolution
at your station, call the
experts at BSW.

B ROADCAST S UPPLY W ORLDWIDE

West of Mississippi

East of Mississippi

Call Rick Kemp

Call Laura Tyson

800-426-8434

800-762-5566

The Digilink screen above is
in Japanese, one of the
many languages that Digilink
'speaks,' and is reprinted with the
permission of Otaritec

Arrakis System inc. — 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525 --- Voice (303) 224-2248. FAX (303) 493-1076.
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Useful IPM Antidotes
continued from page 36

1percent or less prior to these adjustments.
Once the preliminary steps are out of the
way, the actual procedure is quite simple.
Modulate the transmitter with a 1kHz
tone at about 95 percent modulation, and
observe the display on aspectrum analyzer. You should be able to reduce secondorder harmonics to at least 50 dB below
firstorder harmonics.
If you are successful, you can congratulate yourself and drive around enjoying
improved sound. If not, more work
remains.
The RF driver stages are another common IPM source. Any problems here are
passed on to the PA grid where they contribute to overall IPM. Readjust the driver
tuning, loading or drive and you may find
surprising improvements.
Remember that the optimum point for
IPM may not correspond exactly to peaks
and nulls on the transmitter's meters. Be
sure that your final adjustments to the driver do not compromise modulation capability or efficiency.

Delta Electronics is an affordable alternative. It may be used to eliminate 1PM and
other forms of splatter by adjusting for
nulls on the front panel meter. The Splatter
Monitor's built-in alarm circuit triggers
when splatter exceeds apredetermined
level.
(Special thanks to Tom Wright of Delta
Electronics for sharing his insight on IPM.
Delta's "Application Bulletin No. 10" has
more useful information on splatter and
the Splatter Monitor.)
DOD

Tom Vernon divides his time between
consulting and completion of a Ph.D. He
is occasionally sighted at WXPN(FM)
Philadelphia. Call him at 717-367-5595.

Distortion and fading can result when skywave is reflected back to earth in the area of the
ground wave. A signal distorted by IPM may be unlistenable in the main coverage area.

Constant monitoring
Maintaining a transmission system
with minimal 1PM is not a one-shot
deal. Adjustments have to be rechecked
when the PA or driver tubes are
changed. The replacements are likely to
have a different value of interelectrode
capacitance. Seasonal changes, especially with a directional system, also
can be disruptive.
A spectrum analyzer for regular monitoring and tuning is often prohibitively
expensive for small-market stations to buy
or rent. The AM Splatter Monitor from

Deadline for
NRSC-2 Near
continued from page 34

someone else may be enough.
Stations that prefer on-going monitoring
for NRSC-2 compliance, may want to get
aDelta splatter monitor, which appears to
fall within the FCC's definition of "other
specialized monitors with appropriate
characteristics."
Of course, if you install one, you have
to make sure you know how to run it and
how to react to what it tells you about
your operation (
RW, Feb. 9).
One way or another, though, you must
have aworkable solution by July 1, 1994.
After that, the commission will be able to
issue fines for failure to comply with
NRSC-2.
There is no indication that the FCC will
start issuing fines like crazy right away.
The FCC is certainly in aposition to tell
AM licensees that they had several years
to get themselves in compliance by the
deadline. It will probably not be eager to
cut anybody any slack.
Check with your consulting engineer
and get ready for the new rules or, more
accurately, the new effective date for the
old rules.
DUD

Harry Cole is a partner in the
Washington-based law firm of Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered. He can be reached at
202-833-4190.

unity remote software
You're driving in your car wondering how your station would sound with just alittle more boost in the
high-end. Well, stop wondering and start processing. Because with Unity Remote Software, you can
control your processing from your office, your home, and even your car.
Unity Remote Software provides you with the same information found on
the Unity's front panel display so that you can see, as well as hear, the effects
of your changes. Day- part processing events may also be programmed
remotely. Unity Remote runs on an IBM-compatible computer running DOS
and supporting VGA graphics.
How much does Unity Remote Software cost? Absolutely nothing. Because now
it is included free with every Unity 2000i FM and Unity AM stereo processor.
The best sounding processors in the world are sounding better all the time.

CUTTINGEDGE

.9nen ',emote teitiennn?!?
WA* didn't 9Mint r4 eat?

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TEL: ( 216) 241-3343 • FAX: ( 216) 241-4103
Current Unity owners should call or fax Cutting Edge for your free software.
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invented the DigiCart
recorder to bring CD quality
audio to broadcasting. Our
on- going technical efforts
provide customers with the
service, upgrades and
confidence expected in the
broadcast community.
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STANDARD FEATURES
Instant access to any of 10,000 cuts • 2-haur internal crd disk • 63- minute Bernoulli cartridge drive 2• 16- bit linear
recording for true CD quality • Selectable Dolby A(-2 Data Reduction' • Normal operaiion provides 20 kHz stereo audio
• Digital Editing • DSP generated fades & levels changes • Bright 40- character display shows cut name, ID#, running tim€,
end helpful user prompts • Pre-program breaks and spo -rotation • Automatic record- on- audio • Five year hard drive
warranty • Five year Bernou li disk life • Worldwide sales and service
O PTIONAL FEATURES
Mini keyboard for titling and remote control • Two new [emote controls include LCD display • " Hot Keys" give instant access
to 16 spots • Larger hard disks store 4or 8hours of stereo • External hard disk arrays store up to 48 hours • AES/EBU
c
nd SPDIF digital 1/0 3 • Toolkit for ievelor ing custom serial port programs
1NTEFINA I",ONAL

OISTFIBUTION

AUSTRALIA EAV TECHNOLOGY FIlY LTD ( 03) 417-1835 FM ( 03) 417-7704 BRASIL IN EERWAVE LTDA JT. 325-9221 FAX (021) 431-3127 CHILE LASSERTEC 2-225-3659 FAX 2-204-0726
lENMAIK PSS PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS 35-82-15-82 FAX 35-132-10-49 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC AR IMPORT/EXPOR7 INC (305)471-1180 FAX ( 305) 471-1182 FRILAND STUDIOTEC ( 9) 0-592-055 FAX (9) 0-592-090
GERMA.4Y SWITZERLAND & AUSTRIA THUM + MAHR AUDIO 02173-9796-0 FAX 02173-8149-7 GREECE TON STUDIO SA 1-360-9605 FAX 1-364-5755 GUAM BMI3 ENTERPRISES 649-5828 FAX 649-5828
HONG KONG & CHINA ACE/ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS LTD 424-03E7 FAX 424-1788 ITALY AUDIO EMIPMENT SRL (039) 203-0312 FAX ( 039) 382-565 JAPAN WIC .. APAN LTD 03-5280-0251 FAX 03-5280-0254
KOREA :: H1N KWANG AUTOMATION SYSTEM INC ( 02) 555-1575 FAX ( 02 ,558-0819 MAYLASIA METROMEDIA BROADCASTING SYE1EMS 3-292-5677 FAX 3-292-5664 MEXICO EMPRESAS JL SA DE CV 5-682-0888 FAX 5-525-7245
NETHERLANDS BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG IEMKE ROOS AUDIO BV ( 0) 20-697-2121 FAX (0) 20-697-420' NEW ZEALAND & SOU1H PACIFIC ISLANDS MASER TECHNOLOGY GROUP ( 04) 385-9895 FAX ( 04) 385-9892
PHILIPPINES BROADCOM ASIA 2-633-6822 FAX 2-633-68D POLAND MAGNETIC MEDIA (061) 47-58-14 FAX ( 061) 47-58-14 PORTUGAL VALENTIM DE CARVALHO CI SA ( 01) 441-35-84 FAX (01) 443-21-95
SINGAPORE IPK/CROW BROADCAST SYSTEMS ( PTE) LTD 259-9216 FM258-7996 SOUTH AFRICA EMS _TD 011-482-4470 FAX V11-726-2552 SPAIN SGT SA 1-383-21-60 FAX 1-383-99-16
SRI LAN« SOUND & VISION LTD 1-582-362 FAX 1-574-962 SWEDEN AND NORWAY RMS/RADIO & MUSA SYSTEM AB ( 0) 176-14E-50 FAX i0) 176-146-25 TAIWAN UNFAIR ENGINEERING & TRADING LTD 2-321-4454 FAX 2-393 2914
THAILAND KDM TRADING COMPANY LIE) ( 2) 318-2724 FAX ( 2) 318-6W6 UNITED KINGDOM & IRELAND PRECO BROADCAST SYSTEMS LIMITED 081-644-444; FAX 081-044-0474

DigiCarr/ll
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DIGITAL

AUDIO

5321 STERLING CENTER DRIVE

lUser- selectable.
DIG1CART
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REGISTERED

2

150 MB Bernoulli Disk.
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3 SMPTE/EBU
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Time Code board and Digital I/O availab*e mid 1994.

SYSTEMS
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Ideas to Eliminate Fussing with Fuses
by John Bisset

replace acomponent the size of aquarterwatt resistor with abig, bulky fuse hold.
But when faced with an on- air console
that cannot be down in the middle of the
afternoon drive, this approach certainly
has merit.
* * *
An ideal way to manage that roll of solder that gets misplaced, dropped on the
floor or unravels all over your workbench
is to use a plastic wire guide used in
phone closets to route cross-contact wire
or telco cables. The width is just right for
aspool of solder and can also hold aroll
of buss or hookup wire or even solder
wick.
* * *
You've read in this column and elsewhere in RW that the Dolby DSTL digital
SIL is astrong performer on long hops
and over difficult terrain, using just one
watt of power. Dolby has announced that
for the same price, the DSTL is available
with atwo-watt power output. Older onewatt DSTLs can be upgraded easily.
For more information, circle Reader
Service 100.
* * *
Speaking of STLs, Mike Patton of Mike
Patton and Associates, Baton Rouge, is
providing repair and alignment services
for owners of the old Marti STL-8. Mike
says Marti no longer provides factory service for this model.
Something to do for acommon SIL8
problems, Mike says, is check the operating frequency first if audio starts to worsen. The unit's crystals sometimes go bad
and part of the signal drifts outside the
passband.
Attach your counter to the crystal test

FALLS CHURCH, Va. Randy Aldous,
an engineer from Minnesota, wrote to
expand on the replacement of "telco-type"
fuses using standard glass fuses with soldered buss-wire pigtails ("Workbench,"
Jan. 12).
Randy's alternative is an in- line fuse
holder such as the Radio Shack 270-1281,
with crimp-on spade connectors on the
wire leads. This will allow aquick change
should the fuse need to be replaced again.
It also eliminates the hassle of soldering
wire to afuse, which is apain in the best
of circumstances, let alone in an emergency.
One of these emergency kits in the
phone closet along with abox of spare
fuses can be alifesaver.
once saw the same concept used with a
Radio Systems console. Tiny "pico fuses"
were incorporated into each the system to
protect each channel. Younger engineers
may be unfamiliar with these little components, which look like resistors, but are
hard to find.
You usually cannot tell whether apico
fuse has blown because it is not seethrough like traditional glass fuses. About
the only way to visually determine afailure is when one vaporizes.
This idea evolved from astation engineer
who ran out of pico fuses and lost another
module. Rather than risking the power
supply by replacing the pico fuse with
something other than a fuse, the Radio
Shack fuseholder and companion glass
fuse were used as atemporary fix, which
successfully kept the console on the air.
I
Ilooks wrong at first glance when you

points to be sure the frequency has not
drifted. If you have to replace the local
oscillator crystals, you can order them
directly from ICM Corp. in Oklahoma
City for about $20. ICM's number is 405236-3741.
For more information on services provided by Mike Patton and Associates, circle Reader Service 18. or call Mike at
504-292-4189.
* * *
Burkhardt Monitoring provides afrequency measuring service for several
Middle Atlantic station, and Ed
Burkhardt's frequent client memos always

include some insightful tip. A recent tip
from Ed is to reduce FM and TV aural
system hum by insuring that all audio and
exciter equipment is wired to the same
electrical phase. The tower lights should
then be wired to aseparate power company leg.
Ed Burkhardt can be reached at 804-2611800.
1:1

John Bisset is aprincipal with the contract engineering group Multiphase
Consulting. Submissions to Workbench
may be sent to his attention, in care of
RW, or faxed to 703-764-0751. He can
also be reached at 703-323-7180.
Published submissions qualify for recertification credit for all SBE certification
levels.

Different FET Varieties
continued from page 38

They have become the heart of the corn-

switching speed, with an almost infinite
input resistance.
FETs come in two major groups, enhancement- mode and depletion- mode. The
enhancement- mode FET, which has no
channel, is formed when VGs is applied.
Depletion- mode FETs have achannel
sent regardless of whether VGs is
applied. Current will flow with or without VG5 present.
Figure 4 is the schematic diagram of a
MOSFET and an enhancement mode
FET.
DOD

puter industry because they are easy to
manufacture and operate at very low
power. MOSFETs also have a high

Ed Montgomery is a communications
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School
for Science and Technology. He has
taught broadcast engineering at Northern
Virginia Community College and worked
as a broadcast engineer for several radio
stations. He can be reached at 703-7505090.
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Byte
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TOWER AND OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING PRODUCTS
FLASHER
FS155-30T

ALARM RELAY
SCR430T

SHORTED FLASHER ALARM
SFA4307

with

CPhone

ffl
ffl
fflMM.

s

MIMNIN,

WM
ffl

MI
ffl

Ditiitn1 Phnnui-Elit Prrrwripr
A Digital Recorder specifically designed to record phone
cals and play them back quickly and easily.
Fast nondestructive editing.
Eas.y access and fast stacking of bits.
The most powerful way to record and air phone- bits.

The Blue Group
1001 Ridge Avenue
Clearwater, FL 34615
TEL 813. 442.1665
READER SERVICE NO. 41

SSAC offers acomplete line of solid state products to control and monitor the lights on communication towers and
other tall structures. SSAC solid state products have
proven performance and reliability with years of infield
use. Flash single or multiple beacons. Sense lamp failure in the beacon, side lamps, or other obstruction lighting with an alarm output. The PCR11 Photo Control with
its all plastic housing is ideal for turning on complete
tower lighting at dusk (factory calibrated).

PHOTO CONTROL
PCR11

SMAC

FREE

PHONE OR WRITE FOR FREE TOWER CONTROLS MANUAL
TELEPHONE ( 315)638-1300 • FAX (315) 638-0333

ssAmp,

TOWER CONTROLS
Flashers
Alarm Relays
Photo Controls
Shorted Flasher Alarms
3Phase Voltage Montors
PO Bo, 1000 • Baldronsv,Ile NY 13027

P.O. Box 1000 • Baldwinsville, NY 13027
READER SERVICE NO. 181
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AM Transmitters

BE AM- 1Gives Station an Edge
by Eric Hoehn
Chief Engineer
Contemporary Media
TERRE HAUTE, Ind. Contemporary
Media recently installed a new
Broadcast Electronics (BE) AM- 1
stereo transmitter at WBFX(AM), one of
our AM stations in Terre Haute. The
installation went flawlessly, and the
transmitter has performed without failure
since it went on the air.
This transmitter replaced a tube- type
transmitter, which was installed in the
early 1960s when class IV stations were
given 1kW daytime power levels.
Requirements
fhe old rig had given us its all, and we
were ready for anew transmitter. We did
not want to do astereo conversion on our
old transmitter, which had difficulty
modulating fully and had significant carrier shift. Given the cost of power and
tubes, we decided to shop for anew solid
state transmitter.
A requirement of our installation was a
power output of almost 1.200 W. due to
a very long ( over 500 feet) run of trans-

mission line to the base of the tower.
While running at 1,200 W we wanted to
be sure the transmitter would continue to
modulate fully and remain reliable.
After reviewing the products of all the
major solid state 1kW manufacturers,
we decided to purchase the BE AM- 1.
We also decided to pick up the transmitter ourselves at BE's plant, where we
met the people who put our AM- 1
together.
We visited the test line where our transmitter and several others were being tested. The technicians showed us the transmitter's features and guided us through
all of the unit's parts and sub-assemblies.
The first unusual thing you notice is the
lack of transformer taps to be set for the
line voltage. The transmitter uses a
switching power supply similar to those
found in computers, and it accepts from
196 to 252 VAC 50/60 Hz.
The AM- 1uses two RF power modules,
which slide in from the front panel.
Although you can remove and insert the
modules while the transmitter is on—and
no " dummy" shorting modules are
required to operate the transmitter when
the modules are removed—the service

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR NIGHTS.
AM daytime broadcasters: Do you have a low power overnight
authorization? Do you need an inexpensive backup for your main
transmitter? Either way, a low power transmitter from LPB is your
high performance solution
•FCC Part 73 Type Approved
•Cost effective— low electric power consumption
•Compatible with all AM Stereo systems
•Compact design mounts on the wall
•Hundreds in service across the country
•Satisfaction guaranteed
•One year warranty
•Ten day delivery
power AM transmitter— and how low your overnight electric bill
can be. Call LPB today at 215-644-1123.
428 Bacton MI Road • Frazer, PA 19355
Tel (215) 644-1123 • Fax (215) 644-8651

r

AM-30 P
2TO 30 WATTS
$995

•
e

AM 100-P
25 TO 100 WATTS
$3995

AM-60-P
10 TO 60 WATTS
$1995

Circle 13) On Reader Service Card

, «11111•10,

found the accuracy of the
modulation indicator to be
very close to our modulation monitor.
The AM- 1 performed
wonderfully, with S/N
coming in below 61 dBm
for both stereo channels,
THD less than 1.1 percent
at 50 percent modulation
and IMD less than 0.8 percent at 85 percent modulation. Stereo separation was
better than 35 dB.
We immediately noticed,
in addition to the improved
The BE AM- 1
audio quality, alack of carincludes built-in
rier shift. Even with 1,200
C-OUAM AM stereo.
W output and full + 125
percent modulation, the transmitter does
Built-in C-GUAM
not run out of RF like our old rig did.
The BE AM line comes with built in CWe believe this has improved our covQUAM stereo. The exciter is a single
erage area some because the transmitter
board in the controller, and because there
helps us fight off the interference on our
is no separate power supply and cabicrowded channel.
net— and the transmitter's characteristics
Just after installation, amajor thunderare known—the stereo exciter does not
storm passed through, which tested the
add much to the complexity of the transpower supply and the RF section of the
continued on page 49
mitter. Of course if your station is not

••
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After the Floods, LPB
AM-100P Saves the Day
by Roy Roberts
General Manager
1(13JI(AM)-KZUA(FM)

Find out how easy it is to own, install and operate an LPB low

4

people suggest pushing the
Off button, pulling the
module and then restarting
the transmitter. It takes less
than a second. Why take a
chance on a problem when
preventing it is so easy?
The RF modules each have
a modulator stage and a
Class E RF stage. The
switching power supply
allows for any reduced
power levels to be achieved
by cutting back the supply
voltage rather than the modulator duty cycle. This
assures low distortion even
at low power levels.
The controller allows for
five power levels, so your
license requirements can be
met. The transmitter also
has five adjustable levels to
drive the modulation monitor with the correct level.

ready for stereo, the transmitter can run
in mono, and the stereo is there for when
you are ready.
Installing the AM- 1took less than a
day, including connecting
and interlocking it to our
antenna switching system
and setting up the stereo
generator. The front panel
modulation indicator helps
• «
you get set quickly. We

HOLBROOK, Ariz. Last year, a"50year" flood hit Arizona, raising waters to
previously unimaginable levels. Our
KDJI(AM) offices, studios and transmitter site in Holbrook were overcome by
walls of water that reached as high as 10
feet. With only about two hours advance
notice, we were unable to protect our
transmitter building.
The Bauer 5 kW AM transmitter we
used for years suffered major damage,
beyond reasonable repair. Without a
backup transmitter, and with major studio flood damage as well, our mission
was to get on the air as quickly as possible. The LPB Broadcast Transmitter
Model AM -100P saved the day.
John Devecka at LPB responded to our
situation immediately, arranging for construction of the unit and shipping in
record time. By the time we literally
hosed out the transmitter building,
rebuilt the ATU and prepared a standby
studio, the LPB AM -100P arrived.
With a simple coax connector hookup
and straight 110 V power plug, we were

back on air in 30 minutes. We used lour
bolts to put the transmitter on a block
wall. However, we could have set it just
about anywhere in the building, because
the transmitter is only 24 inches by 24
inches by 6.5 inches. The unit operates
with very minimal fan noise and generates little heat.
The amazing part is that our coverage
with the LPB AM- 100P was astrong 30
miles in every direction, more than adequate to continue our regular programming, local sports broadcasts, etc., with
only aminimal loss of revenue. Further,
the 80 percent reduction in our normal
electric bill helped soften the blow.
We now operate with a Harris SX-5
transmitter, and have the LPB AM- 100P
ready as abackup unit in case of repair
or other need. Iknow that many daytime AM stations use these handy, reasonably priced transmitters for post sunset authorizations, but for KDJI,
when the flood waters hit, the LPB AM 100P saved the day
DOD

For information from LPB, contact
John Devecka in Pennsylvania at 610644-1123; fax: 610-644-8651; or circle
Reader Service 105.
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Digital Dream
System
$9,995.00!

PROGRAM 'ABILITY

Just $9,995.00 lie this dual digital audio Satellite control
with Production system. You get two powerful 486SX-25
computers, VGA color monitors and 535 meg hard disk (9+
hours mono storage), LAN and DMX-4 audio switcher.
Includes interface and control hardware. Nothing else is
required! This pricing is good for alimited time..

for
Affordable
Lightning
Prevention.

0 Great Sound: Premium apt-X audio card standard
0 Simultaneous record/play for time shift PBR recording
0 Separate Production room system with LAN net connect
to Control for complete backup & safety.

Let Us Design aSystem for You

0 Satellite system handles all standard formats
LI CD system option from $ 1,500 uses Pioneer single or

StatiCat proiAdes acontinuous,ioeresistance &charge path
for the static electric charge on tall structures. Dissipation points
ate 1/8", type 304 stainless steel gods ground to needle sharpness.
They won't bend, not mat from ice and severe weather.

triple 6packs or 300 disc jukeboxes
0 Live assist included, ready for Traffic & Music interfaces
0 Many options: External button boxes, more audio & I/O

Programmable Digital Remote Control.
What others promise, Hallikainen & Friends deliver,
to your exact specs with the DRC 190. With its extended
BASIC language, the DRC 190 can control, alarm.
display and log measured and calculated system parameters. Typical installations also generate adaily report
showing the minimun, maximum and average of each
parameter, simplifying oversight of the system. For true
flexibility of user control over evolving equipment
demands, get with the program. get the DRC 190.

O000
O000
111000
BOOM

The Management
1-800-334-7823 1-817-625-9761 FAX: 817-634-974 l
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth. TX. 76136
/600+ Stations -Our 13th year
Extra charge (or combined Satellite á (Dsystems. No holds or splits, larger hard
drives available at extra cost.

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call ( 505) 325-5336
FAX ( 505) 326-2337
•

•

:•
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READER SERVICE NO. 37

80 dB ON SCREEN DYNAMIC
RAME. With ITC's Exclusive

PRICES START AT

$1295.00

EFPLA Log Amp. (pat.pend.)

MODEL MOO

-110 dBm SENSITIVITY AT All
SPAN WIDTHS. ITC Analyzers

AMUST FOR:

have - 110 dBm .
7uv. sensitivity at
all Resolution Band & Span widths.

AM- FM-SW-TV StatIons-CATV
CHECKING SUB- CARRIES

RICH STABIUTY(<1KHz per Hr.

SATELLITE FEEDS

after warm up)

UP LINKS, DOWN LINKS

FEATURES Baseline Clipper, Video

AUDIO-VIDEO-SIGNAL LEVELS

Filter. 5"CRT, Preset plus variable
Dispersion settings from 0 - 50 Mhz
per/div. 100:1 tuning ratio for easy
Center Frequency selection, & More.

9222 Chesapeake Dr. Suite A
San Diego Ca. 92123 USA

MADE IN THE USA
TERMS: M/C, VISA, AE, CHECK,
MO, COD, P.O. (OAC)

READ-IISYS. & MODULATORS
CIECK FCC REQUIREMENTS
SA600A
600 MHz $ 1295.00 Opt.! 50 MHz marker $200.00
SA1000A 1000 MHz $ 1595.00 Opt.3 +/- 5KHz Filter $350.00
SA1800A 1800 MHz $ 1895.00 Opt5 Tracking Gen. $250.00
Opt. 6Center Frequency Display $275.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION & INTRODUCTORY OFFER
CALL 1-800-232-3501 619-277-4619 FAX-277-6736

ITC Analyzers are the perfect
low cost choice for All AM,
FM Broadcast-VHF, UHF TV
maintenance depts., and FCC
compliance testing. You will
save time & money with aITC
low cost Spectrum. Analyzer.

•

Reach 22,000 + Readers
worldwide. RADIO WORLD's
Product Showcase provides a
perfect medium for test marketing your products and
services. It's an efficient,
•
effective and affordable
advertising option.

805-541-0200

Unique!
Shively FM Antennas offer standard features often unique in the industry:
Our unique fine-matching transformer,
included as standard equipment on Shively
commercial antennas, can correct VSWR
mismatches of up to 1.5:1 to compensate
for tower effects. Unlike most others, it is
tunable both under power and pressure, so
it requires no disassembly of the system,
and no adjusting of taped slugs for tuning.
This means a better match, with less
rigging time and costs.
Watch future
issues of Radio World for other unique
Shively features.

Shivelv Labs
A Division of Howell

AUTO-ANSWER TELEPHONE COUPLER

•Clean connection to phone line
•Easy to install
•Send or receive program
•F.C.C. registered

00111M11.111111.C•••

MODEL TC111-2
NI111.09VrEf. COUPLE,.

1-703 -998 -2966

011\Mill WS MIS/
%%1 let RIG A

or Call

•

CONSOLE UPGRADE
WITHOUT THE BIG
EXPENSE

Ideal for unattended situations such
as listen lines, IFB feeds, dial-up
networks, remote transmitter sites &
satellite links.

deadlines, Fax SIMONE at

1-800-336-3045

Laboratories, Inc.

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273
READER SERVICE NO. 129

For more information,
including rates and

I'M'

READER SERVICE NO. 14

READER SERVICE NO. 106

•
Attention
Advertisers!

Al.E0RDAlii

HALLIKAINEN St FRIENDS

READER SERVICE NO. 195

THREE FULL FUNCTION ANALYZERS TO CHOOSE FROM 600 MHz - 1000 MHz - 1800 MHz

EXPANDABLE

141 Suburban E4, San Luis Obispo. CA 93401-759(1 l'S. \

:•

"ITC" The Only Affordable Spectrum Analyzer

ITC INSTRUMENTS

PROGRAMMABLE

Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401

Comrex

READER SERVICE NO. 198

$10.000

5,000

NEW
CONSOLE

COST COMPARISON
Approach digital quality with
Our retrofit electronics
your yesteryear audio
currently support most
console by using BDI plug-in
retrofit electronics. If the cost
Gates/Harris Consoles
of a new console is depriving
RCA Consoles
McMartin Consoles
you of acompetitive air sound
McCurdy Consoles
then BDI electronics are the
answer. Better headroom,
iower noise, lower distortion, dynamic range
approaching 90dB and improved reliability are just
some of the advantages of our easy to install upgrades.
Call us today direct for acompetetive air sound
tomorrow!

bdi

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue

Peekskill. NY 10566

(914) 737-5032

READER SERVICE NO. 8
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USER REPORT

Nautel Proves Reliable for Radio AAHS
by Charlie W. Rohde III
Director of Engineering
Radio AAHS
DALLAS Since 1990, Ihave been chief
engineer of KNRB(AM) ( now KAHZ)
Dallas- Fort Worth. When KNRB was
purchased by Children's Broadcasting
Corp. ( CBC), Ibecame the director of
engineering for Radio AAHS.
Broadcasting children's programming
24 hours a day is quite achange from
KNRB's Christian format. With our old
format, we were one of 12 Christian outlets in the area. But our new format has a
captive audience of 250,000 listeners.

We are the only station in town programming kid's music, which has taken us
from obscurity to "Oh, neat! ... Radio
AAHS!"
Ultimately, Iam responsible for a
national network and eight AM stations
all over the country. With that much
inherited hardware, each complete with
its unique problems, Ihave a lot on my
plate.
Quite reliable
The last thing Ineed is transmitter
problems, and at KAHZ(AM), we do not
have any. We operate aNautel AMFET
5 that we purchased in 1985. The only

JOIN THE HUNDREDS WHO
HAVE USED DIGILINK TO ACHIEVE

ECONOMIC
RECOVERY
Wo 10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995* complete
Satellite, CD, Tape, and Hard Disk Automation
EZI1 Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
EZII Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio today.
You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and have an
automation system for walk away at the same time! Link over 15
workstations & scheduling computers on our digital network and
transfer audio and schedules between
your studios.
For more information, call or write
ARRAKIS,
(303) 224-2248

problem Ihad, other than the way it was
originally installed, was our set of FET
spares that some engineer had checked
with an ohm meter in a high RF field.
Replacements were purchased and set
aside in case Iever have aproblem.
The AMFET series is quite reliable, and
like its successor the ND-5, has no user
variable output tuning and loading,
unlike other solid state transmitters.
Some engineers are dissatisfied with this,
but Ihave to ask, "Why?" The solid state
two-way Iused to work with did not
have or need variable output tuning.
If you are working into a properly
designed antenna array, it is going to
match the transmitter and tweaking is not
necessary. One engineer told me that if
his array drifted, he could compensate by
tuning and loading. If the array drifts,
there is aproblem with it that needs to be
fixed. Iam thankful for a design that
alerts me to an antenna problem before it
goes too far to fix easily. The fewer the
knobs to twiddle, the better.
To be fair, we have had acouple of
transmitter failures in the past four years
during lightning storms or power line
anomalies, but the Nautels are modular
and the transmitter is repaired while still
on air. Ican then repair the module
myself, or send it to Nautel, if Iam too
busy.
Solid state systems
By comparison, our transmitter at
KTEK(AM) Houston is not modular, but
gives little trouble. The backup at KTEK
is also modular, but it cannot be serviced
on the air.
Iam sometimes surprised by some
engineers' reluctance to deal with tube
technology. Iworked with one engineer
who did not understand bottles: He could
work with 100 W solid state 2 GHz
transmitters with their CMOS CPUs, but
not with tubes. Conversely, an engineer
who preceded me at KNRB did not like
the Nautel. He wanted tubes for RF.

During my predecessor's tenure, the
array had a problem. Every time it
rained, the SIL coax would arc over to
the ground cap and the transmitter would
begin to trip. On really cold mornings,
below 32 degrees Fahrenheit, the transmitter would not come on.
This was due to the array control phaser
circuits, designed with fair weather NE555 timers, which just would not work.
The Nautel was fine. Properly designed
solid state systems work quite well at
lower temperatures. Inow use a 60 W
light bulb to keep the switcher unit warm.

These reliable
Nautel units create
a remarkably stable
system that keeps
our engineering
costs low.
Another plus in using efficient solid
state transmitters is the minimal amount
of heat the apparatus generates. This
makes it possible to use captive inside air
for cooling, instead of bringing in outside air full of dust and pollutants. As a
result, my stations and equipment stay a
whole lot cleaner.
These reliable Nautel units—mated to
our Gentner VRC-2000 remote controls,
for auto logging, power change and
alarm reporting (and so Ican monitor my
stations from Dallas-Fort Worth)— create
a remarkably stable system that keeps
our engineering costs low. It now costs
more to maintain the studio than the
transmitter.
Solid state has been areal money-saver
for us. Maybe not on the initial price tag,
but on operational and maintenance
costs, and certainly on late night "redeye" parties.
ODD

For information from Nautel, contact
Bruce MacKenzie in Nova Scotia at 902823-2233; fax: 902-823-3183; or circle
Reader Service 70.
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From SAS, The Complet?

the premier broadcast manufacturer of
consoles, furniture, Digilink and Trak*Star digital audio products.

ARRAKIS
*Suggested retail price. Complete system

SYSTEMS

2.1.à.11.fluj
SAS 32000 Stereo Audio Routing &
Mixing System—Perfect for mix-minus
conferencing, mixer emulation, teleconferencing hubs and communication
systems. Also ideal for plant and
transmitter routing, satellite and
remote distribution. Standard summing for mixminus feeds, IFB, studio
intercommunications, voice-over work,
and more.
System size starts at 32 x16 mono or
stereo matrix modular configuration
and expands up to 128 x128. Serial
bus RS232 for terminal, local panel
and modem control. Modular remote
panels for console fit os well as
standard rack mount panels. Custom
and turnkey systems available.
Sierra Automated Systems & Engineering Corp.
2112 North Glenoaks Blvd. Burbank, CA 91504
Voice 818.840.6749 fax 818.840.6151

C 1993 Arrakis Systems inc. 2819 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle ( 145) On Reader Service Card

SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
BROADCAST & COMMUNICATIONS

Distributed by RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 3100, Barrington, II. 60011 Voice 800.779.7575
Fox 708.382.8818 In Canada 800.433.2458
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Harris DX 50 Passes User's Tests
by T. Carter Ross
WASHINGTON Three and a half
years ago, KCWW(AM)-KNIX-FM in
Phoenix, installed aHarris DX 50, after a
fire at KCWW's transmitter site
destroyed the existing Harris MW 50.
Elliott K. Klein, who has worked with
KCWW since 1971. first as director of
engineering for Buck Owens Broadcasting
Inc., and, since 1983, as an independent
consulting engineer, oversaw the rebuilding of KCWW's transmitter site.
Klein's initial inclination was to install
another MW 50, but Ron Frillman at
Harris suggested the DX 50, which
incorporated both digital and solid state
technology. "It was the best decision I've
ever made regarding a major purchase,"
Klein said.

Twelve tests

blown, at most, one or two fuses and
maybe atransistor, but the transmitter has
consistently operated at its rated power."
The desert heat was also aconcern.
"We like to keep the transmitter building at an ambient air temperature of 78
degrees Fahrenheit. Since Phoenix tends
to get quite warm—two years ago, we
had a record high of 123 degrees
Fahrenheit—we have to keep 22 tons of
refrigeration on the building. Since the
DX 50 is solid state it radiates much less
heat than tube transmitters, which helps
to keep our cooling costs down."
All in all, between the increased efficiency of solid state over tube technology and the decreased cooling bills have
helped reduce KCWW's power consumption at the transmitter site by almost
40 percent.
When asked what he likes most about
the DX 50, Klein points to its abundance
of control and metering options.
"It is easy to look at all of the operating
parameters of the transmitter through
multi- meters," he said.
The unit is operated by remote control
and the interface supplied with the transmitter is adequate in status, metering and
control of power levels.

Klein wanted to be certain that the DX
50 would provide the sort of service that
he'd grown accustomed to with his MW
50. So he visited Harris' factory to
examine and test the DX 50.
developed alist of 12 extremely difficult tests for the transmitter to be put
through, and thus armed went to the factory to see what
the DX 50 could
do. At the factory, a DX 50 was
put on a test bed
and
we
ran
through my tests.
It passed with
flying colors," he
said.
The DX 50
passed all of
Klein's durability
tests, and "wildly" exceeded his
expectations in
audio
performance. KCWW
broadcasts in AM
stereo with the CThe DX 50, minus lizards, on site at MOM.
QUAM standard,
and in some aspects of audio distortion, it
The front panel of the transmitter is a
exceeds the performance of its sister stasignal flow chart that is designed to indition KNIX-FM. "The transmitter is basicate the transmitter's internal operations
cally transparent: What you put in, you get
with green and red LEDs. When everyout of it with no audible artifacts and colthing is green, nothing's wrong inside.
oring of the audio."
"In my experience, there have not been
Phoenix is avery competitive market
any failures beyond the aforementioned
which forces KCWW to push signal
fuses and output module," Klein said.
modulation to the FCC- established
"There are something like 143 output
limits.
modules in the transmitter, each of which
"We modulate our signal very densely
has green and red LED indicators. When
and very hard, yet the DX 50 just sits
ared LED is on, there is aproblem with
there and plays as if it were just a 1kW
the module."
transmitter," he said.
"In fact, that was how we knew when a
Harris points to solid state technology
fuse was blown or we had lost an output
as one of the selling points of the DX
module, a red LED was on. We didn't
line of transmitters, but initially Klein
have to run around with a scope or a
was concerned about how a solid state
meter to find the problem. And spare
transmitter would handle Arizona's
parts were always on hand, making the
harsh weather.
problem easy to fix.
"When the power module failed, the
Monsoon season
DX 50 continued with full modulation
"We have a monsoon season that lasts
capability at full power. If we hadn't
from mid-July to mid- September each
been inspecting the transmitter regularly,
year. Every evening, athunderstorm roars
we probably wouldn't have even known
through our valley. Since the DX 50 is a there was aproblem."
solid state transmitter, Iwas worried that
Since the DX 50 was installed, KCWW
it would be prone to lightning damage.
has suffered no downtime attributable to
But the protection circuits that Harris
the transmitter. In fact, were it not for
designed into the unit work well. Over the
periodic cleanings, the back-up transmitpast three and a half years, we have
ter would almost never be used.

"The only time the back-up transmitter
goes on air is when we need to clean the
DX 50—vacuum out the dust, bugs and
lizards. We do have alizard problem, but
that goes with operating in adesert.

Dust storms
"Our transmitter building is in the middle
of 27 acre site, an old wheat field. When
the wind starts to blow, quite alot of dust
is blown up, but the air filtering is more
than adequate and it has not created any
arc overs or other problems," Klein said.
KCWW operates as arather complicated
six-tower directional station at night, but the
DX 50 apparently has no trouble in switch-
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ing from daytime to nighttime operation.
"We operate our transmitter as a50 kW
non-directional during the day and as a
50 kW six-tower directional at night. The
six- tower nighttime operation is
extremely broadband and has avery flat
response," he said.
"Switching between daytime and nighttime operation is through acontrol interface in the unit; aHarris antenna phaser
we originally installed with the MW 50
does the actual switching. It is a fairly
complex directional system, but the
transmitter performs flawlessly in both
directional and non-directional modes."
pp 0
For information from Harris Allied,
contact John Delay, AM product manager, in Illinois at 217-222-8200, ext.
3103; fax: 217-224-1439; or circle
Reader Service 110.

EImeets all your
FM broadcast

transmitter

needs.

Selection
• 10 Watt -

1250 Watt Solid State
• 1kW - 30 kW Single Tube

• Choice of Single or Three Phase
Power Supply on 3.5 kW to
30 kW models

Service

• 24- Hour Service Hotline:
(609) 728-2020
• Free Initial On- Site Checkout for
FMQ-Series Transmitters
• Free Spare Parts Kit with every
FMQ-Series Transmitter
• Extended PA Tube Warranty—
the only one in the Business

Reliability

• Ultra- Low Maintenance
• Single Tube Design Eliminates
Driver Tube
• No Sliding Contacts—
Avoi ds Wear-Out
• Positive Pressure Cabinet to
Prevent Dust Infiltration

Experience

• Over 20 Years of Field- Proven
Designs
• RF Products for Broadcast,
Scientific and Military
Applications
• Total In- House RF Design and
Manufacturing
Learn more about the finest FM
broadcast transmitters in the business.
Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free—
(800) 334-9154
QEI Corporation

Çig

One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

Tel: ( 800) 334-9154
Fax: (609) 629-1751
24-Hour Service Hotline
Tel: (609) 728-2020
Cirde (
194)0. Reeder Service Card
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CCA Transmitter Simplifies Rebuild
by Robert F. Ritchey
Engineering Consultant
KDRY(AM)
SAN ANTONIO In the summer of
1992, KDRY(AM) in San Antonio hired
me to rebuild the station's transmitting
plant and antenna system. The scope of
the project convinced me that CCA AM
transmitters are aviable alternative to the
products from the big- name companies
that dominate the industry.
During the early 1980s, KDRY's
owner upgraded power a number of
times, from 1kW eventually to 11 kW.
The station also added 1kW at night
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with adirectional antenna system.
The rapid succession of upgrades
stretched the capacity of the station's
two 30-year-old Collins Radio E series
transmitters. In an attempt to reach the
11 kW power authorization, one transmitter was field modified. At best, it was
able to generate only about 9kW, and no
further modifications were possible without raising the costs too much.
Maze of relays
To further complicate matters, asecond
Collins E series transmitter was used for
directional nighttime operation. A maze
of RF relays was used to switch between

transmitters when the station changed
power and pattern.
Irecommended replacing the main
transmitter immediately. A single unit
could perform both daytime and nighttime power functions, eliminating some
of the RF relays and the switching network. Also, a new transmitter could
achieve higher levels of modulation with
adistortion-free, clear audio signal.
KDRY's need for amedium power transmitter coincided with ashift in technology
at the major manufacturers. Solid state RF
stages were coming on-line and older
designs were being "built-to-order" with
long delivery dates. Good, late-model used

transmitters were non-existent.
Steve McElroy at the CCA plant in
Fairbum, Ga., had a 10,000 D series unit
in stock and ready for shipment. At first,
Ihad reservations about purchasing an
unfamiliar transmitter. But a visit to the
Fairburn plant to see the transmitter in
operation allayed my concerns about
product design and durability.
Convenient features
The transmitter is well built, with easy
access to major components. Most parts
are standard and are readily available
through commercial parts dealers.
Interconnecting cables are clearly
marked and easy to access. Opening the
rear doors allows visual inspection of the
power supply, chokes, transformers and
caps. The modulator feedback ladder is
mounted at eye level on the rear of the
modulator cavity.
An important consideration in deciding
on the CCA transmitter was an impedance difference between the KDRY daytime and nighttime patterns. Many of the
solid state transmitters available at the
time were experiencing problems with
rapid changes in load impedance.

The transmitter
is well built, with
easy access to major
components.

Perfect tools for
professionals:
CD and CD-R
players from
STUDER
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The new professional D730 and D731 CD players hold several trump
cards. The operating concept is identical on both the desktop and rackmount version. Not only are the RED book standards implemented, but
also important parts of the ORANGE book standard. A special scan function allows the user to play CD- Rs on which the TOC has not yet been
written: Once the TOC has been created, coded skips are correctly processed. In addition, the remaining time is displayed with great accuracy.
This is of special benefit in the intro mode with its high-precision
count down.
Safety features are an integral part of both models: The status preservation
which guarantees that even after a « power down», the laser is repositioned exactly on the last address; aquality indicator that provides information on the CD playability; program-controlled customization of all
operating procedures, comprehensive remote facilities, integrated optional
interfaces for special functions, and, what is more, access to all CD subcode information via the AES/EBU output for advanced data processing.

STUDER
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO EQUIPMENT

STUDER EDITECH CORP.
1865 Airline Drive, # 12
Nashville, Tennessee 37210
(615) 391-3399/Fax (615) 391-5974
New York (212) 626-6734
Los Angeles (818) 703-1100

Grde (88) On Reeder Service Gird

STUDER REVOX CANADA
1947 Leslie Street
Toronto, Ont M3I3 2M3
(416) 510-1347/Fax (416) 510-1294

KDRY programs areligious talk format
and down time, for any reason, is aserious matter. The CCA transmitter copes
with the impedance change and requires
only amodest amount of remote adjustment by the operator on duty to maintain
proper tuning.
Once uncrated, less than 30 minutes
were needed for visual inspection and to
complete the necessary internal connections before AC power could be applied.
CCA recommended aclosed delta, AC
configuration, for the 10,000 series transmitters; however, we ran the unit for several months in an open delta arrangement. There was no appreciable difference between the two configurations.
Flat audio response
Audio response for the CCA transmitter
is essentially flat. Two proofs performed
over an I8- month interval indicated a
variance of less than 1dB from 50 to
10,000 Hz. Overall distortion was less
than 1percent.
The RF final employs a4CX15000 tube
operating as aplate modulated class C
amplifier. The size of the tube affords
the CCA 10,000 the capability to sustain
a full 11 kW output at or close to 100
percent modulation.
Iam delighted with the performance of
the CCA 10,000 series transmitter. My
only concern is the anticipated cost of
replacing the final. So far, the final delivered with the unit has logged more than
9,000 hours of stable emission without
any appreciable sign of wear.
Irecommended serious consideration of
the CCA AM transmitters. They are stable, simple- to- maintain and cost effective to operate in difficult environments,
such as the changing load impedance in
the KDRY directional system.
DOD

For information from CCA, contact
Steve McElroy in Georgia at 404-9643530; fax: 404-964-2222; or circle
Reader Service 216.
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Dataworld Offers Valuable Service
by Bill Sitzman
President
Independent Broadcast
Consultants
TRUMAN SBURG, N.Y. Independent
Broadcast Consultants works regularly
with AM, FM and TV clients, but specializes in AM radio. Dataworld is
always there with ahelping hand.
Dataworld Inc. was founded in 1971,
offering computer printouts of both AM
and FM databases, as well as nighttime
protection constraints. In 1984, John L.
Neff purchased the firm and moved it to
Bethesda, Md., adding many new computer services.
Useful tool
While many consultants have used the
Canadian AM allocation maps for years,
one of the most useful tools Dataworld
has created is the AM allocation book,
with one page showing daytime
service/interference contours and another
depicting the nighttime pattern shape and
size, for each AM frequency.
When aclient authorizes astudy for a
new full time AM facility. Our staff

AM-1Gives An
Edge to WBFX
continued from page

44

AM- 1. The transmitter ran perfectly
through an intense storm and when we
returned to the site the next morning, all
was normal except the "Lightning" LED
on the controller was on. The transmitter
had seen voltage on its output and had
protected itself.
Maintenance
Our old transmitter required regular
maintenance to keep running, including
modulator tube changes. The new AM- 1
requires the air filters to be changed regularly and once a year the 9 V battery
that holds the controller memory in case
of a power interruption needs to be
replaced. That is the only regular maintenance the AM- 1requires.
Even mono listeners have let us know
that they hear an improvement, and of
course the stereo is abig boost. Both of
our AM stations now broadcast with
C-QUAM.
The transmitter has been running nonstop for several months now without a
failure. A few weeks ago we were showing the AM- 1to another engineer and I
decided to show him an RF module. We
removed one, and the transmitter continued to operate at just under half power.
What surprised me most was that after
running at full output for months, the
heat sinks on the RF module were room
temperature.
The AM- 1will pay for itself in savings
on power and tubes in just a few years,
so the quality and C-QUAM stereo are
just added plusses to adecision that was
already easy to make. The AM- 1is the
transmitter to have for 1kW AM.

scans the AM allocation book and, once
a likely channel is found, orders a
"Within Study" from a reliable set of
coordinates.
This provides us aprintout of AM facilities/allocations spanning the pertinent
cochannels and adjacent channels out to
at least 320 km ( 198.4 miles). The up-todate Within Study identifies stations critical to the daytime portion of the project
which must be measured or researched
for existing field strength measurements.
Dataworld now includes antenna parameters in the Within Study.
Dataworld also gives us the option of
feeding our measured and M-3/Canadian
conductivity data into adaytime protection requirements program and then they
can plot the results.
Once we design the daytime pattern,
Dataworld gives us the option of an AM
groundwave calculation program, from
which our draftsman plots the allocation
and service contours. We also make use
of the population enumeration program to
get the total number of people served by
each contour. Dataworld even has aflag
service that keeps us apprised of any new
filings or facility changes on frequencies
pertinent to our client's projects.
The nighttime allocation study for a
client's project runs pretty much concurrent with the daytime study. The
Dataworld nighttime protection requirements are usually 150 pages in length,
but give us awealth of data. The first 12
pages form a detailed nighttime limit
study with both 50 percent RRS and 25
percent RRS exclusions listed, followed
by stations below the 25 percent RRS in
descending order.
The zero-percent exclusion section lists
Class D (low-power nighttime) stations.
While these stations may not enter the official 50 percent and 25 percent calculations,
an existing client of ours identified four
Class D stations exceeding his 25 percent
RSS and causing interference.

The next 35 pages show the detailed
limit makeup of co- and adjacent-channel stations with resulting permissible
nighttime radiation from our client's site.
Of special value is the tabulation of permissible nighttime radiation from 0 to
359 degrees azimuth. Our staff plots this
on apolar graph, noting pertinent vertical angles as well.
Antenna parameters
This plot helps identify stations needing
a peripheral or clipping study, and also
gives the engineer a picture of the constraints we must deal with during nighttime pattern design. The final 102 pages
are a listing of nighttime antenna parameters, including augmentations for
directional operations. This includes all
pertinent stations in Region II, which
includes stations in Latin America.
There is a lot of data to keep straight
and sorted, but a challenge that
Dataworld takes in stride. Our firm also
enters the picture as awatchdog by verifying the status of an individual station
or construction permit (CP) or by checking parameter accuracy against our files,
if it is one of our clients. The results are
fed back to Dataworld's headquarters in
Maryland.
Dataworld also offers a skywave contour protection program when we work
on aclear channel. Although we print all
horizontal, vertical and conical radiation
data in house, these services are available at areasonable cost.
Also, operating (driving point) characteristics are offered by Dataworld to help
flag a sour pattern design that could
make a stability headache. Clients can
even commission a callcheck to aid in
choosing call letters.
1:1

For information from Dataworld, contact Claude Greche in Maryland at 800368-5754; fax: 301-656-5341; or circle
Reader Service 158.

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Quality*
Power Tubes
3CX10,000A7
3CX3000A7
3CX2500F3
3CX2500A3
YC130
4CX15,000A
4CX10,000D
4CX5000A
4CX1500A
4CX350A
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OR
4X150A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B
813
833
8560AS
00000

•Watch this list grow.

For hops across town or
across the county, the coolest
stations are choosing BEXT
STEs because they work.
From 1.5 to 15 watts,
starting at $3,980 complete.

•Manufactured in
Russia's largest power
tube factory.
•Generous warranty
based on high quality.
•Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
•Shipment from USA
stock.

6%9

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Broadcasters
Call: 800-239-6900

FAX: 205-880-8077

DOD

OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers

For information from Broadcast
Electronics, contact David White in
Illinois at 217-224-9600; fax: 217-2249607; or circle Reader Service 54.

Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439
Circle ( 214) On Reader Service Card

Circle ( 75) On Reader Service Card
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MARKETPLACE
Recently Introduced Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional
Telco
Console Upgrade
11110111, Redd T;TW twei lég.deced

Real Time Event Sequencer
Circuit Research Labs introduced
Version 2 of its Real Time Event
Sequencer (RTES). The advanced microprocessor- based system can store and
sequence up to 255 events. Each event

nizeingsg==.

v

can control up to eight contact closures
over aseven-day time period.
The start of event times can be programmed to the second, and each month's
weekly sequences of events can be programmed for an entire year. An easy-to-use
keypad operates and programs the RTES

r

and displays are on abacklit LCD screen.
Upgrades to Version 2 for RTES
Version 1users are available and easyto-install.
For information, contact Gary Clarkson
in Arizona at 800-535-7648; fax: 602438-8227, or circle Reader Service 44.

Hard Disk Recording Doesn't
Have To Be Hard On Your Wallet.
"...in aprice/performance
comparison, the DR4d
would be hard to beat.
Thumbs up on this ont'."
George Petersen,
MIX Magazine

"...great sound, useful
features, andfriendly
operation... sure to set
anew standard in
affordable recording"
David Frangioni,
EQ Magazine

"Ifyou're abroadcast engineer.... the DR4d may seem like one ofthe greatest inventions in the history ofaudio."
GearyYelton, Electronic Musician Magazine

I

fyou're involved in production for radio, then
you're aware of the increasing demand for digital
audio quality. So your next multitrack recorder
should be digital, but which format: tape or hard disk?
You've heard about the great editing tricks offered by
disk-based systems, but there's aproblem.... don't all
hard disk systems require expensive add-in hardware and
software, to already expensive computers? Not anymore!
The DR4d is the solution for those looking for an alternative to expensive, complex computer-based systems, or
the limitations and mechanical uncertainty of tape
recorders. It offers aperfect combination of hard disk
recording benefits with an easy- to-use interface.

cause if you change your mind you can instantly Undo
your last edit - even after the power is turned off and
on again! Imagine it. Do it. It's that simple.
Another DR4d advantage is not having to wait for
tape to shuttle back and forth. You can instantly move
to 108 memorized locations at the touch of abutton,
and these locate points may be entered manually or
on- the-fly. It's also simple to set up seamlessly looping repeat sections, so it's easy to jam over tracks. No
more wasting time on rewinding tape!

Of course, how the DR4d sounds is as important as
how it works. Advanced 18-bit oversampling A/D
and D/A converters insure crystal clear sound, and
The DR4d can record up to four tracks simultaneously to
with afull 96dB dynamic range, the DR4d offers nostandard SCSI hard disks, either internal or extercompromise specs. The four balanced 1/4" input
tot%oil 14.500Re
nal drives. An optional 213MB internal disk
le WM* 49
and output jacks are switchable between - 10
offers 40 track minutes of recording (44.1kand + 4operation, and 2-channel digital
Hz) right out of the box. To expand your
I/O is included (XLR and RCA).
recording time, simply connect external
Backups can be made to astandard
drives to the DR4d's supplied SCSI port.
DAT machine.
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1111111
ugl
lif Need more than four tracks? Fo ur
With standard tape machine- style con*me
trols the DR4d is by far the easiest hard
....
DR4d's
can be linked to create a16i
ei
disk recorder to operate, which means that
idu
li
1
.
1
p.`1 41,
track system. And for synchronization
you can get to work immediately, rather
ii
a.lftrip
to other gear, just add the optional MIDI
than setting up and operating acomputer sys"7:;Zmos
74:
1
--d,ik
11
edl l
er
or SMPTE interfaces.
tem. Punch ins/outs can be performed
On aspinning hard disk, the various sections of mumanually or automatically from the front
sic can be accessed almost instantaneously by the
And best of all, the DR4d is an
moving heads of the drive mechanism. This allows
panel, or by footswitch, just like you'd exaffordable reality: suggested list is only
you to seamlessly output different ports in any order,
with no time spent rewinding. Audio con be moved
pect.
$2495.00 (or $ 1995.00 w/o hard disk)!
and rearranged in ways not possible with tape!

Now you can start to take advantage of the power of random access editing. You can cut, copy, and paste sections
of audio with ease. Our Jog/Shuttle wheel lets you scrub
through the audio at various speeds, forwards or backwards. Try out different arrangements. Create perfect
tracks by combining the best sections from multiple
takes. Whatever. And you can edit with confidence, be-

Multitrack disk recording is within your
reach! Please call or write for further information.
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Ft. Worth, TX 76102
(817) 336-5114 Fax 870-1271

Zercom's upgraded MAX-Z console
retains its familiar look, but adds apush
button key-pad with memory. The new
touch-pad with I5-number memory features auto pause access for PBX and toll
service operations, store and last- number redial.
The auto dialer holds up to ten 16-digit
numbers for repertory dialing and four
one- button "quick dial" positions for
frequently called numbers.
A unique monolithic integrated circuit,
built with CMOS technology, makes
these new memory features possible,
without significantly affecting battery
operating time.
Repositioning the tone/pulse switch
location and matching the button design
with other front- panel switches makes
dial method modification considerably
more convenient than with previous versions.
For information, contact Bud Brown in
Minnesota at 218-765-3151; fax: 218765-3900; or circle Reader Service 128.

New FM Transmitter
Ditel SRL, based in Córdoba,
Argentina, presents the Excel line
of FM broadcast transmitters.
Fully solid state up to 10 kW, the
transmitters are manufactured to
meet CCIR and FCC standards.
The transmitters include switching
power supply, stereo encoder and
output low pass filter. Excellent
performance, high reliability, modular configuration and low operating costs are features and benefits
of the Excel transmitters.
Output amplifier modules are
interchangeable, even during operation.
For information, contact Walter
Almada in Argentina at 54-51556-121; fax: 54-51-552-851, or
circle Reader Service 141.
New
Boundary Files
SoftWright LLC, developers of the
Terrain Analysis Package (TAP) software used to design radio system coverage, offers many new boundary and
location data files (". BNA" files) to be
used with the Boundary Line Module of
the TAP system, MapViewer, Surfer or
other software packages that can import
ASCII files containing name and geographic coordinates.
The files include high- resolution county boundaries, principal roads and highways, railroads, bodies of water, principal cities, airport locations, air hazards,
administrative boundaries, telephone
area codes and three- digit state ZIP
codes.
They are available by state and are
supplied on floppy disk. The entire
library of all 50 states and anumber of
international boundary files as well as
search and view software are available
on CD-ROM.
For information, contact Larry Ellis in
Colorado at 303-344-5486; fax: 303344 -2811, or circle Reader Service
210.

HARRIS DX 10 (c. 1987)

GATES 250 (c. 1934)
•15% efficiency

•86% efficiency
•Digital solid state

•Low-cost tube complement

• 145% peak modulation capability

• 100% peak nu)dulation capability

Our 60 Years of Continuous R&D
Have Benefitted MW Broadcasters
Who Don't Even Use Our Transmitters.
Make a dramatic improvement
in a Medium Wave ( MW)
transmitter and you're bound to
get some attention.
It might even become a world
standard.
We know, because this has
happened with many Harris
innovations during or 60 years
of continuous investment in MW
transmitter
research
and
development.
Harris breakthroughs such as
PSM, PDM, PPDPI and the first

solid state transmitters have
progressively expanded limits of
reliability, performance and
efficiency.
And,
as
world

Whether you need the most
up- to- the- moment 1kW MW
transmitter or a two megawatt
digital MW system, we invite you

standards, they've benefir.ed
virtually every MW broadcaster—
regardless of who manufactured
their transmitters.
Our latest MW advance—
Digital Amplitude Modulation— is

to contact us.

again
redefining customer
expectations. Just ask the more
than 400 users of Harris DX
Series transmitters worldwide.

U.S. and Canada:
Telephone: 217-222-8200
FAX: 217-224-1439
International:
Telephone: 217-222-8290
FAX: 2'17-224-2764

Hikeznus
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©1994 Harris Corp
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
Air-Cooled Dummy Load
from Altronic Research
Includes Many Features

AM Stereo Exciter from Delta Electronics
Helps Make Station Sound More Competitive
ALEXANDRIA, Va. Unlike the early
days of FM stereo broadcasting, when
stereo sound was an exciting new development, today's listeners expect to hear
stereo. The Model ASE- 2 AM stereo
exciter from Delta Electronics converts
your monophonic AM station into amore
competitive, better sounding AM stereo
station.

ohms audio input and output. Options
for high level RF output and synchronous transmitter operation are available too.
All controls are front panel accessible,
and all switches and controls are clearly
labeled. The ASE- 2 mounts in a single
rack unit and is FCC type accepted.
The ASE- 2technical manual contains
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The Model ASE- 2 AM Stereo Exciter
converts a station's AM transmitter to
AM stereo operation as easily as possible. It provides high-performance CQUAM stereo signals with superior
separation and extremely low distortion.
Features of the ASE- 2include crystal
controlled carrier frequency, standard
TTL RF output and balanced 600

a thorough description of installation
procedures and adjustments to assist
broadcast engineers. Conservative
design practices insure that the ASE- 2
will provide many years of trouble- free
operation.
For information, contact Joseph
Novak in Virginia at 800-833-5828;
fax: 703-354-0216, or circle Reader
Service 62.

YELLVILLE, Ark. The Altronic
Research Model 6775 meets the
needs of high- power transmitters
through 110 MHz. This 75 kW aircooled dummy load is designed primarily for AM transmitters and for
sites that do not have water. But even
for sites with water, the 6775 has significant advantages over water-cooled
loads.
The load operates on stand-by.
When RF is applied to the load,
thermoswitches located in the load
automatically switch on the fans
when temperatures exceed their settings, preventing the load from overheating.
The load also has abuilt-in interlock
to the transmitter, providing adirect
connection to the transmitter in case
the load loses AC voltage. Once the
interlock has been flipped, the load
signals the transmitter and prevents
the load from burning itself up.
A nice feature of the 6775 is
dependable VSWR while RF is
applied. A slight moderation of

VSWR might be seen, but the rise
should not be greater than 0.01 to
0.02. At lower frequencies, the
VSWR will be at 1.1:1 or lower and
at the higher end, no more than
1.15:1. In most situations, the load
starts at 1.07:1, rising to 1.09:1 during full modulation.
Silver contacts on special film resistors and clips eliminate failure due to
contact resistance, making superior
RF performance possible.
All Altronic Research air-cooled
dummy loads operate quietly. A normal conversation can be held next to
the 6775 while it operates. This is
made possible by ablower configuration that pressurizes the resistor chamber rather than forcing air directly
over the resistors.
If space in the transmitter room is
tight, the 6775 can be modified at the
factory for outside operation. Louvers
and a roof are installed to keep the
weather out. For hostile environments,
Altronic offers an extreme environment option.
For information, contact Doug
Starkey in Arkansas at 501-449-4093;
fax: 501-449-6000; or circle Reader
Service 48.

ADVERTISEMENT

Putting All Your Eggs In One Basket
With Digital Automation
By John Schad

liners, and other short audio files. In fact, one
of our competitors can only record about 16
minutes, there are no provisions for longer
record times.
SMARTCASTER can record continuously, for
the entire capacity of the drive. And we can
even insert spots in the recorded material on
playback! You won't find another company
with these capabilities.
Ilere's yet another big plus froto SMARTS. Our
standard unit is delivered now with at least a 1
gigabyte drive. That unit can hold well over 12
hundred 30 second spots. or fewer spots and
some longer programs as well. The single most
expensive element in digital autinnation is the
hard drive, and less expensive systems are often
gauged with drives tar too small Ir the average
station. At SMARTS, we have increased the size
of our drives many times over the years. so that
stations have plenty of record time. This also
helps increase reliability, because drives that are
not filled to capacity are much less prone to
failure.
Ithink these are some of the reasons that our
small company continues to grow. We were
neck and neck with another company in the
initial development of digital audio, and the first
to bring a station on line with digital automation, back in1989. Since that time we have seen
a lot of competitors spring up. but we continue
to have the biggest install base in the industry,
we are also selling more units each month
today than ever, despite the fact that we are
now one of many!
Why not find out more about how SMARTS
and SMARTCASTER can be put to work in your
station. We have everything to computerize
your operation. including logging, billing,
accounting. music selection, and of course. digital audio and automation. One great system can
be put to work at your station to handle all
these tasks and many more.
Contact us for more infOrmation.
SMARTS Broadcast Systems

SMARTCASTER
HI

TP,1rfififfl

Future Strong for AM
by T. Carter Ross

President, SMARTS Broadcast Systems
One thing that we have clime to realize about
digital automation is how important the system
is to the station. Its kind of a -heart and lung
question— its hard to say if the SMARTCASTER
in- the transmitter is more important, because if
either dies the station is off the air.
We at SMARTS Broadcast Systems have
addressed that issue primarily w an extensive
support system, for hardware, software, and
general user problems. Our 21 hour a day support is important to our customers, who km >w
they are only aplume call away from help.
Now SMARTS has developed a series of redundant systems that goes a step funher. We have
re-engineered many of our products so that a
t'ailure does not mean an off air emergency.
Redundancy can range from full duplicate systems, to duplication of hard drives, to simple
yet effective duplication of program and setup
files.
Every full SMARTCASTER system we sell, for
example. now has at least drives. A small drive
that has all the programs , data, and other files
needed to operate the system. The second drive
is used for audio. but, it also has duplicates of
the files on the first drive.
That means that if the audio drive should die,
the station is still on the air with limited reciirding capacity. Often the audio drive can be
repaired over the phone using utility programs
the system drive.
If the system drive fails, the audio drive is
already set up to be a system drive. No audio
files are lost, and it's often possible to use the
utility programs on the audio drive to bring the
system back on line.
This dual drive concept did add somewhat to
costs, but it makes for happier customers.
With dual drive, the system is rarely totally
d nvn. We've built the unit with broadcasters in
nind so it can be up and running List.
!eres another exclusive from SMARTS. Digital
audio was often seen as the recording of spots,

INDUSTRY ROUNDUP

Box 293
Emmetsburg, IA 50536
(800) 747-6278
Fax (712) 852-3061
International + 1 712 852-4047
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WASHINGTON If Mark Twain thought
reports ut his death were "greatly exaggerated," it would be interesting to see
what witticism he would use to describe
the past few years of AM broadcasting.

'We still see AM
as a viable medium
in the 10-to-20year term."
—Jorgen Jensen
Despite having FM radio steal away the
limelight, much of the revenue and 77
percent of the audience, AM radio is still
going strong.
Very strong
"AM just \soul die and go away," said
Steve McElroy at CCA Electronics. "It
still is very strong."
Ron Frillman at Harris Allied points to
the FCC's decision to expand the AM
band, and the nearly 1,000 stations that
applied for space in it, as asign of AM's
strength. He also notes the strong sales
that AM stations are reporting.
"A lot of people don't want to talk
about their cash cows. Look at all the top
markets and the top revenue producers
are AM stations," said Frillman.
David White at Broadcast Electronics
would also like to see the expanded AM
band take off, and more broadcasters put
AM stereo into use.
"I'd like to see the receiver manufactur-

ers take more heart in the U.S. public. If
it's available Ithink people will buy it.
But even with the surge of interest in
Japan, receiver manufacturers haven't
caught on to AM stereo units here."
Even with the possibility of digital
audio broadcasting ( DAB) taking over at
some point in the future, manufacturers
doubted that DAB could do away with
the need for AM broadcasting.
Alternative use
"Medium wave AM broadcasting may
offer a low cost alternative in more
remote or less densely populated areas
than DAB or even FM. We still see AM
as aviable medium in the 10to20year
term, particularly in the Third World,
island areas, remote areas, etc.," said
Jorgen Jensen at Nautel.
Outside of the United States, AM is an
inexpensive and popular medium, and
many manufacturers see the international
market as critical to their marketing plans.
"Internationally, people are looking for
simplicity and ruggedness, and our AM
transmitters give them that," said
McElroy.
For the most part, changes in AM
appear to be reflecting changes in the
market.
"It's not adead medium at all in my book.
Isee continued interest in talk radio and
growth in the AM market," said White.
"We are seeing a weeding of the
industry and there's also a weeding of
the manufactures in the industry—a
thinning of the industry," said Frillman.
"But Idon't foresee a growth of new
stations in North America, because
there isn't a lot more space to put new
stations— AM or FM." .
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES

IKINTRONIC LABS
Durable and Reliable Model DL-50 AM Dummy
Load Manufactured by Kintronic Labs
BLUFF CITY, Tenn. The Kintronic
Labs Model DL- 50 dummy load is a
forced-air cooled, AM transmitter, 50ohm terminating load capable of continuous dissipation of 50 kW plus 125 percent modulation.
The DL- 50 consists of a network of

inductor- less, wire-wound resistors each
of which has athermal coefficient of ±50
parts per million per degree Centigrade.
This results in excellent impedance stability with thermal cycling.
The input VSWR is less than 1.15:1
over the AM band of 530 to 1705 kHz

SVETLANA
Russian Technology Is Svetlana's Secret
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. Svetlana Electron Devices of St. Petersburg, Russia,
introduces anew 4CX15000A tube with significant improvements. It is aplug
compatible replacement for 4CX15000A tubes manufactured in the United
States, England and elsewhere.
The 4CX15000A power tetrode is used in pairs as class B modulators and as
the class C high level modulated RF power amplifier stage in many AM broadcast transmitters throughout the world.
The new Svetlana 4CX15000A features amodern mesh filament, replacing the
old-fashioned hairpin construction. The improved mesh filament design insures
better mechanical rigidity and long lasting concentricity of the filament, providing enhanced linearity, less noise, reduced warm-up variation and longer life.
Modern mesh filament technology is used in all new, thoriated-tungsten power
grid tubes. This new technology brings improved performance to the
4CXI5000A.
The Russians achieved this improvement without compromising the goal of a
plug-compatible, drop- in replacement, making the Svetlana 4CX15000A an
exact replacement in both AM and FM broadcast equipment.
The Svetlana 4CX15000A is manufactured at the Svetlana Electron Devices
complex in St. Petersburg, the largest power grid tube facility in the world.
High-quality manufacturing at this factory allows the company to offer a
12,000-hour/three-year extended warranty.
For information, contact Svetlana in Alabama at 800-239-6900: fax: 205-8808077, or circle Reader Service 166.
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for the standard DL-50. The VSWR can
be adjusted to 1:1 over the AM band
with an optional network. The resistor
network is rated to dissipate half of the
50 kW RMS power with no air flow and
is capable of dissipating 62 kW for five
minutes with no air flow.
An air interlock is supplied with the DL50 to confirm air flow prior to the application of transmitter power. Also a Delta
Electronics toroidally-sampled current
meter with remote output is installed on a
hinged, drop-down front panel to monitor
the input power. Several input termination
fan and motor voltage options are available.
Kintronic Labs offers convectioncooled dummy loads for 1to 20 kW plus
125 percent modulation and air-cooled
models for 25 to 600 kW plus 125 percent modulation. Kintronic loads are in
use worldwide.
For information, contact Torn King in
Tennessee at 615-878-3141: fax: 615878-4224, or circle Reader Service 179.
EEV
EEV Offers a Range of Broadcast Tetrodes
To Increase Tube Life and Performance
ELMSFORD, N.Y. EEV's range of
broadcast tetrodes are designed to
increase tube longevity and enhance
audio performance.
Every EEV 4CX broadcast tetrode is
manufactured with an improved mesh
filament design for long-lasting concentricity of the filament, which consequently provides better linearity and
less noise. It also eliminates warm-up
variations, which adds to the tube's
lifespan.

EEV currently manufactures the following tetrodes for AM/FM radio:
4CX5000A, 4CX10000D, 4CX10000J,
4CX15000A, 4CX35000C, 4CW25000A
and 4CV100000C.
EEV also offers direct technical assistance on a toll-free line, direct interface
with the manufacturer and a 10,000-hour
warranty.
For information. contact Greg Morton
in New York at 914-592-6050; fax: 914682-8922, or circle Reader Service 15.

5 out of 5 cassettes
prefer the zrAseAm 122
for tension headaches.
Temperature. Humidity. Stress. Just another day in the life of today's cassette tapes. And one more
reason to choose the industry standard: the 122 MK III stereo cassette recorder from TASCAM.
The 122 MK III is uniquely designed with an advanced servo control system that assures back
TASCAM
tension remains the same throughout the entire reel and is unaffected by other elements such
122 as temperature
or humidity.
MKIII
So even on
the worst of days, you'll
always find relief with the
TASCAM 122 MK III.
Truly, the three head
MK III is aworkhorse. With
its Cobalt Amorphous heads
The full-featured
and rugged construction, it's built to withstand relentless play and extreme conditions while
industry standard
delivering the industry's finest cassette perfor122 MK III is the finest
and most durable
mance day after day. Choose the 122 MK III.
three head deck you
It not only cures tension headaches, but
can buy for today's
production studio.
Take advantage of our experience.
may eliminate your heartburn, as well.

TASCAM

©1993 TEAC America, Inc. 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303.
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Products 451 Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
EQUIPMENT FINANCING

TWO CHANNEL
COMPRESSOR/
LIMITER

MARTIN
LEASING CO.

Wizard for Windows
The Premier Digital Audio System
Designed by Broadcasters

UPGRADES
TRANSMITTERS
ANTENNAS
DIGITAL EQ.

Wizard for Windows
features:

• 1-Page Credit Application

AUTOMATION

• New or Used Equipment

STUDIO EQ.

•Hard Drive Automation:

FIXED RATE
LONG TERMS

•Windows & Novell
Network Technology
put all your music on
ha rd drive

• $ 5,000-$2,500,000
• 100% Financing—No Down Payment

R/Audio
PS-3010
NO- RISK
GUARANTEE
(800) 258-8550
109 Overlook Drive, Suite 300, Pitt, PA 15216

•Fully Integrated CD
Automation System

•Conserves Bank Lines
• Under $ 50,000—No Financials Required
• Nationwide Funding

NV1Z,M2O
foi-

• Refinancing Available
•Other Equipment, Too!
QUICK RESPONSE 24-48 HOURS
BEN WEINGARTEN

1-800-253-2734 EXT. 22
TEL: ( 310) 274-7988

FAX: (310) 274-1905

THE BROADCASTING EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

READER SERVICE NO. 57

READER SERVICE NO.

Automating Antenna
Pattern Changes
WILL- BURT

17

Telescoping
Antenna Masts
for Remote
Broadcasting

W1N1DOWS
10011..7 1Yet4111.110C

•Quick erecting for fast set ups
•Cost effective when compared to
equalized telephone loops
•High quality audio from mast
mounted RF links
•Pneumatically raised in minutes
•Rugged construction for long
dependable life
•Extended heights of 20 to 34 ft. for
greater range on remote broadcasts

Contact John Harter at

WILL- BURT

Phone: 800-854-1999
FAX: 619-566-0140

P.O. Box 900
Orrville, Ohio 44667-0900
Phone 216-682-7015
FAX 216-684-1190

Chrontrol Corp.
9675 Business Park Ave., San Diego, CA 92131

COME SEE US AT NAB 94 BOOTH #19203

READER SERVICE NO. 40

READER SERVICE

NO. 177

1-800-65E3 4403
READER SERVICE

Model 81070 WATTCHMAN
Transmitter Protection System.

For additional information on how we can serve you, please call today
SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE

2342 S. Division Avenue
200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

P.O. Box 1638
Palmdale, California 93550

Phone: 800-999-9281

Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 800-273-3321

Fax: 616-452-1652

Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120

READER SERVICE NO. 200
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WATTCHMAN—protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19
inch rack installation used with any dual
socket line section 7/8", 1-5/8", 3-1/8" and
elements ( additional) to monitor CW, TV, and
FM power. Model 81070 features two easily
read meters to monitor both forward and
reflected power. The reflected meter provides a front
panel adjustable set point which controls the trip level for
fast transmitter shut down and alarm. Abnormal load
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down in less
than 15 milliseconds including control relay. Both visual
and audible alarms indicate system malfunction. Contacts
provided for remote alarm and reset switching.
Contact us for your nearest authorized Coaxial Dynamics
Representative or Distributor in our World Wide
Sales Network.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway • Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 267-2233 or 1-800-COAXIAL • Fax: ( 216) 267-3142
Service and Dependability. . . A Part of Every Product
READER SERVICE NO. 86

ZEPHYRUS
Quality, service,
delivery, and reliability
have come to SCPC

A new beginning for an
Industry standard!
Now with 3 sales offices to
more efficiently provide all your
broadcast equipment needs.

MAIN SALES OFFICE

NO. 132

Measure Up With Coaxial Dynamics

WE REPRESENT THE FINEST MANUFACTURERS OF
BROADCAST AND RECORDING STUDIO EQUIPMENT
AUDIO BROADCAST
GROUP INC.

seamless integration
with satellite services

Prophet Systems

•Easily installed on your van or
promotional vehicle
Accurate to the second, the XT timer
can be programmed a full year in
advance to completely automate FCCmandated antennae pattern changes—
and more! Features include: 2 to 16
relays; programs switch on a daily or
weekly schedule; for durations for
cycles. Automatic adjustment for leap
year and DST. Supports external
inputs and serial communications.

•Block Stretch/Sciueeze:
insures that spot
blocks time to the right
length every time for

For over 32 years
AUDIO
BROADCAST
GROUP

The Zephyrus 300 family of satellite subcarrier
receivers is trusted by thousands of broadcasters.
Carrying on the tradition of excellence (at afair
price) is our 700 series analog SCPC line. Entry of
all operating frequencies is done on afront-panel
keypad. "Old fashioned" meters monitor RF and
audio levels.

ZEPHYRUS ELECTRONICS, Ltd.
171S.122
918-437-3333

E. Ave, Tulsa, OK 74128
Fax 918-438-7322

READER SERVICE NO. 147
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ELECTRO IMPULSE
Conservatively Rated
AM Dummy Load from
Electro Impulse
Requires No Tuning
NEPTUNE, N.J. Dummy loads
for AM transmitters involve special considerations for proper
selection.
Power rating is of utmost importance. AM transmitters are normally rated in terms of carrier output, but dummy loads must be
rated for the full carrier plus 100
percent modulation. Electro
Impulse Laboratory Inc. loads
are conservatively rated so no further upgrade of the power rating is
necessary.

TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
CHRONTROL
ChronTrol XT Timers Provide Accurate
Switching for Antenna Pattern Changes
SAN DIEGO Originally designed to
meet the stringent requirements of scientific laboratories—accuracy to the second, programmability and dependability—ChronTrol XT Rack- Mount Timer
provides accurate, error- free switching
for FCC- mandated AM antenna pattern
changes.
Many timers automatically switch a
relay at two specific times each day all
year long. The ChronTrol XT automatically switches arelay twice aday at two
specific times and automatically changes
those times each month. As many as four
pattern changes can be performed per
day, and the two to 16 20-amp relays can
be switched with either latching or

momentary contact.
The XT's clock achieves its accuracy by
referencing either the line frequency or an
internal crystal,
depending
upon the accuracy and reliability of the
power source.
All XT models can be operated manually
or via programs. The 24-key keyboard
provides on-site programming and an RS232 serial communications port facilitates
remote programming using standard communications software and modems.
In models equipped with the " input"
option, relays can be opened and closed,

Radio World

and programs executed, in response to
switch closures from external signal
devices. A locking keyboard uses afourdigit code to prevent unauthorized access
or accidental entries that might disturb
critical operations. A battery backup protects the internal clock and system memory for up to
14 days.
All XT timers
are backed by
a one-year,
unconditional
warranty and free technical support.
ChronTrol also offers free programming
of your timer at the factory to your FCCmandated change timetable.
For information, contact John Harter
in California at 800-854-1999: fax:
619-566-0140, or circle Reader
Service 77.

With more digital STL transmission systems on-air than
all other competitors combined, we'd like to let
our customers do the talking for us...
"The increase in system gain
using the DSP 6000 allowed us
to eliminate one of the hops in
our STL system."
Robert Reymont, KVRY, Phoenix, AZ

Power measurement techniques
normally associated with coaxial
line and higher frequencies cannot
be used on AM. For example,
most directional coupler type
wattmeters are not normally rated
for use below 1750 kHz.
For power measurement in the
AM band, a voltage divider type
circuit is available as an optional
feature on many Electro Impulse
loads. In this circuit, apart of the
signal is attenuated by a voltage
divider network and then rectified
with adiode. Then ameter circuit
is carefully matched and calibrated
to the network impedance. This
type of power measurement circuit
is FCC type accepted.
AM loads are available with many
different types of cooling including
convection, forced air cooled and
liquid cooled. Convection and
forced air cooled are generally preferred for AM service and are readily available.
Electro Impulse loads for AM
service use broadband matching
techniques and do not utilize
expensive tuned circuits—no tuning is required.
For information, contact Mark
Rubin in New Jersey at 908-7765800: fax: 908-776-6793, or circle
Reader Service 119.

"It's truly amazing to drive 120
miles from the studio, hear an
FM broadcasting with atotally
quiet signal, and know it
originated five hops back."
Jim Travis, Family Life Network,
Bath NY

"The DSP 6000 allowed us to
run both our FMs from one
studio over one STL. We got
cost savings and digital fidelity"
Chris Reid Murray,
KMGE & KKNU, Eugene, OR

"Best sound for the buck in
broadcasting today!"
Robert Lear
K'TWV, Hollywood, CA

111 Castilian Drive
Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • USA
Telephone (805) 968-9621
Fax (
805) 685-9638
Circle ( 2081 On Reader Service Card
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATES
PENTA

ECONCO

Penta Laboratories Tubes Make Use of
New Process of Power Grid Development

Econco Rebuilds Power Tubes for
Considerable Cost Savings

CHATSWORTH, Calif. Penta
Laboratories manufactures and distributes all types of electron tubes used in
broadcasting worldwide.
Recently, Penta has participated in
improving the standard AM broadcast
tube types. New advancements for
extending transmitter tube life have been
developed, such as the graphite anode of
the 3-500Z and 4-400A, a new process
of developing grid wire where platinum

WOODLAND, Calif. The 4CX5000A, 3CX2500F3 and 3CX3000A1 power
tubes can be rebuilt to new tube specifications for considerable savings.
Econco Broadcast Service provides power tube rebuilding for first-generation tubes used by many AM broadcast transmitters. These tubes and
transmitters are still in wide use due to their reliability and efficient
output.
Throughout its existence, Econco has tested and evaluated the failure modes of
every tube sent in for rebuilding. The extensive data base of information collected allows us to incorporate the latest improvements into every tube rebuild.
Econco's advanced rebuilding techniques provide tubes that equal or exceed
the performance and life of newly manufactured tubes.
Econco purchases dud tubes of all types from stations.
For information, contact Econco in California at 800-532-6626; fax: 916-6667760, or circle Reader Service 6.

People, Promotions and
Appointments
CBSI/Custom Business Systems Inc.
expanded its staff. Joe McDonald joined
CBSI as division manager of its digital
audio division. The division is developing a digital broadcast management
product called Digital Universe.
Karen O'Rourke joined CBSI in the
newly created controller position.

WELCOME
TO THE DIGITAL
WORLD OF DIGILINK

Crown International named Terry
Hammond its president and chief operating
officer. Clyde Moore was appointed chairman of the board and chief executive officer.

•Replace cart machines live On Air while adding
walkaway CD, Satellite, or Tape automation
•On Air Base Price starts under $8,000
•8 Track Editor base price starts under $5,500
•Smallest systems start at 10 hours stereo
audio storage (20 hours mono)
•Network more than 15 Digilink workstations

Digital Cable Radio (
DCR) promoted
Valerie J. Nay to affiliate marketing
manager. Her responsibilities include
managing marketing and training activities for large DCR affiliates located
throughout
the
western U.S.

,
e£

With over 500 workstations sold worldwide in
the last 18 months and more than 400 of
those workstations sold in the USA, it is little
wonder that Digilink is the # 1choice for a
digital audio hard disk workstation for
professional radio broadcasting. Whether for
On Air, Production, News, or Automation...
Digilink does it ALL.
For more information about the # 1selling
digital audio workstation for Radio, call or
write...
303-224-2248

ARRAKIS
0
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1993 Makis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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is applied to reduce secondary grid emission, as well as new vacuum pump down
techniques. Increased tube life saves
valuable time and money.
New developmental tube types ranging
up from 3CX10000A7 will be introduced
this year with warranties exceeding the
current industry standards.
For information, contact Penta in
California at 800-421-421-19; fax: 818882-3968, or circle Reader Service 74.
in net sales and 55 percent in net income.
U S West Inc. contracted to use MUJ
Inc.'s PathGuard Plus software to design
its preliminary PCS systems for pre-PCS
auction market evaluation.
Firehouse Productions Inc. was
appointed the U.S. distributor for
Garwood Communications' Radio
Station in-ear monitoring system. The
Radio Station provides a performer's
monitor mix via in- ear headphones
plugged into apersonal radio receiver.
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. was named the
exclusive supplier of satellite earth terminals for Motorola's IRIDIUM global
communications system project.

Ampex Recording Media Corp.'s
Opelika, Ala., tape manufacturing center
was approved for registration of its
Quality Assurance
system in accordance with the
International
Galaxy Audio
Organization for
appointed Marc
Standards ( ISO)
Choyer to the
FM
2
96
100
104
106
MHz
9002.
newly created post
1111
Ill
This certification
of national sales
AM
400
500
600
700
800
kHz
indicates
that
manager.
Ampex has demonstrated aquality system capable of proCompany News
ducing magnetic tape products consistent
with the stated specifications and stanAudio-Technica recently named JAMM
dards.
Distributing as its representative of the
year for 1993. JAMM won the Samurai
The North American Capacitor Co.
award for selling the largest percentage
(NACC) formed astrategic alliance with
over quota in its Minnesota territory.
Microelectronics Ltd., acapacitor manufacturer located in Rishon Le-Ziyyon,
Broadcast Data Systems (BDS)
Israel. NACC is the sole selling agent in the
opened new offices in Los Angeles and
U.S. for Microelectronics products, which
Chicago. The Los Angeles office is
will be sold as Mallory/Microelectronics.
supervised by John Ferrari while Jeffery
Swanberg heads the Chicago office.
Best Power Technology Inc. expanded
BDS offers media intelligence and airits basic warranty program. The warranty
play recognition services.
now assures that all Best products are
The Los Angeles office is located at
compatible with commercially available
5055 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles,
computer equipment with enclosed
CA 90036; phone: (213) 525-2257.
power supplies.
The Chicago office is located at 936
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654;
Wegener Communications and News
phone: (312) 464-0880.
Datacom agreed to jointly develop and
market encrypted transmission systems.
Sharp Communications in Huntsville,
The alliance will result in full encryption
Ala., expanded its sales efforts to include
capabilities for Wegener audio and video
radio and television broadcasters. Sharp is
products using News Datacom's smart
an official distributor for RF Industries,
card-based conditional access system.
and also offers Telewave site management
equipment and VVhelen safety and warning signals.

CORRECTION

Digidesign released its financial results
for the third quarter of fiscal 1994. In the
quarter, net sales of $7.3 million and a
net income of $951,000 were generated.
By comparison, Digidesign generated
$5.2 million in net sales and $614,000 in
net income in the third quarter of 1993.
This represents an increase of 40 percent

The correct contact information for the Arrakis Track*
Star, featured on page 89 of
Feb. 23 RW, should have read
Jon Young in Colorado at
303-224-2248; fax: 303-4931076.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
'Broadcast Equipment Exchange' .accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS
Want To Sell

STUDIOFOAM

Want To Sell

SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
TESTS UP TO 40% BETTER THAN SONEX
*COS11 LESS-8E111R OXORS-8ETIER CUT *

Jampro 3- bay high gain antenna at
102.1, $ 1500. E Seeger, VVMXT, 2704 S
Irby St, Florence SC 28505. 803-6615000.

SOINIOMATT
eX8X2•Sreet.129 93 Ea ei Pais•PFC TO. •

VENUS

Electronics R
h SHPX-8 8 bay
100kW xmting antenna, $ 10,000; Andrew
HJ11-50 50 ohm 4" coaxial line, 900',
$4500.
J
Stanley,
Colfax
Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0110.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

LPS

Want To Buy
3-bay antenna tuned to 90.7 MHz, no
tadornes. K Austin, KFXI, 1101 Hwy 81
N, Marlow OK 73055. 405-658-2556.

Towers ( 5) 380', 24" & 30* face, complete w/lights, some addtl hardware, on
ground, ready to ship. JMcCfish, WCRJ,
POB 92251, Austin TX 78709. 800-8565670.

12r2 y• NRC IXl•Rail0K 129tr,
Then They Ruh Kick In ( 125HINRC.
diftt'llen toi•Diamoal Grar2 For ##IMO"
edI

•II

4 or more bay antenna tuned to 90.1
MHz needed for educ FM upgrade. KC
Hill, AECC, POB 2061, Bristol TN 37621.
615-878-6279.

ERI 37CPS 5- bay FM antenna, tuned to
93.7 MHz, recently rebuilt, $1503; Myat
3" rigid transmission line, 20' lengths, incl
bullets, hangers, some elbows avail, 320'
avail, $ 150/section. C Hudak, WBZZ,
1715 Grandview Ave, Pittsburgh PA
15211.412-381-8100.

Cade (89) Oir Reader Service Card
AMPLIFIERS
Want To Sell
Crown DC 300A silver face stereo
power amp, $350; Hater P-30 stereo
power amp, $375; McIntosh MC-60 tube
power amp, $400; Southwest Tech
stereo power amp, $95. D Lundy, Lundy
Tape Duplicators, Cumberland Gap
Pkwy, Heidrick KY 40949. 606-5466650.

ERI 2CPLF11 2-bay w/radomes tuned to
91 5 MHz, $2000. KC Hill, AECC, POB
2061, Bristol TN 37621. 615-878-6279.

McIntosh C-22, MA-230, Scott, Dynaco.
K Gutzke, 612-866-6183.

FM - ANTENNAS

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want To Sell
dbx II 140's, 142's, 148's bdct NR, excel
cond. M O'Drobinak, 619-758-0888.
lAlcro-Trek 7216 stereo audio DA, 2 in
12 out in 1-3/4' rack mount, individual
output controls for ea output (4), $ 150 ea.
S West, KMXR, 1 Gaslight Sq, Corpus
Christi TX 78404. 512-896-6153.

MCI 61104 31/8" motorized coax switch,
never arced, great shape, $ 1000. C
Hudak, WBZZ, 171 5 Grandview Ave,
Pittsburgh PA 15211. 412-381-8100.

quency. Choose from 1 lo 12
bays arid five power levels.
Financing available. Call
Jimmie Joyril al S.W.R.

214-335-3425

MAP AB-49 power amps ( 2), $200;
Ramko DA680/E. DA's, recapped $210;
LEL DA's, $225. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813620-9100.

ERI FMH-10AC 10 Bay Antenna CP
tuned to 105.5, $35,000 new, will sell for
$19,500. M Wodlinger, WIXI FM, 3337
Tamiami Trail North, Naples FL 33940.
813-262-1000.

Crown D-75 audio power amp, $500;
Gentner routing DA; $ 1000, MAP 7822
DA, $250.
J Stanley,
Colfax
Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0110.
New 10 kW FM amp under $24,000.
Call for details. Bill Hoffman, 518-7431601.

Want To Buy

AM phaser parts (
3) 3- pole J-jack, 15
amp. ( 3) 20 MHz coils w/standoffs &
shorting clips, ( 3) 292 ser mica caps,
.0005 w/flanges. R St James, WOBM, 46
Clayton Rd, Howell NJ 07732. 908-2690927.

Western Electric pore amp working or
not & output transformers for same. RQ
Studio, Larson Rd 04, N Reading MA
01864. 5C6-664-0174.

Wlndcharger 200 100' 45G ber on the
ground inc guy wire, $ 1200 J Kesler,
WOBZ TV, POB 220, Livingston KY
40445.606-843-9999.

Dynaco stereo 120 solid state, rack mt
$229, Dynaco stereo 70 tube amp all
new tubes! Dynaco PAT 4 preamps $59.
W Gunn 619-320-0728.

00 00
0000
00 00

UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD

96 & 144 POINT PATCH BAYS
brokers of hoe end coarse used equipment

audio village

619/320-0720

dbx 160A type INR ( 3), $35 ea; dbx
224X type II NR ( 2), $ 25 ea; COL
CC300A composite controller, $35; COL
SMC 600A stereo mod controller, $30. M
Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW 5th # 1550,
Portland OR 97204. 503-226-6731.
Orton 111B reverb unit, $480; Orban
245F stereo synthesizer, $250; Orban
622B stereo parametric equalizer, $450;
Orban 222A stereo spatial enhancer,
$550; Orban 290RX processor, $ 1000;
Orban 536A sibilance controller, $550;
Valley 400. mic processor, $ 340. J
Stanley, Colfax Communi-cations, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-3730110.

Looking for Audio Bargains?

Ashly SG35E 4-chnl noise gates ( 4),
$225/es. JAnderson, Regent Unis, 1000
Centerville Tpke, Vir Bch VA 23464. 804523-7417.

317-962-8596

Valley 400 mic processor, like new cond,
$400 plus shpg; Ashley P0-26 stereo
parametric six band E0, excel cond,
$425 plus shpg; BBE 442 audio
enhancer, excel cond, $ 150 plus shpg. S
Herring, Matt-Mark Audio Prod, 4709 N
Cleveland, Kansas City MO 64117. 816452-7260.

AKG BX-10 reverb, XLR in & out, $100;
Delta Lab DL- 1 delay line, $ 95. M
Guthrie, WFNS, 813-620-9100.

Jampro/Cetec 2bay 10kW FM ant tuned
to 102.3 MHz; Ed, WCVR, 802-728-3608.

.odio Control Croft,
• • • • • • • • • •

Andrew A 1OR 50607 15/8" coax, 275'
rolls (5). S Ross, Quinn Broadcasting,
733 N Green St, Brovmsburg IN 46112,
317-852-9119.

SAVE
6300
ON TT

Hu. md and 1110111101 I, 91 11996 and ( I) ugh
..nnple rate and proicon,nner lormal tonser.lon
In.en !, onr I.ortle external proce,tn Fealure,
th.rihullonarnplan, and idler cluInnalor

We BUY*SELL*TRADE
QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

1-1.0.1z2RSES
Alt-LJECk=

ADC 96 d 144 Pr TT patchbays, excel
cond, 1rack space, 3 rows of 48, top 2
rows normalled, $ 149, 96 is 2 row normalted, $129 (you remove old wiring) or
we totally refurbish w/new front panel,
ready to install, $199-229. Ti' cords up to
10 per bay at $9ea, leg $ 13.95, also 1/4"
bays. Audio Village, 619-320-0728, or
Fax 619-320-2454.
Demeter 4 ch rack ml tube direct box
NEW $795. W Gunn 619-320-0728.

,800,11G10 0n 800,344 4361
NYC 1212,369 2932 Ii. 2121427.6892

Cooper Sound CSPA-1 2 chnl mic preamps w/MS decoder, 48 V & Vow cut filters, superb sound, $900. H Fair, 312784-1558.
Eventide BD-941 bdct delay line w/36 or
12 second delay, $850. R Chambers,
916-257-2121.

MERCENARY
AUDIO
WANTS TO BUY YOUR:

Pull« HLF-3C filter, $ 125. D Lundy,
Lundy Tape Duplicators, Cumberland
Gap Pkwy, Heidrich KY 40949. 606-5466650.

Designed arid buill for your fre-

PermePower S-102 amp w/S1420 batt
pack, mobile/portable PA unit 12 W out.
excel cond, $ 100. R Sumner, CAVO
Corp, 3322 Applegate Ct, Annandale VA
22033. 703-968-8894.

JVC 4-0D-5 quadrophonic disc demodulator, low hrs, $50. D Pulwers, 310 N
Howard St # 103, Alexandria VA 22304.
703-751-9346.

Want To Buy
Audio level control equipment. J
Mitchell, CVPI, POB 1046, Alexander
City AL 35010. 205-234-0426.
Fairchild 600 comic or 602 Conex high
freq limiters. J Gangwer, 942 32nd St,
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363.

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK

PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN
AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS

ANYTHING THAT IS
OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

"this

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Format Sentry FS12 C, 48 tray IGM
Instacart, ( 4) ITC R- R plybcks, 1000 SL
Tandy computer, DMP Tandy printer,
DRS uninterruptibie pr.* sply, Spotmaster
FVP machine w/25Hz tone alert 8. (2) 6'
racks to mount, excl cond, will sacrifice
for what is owed on equip, will consider
selling all or part of equip. A Terry, 703647-8493.
Sentry Systems cntrldinterface w/16
Pioneer PD TM3 CD plyrs, XT computer,
complete AC CD library & Computer
Concepts DCS, all under 1yr old, $26K
or sep. M Rollings, Rollings COMM, POB
882, Chesterfield MO 63006. 314-4585595.
SMC automation system, w/SSP 3060
stepper, AS- 10 switcher, time clock, (2)
700 Series single play cart decks, ( 3)
Carousels w/(3) RAC- 50 random access
controllers, ( 4) Scully 270 tape decks
w/outboard tone sensors, all in ( 4) matching racks, $ 1200. B Williams, KOOL
106.1, 918-455-9522.
IOU-SW automation cntrlr, IGM update
w/4 Go- Cart 24 interfaces, manuals &
software, $ 1800.
E Duellman,
WOMT/WOTC, Box 1385, Manitowoc WI
54221.414-682-0351.

!l[qE

Here are just some of the

Professional CD Player with Variable Pitch Con-

bargains we have in stock:

trol. This CD unit gives you years of clean, worry-

Eventide 11-30008 harmonizer -

Rebuilt
(Ionly)

SMC ESP- 1 452 Carousels ( 4), brain,
swtchr, clock, 1 rack, 2 vid mon. R
Statham, WHLG, 1000 NW Alice Ave,
Stuart FL 34994. 407-692-1000.
Scully 100 sm automation sys will run 2
reels 8. 1cart mac, gd for non-commercial stn, $400 13/0. J Kesler, WOBZ TV,
POB 220, Livingston KY 40405, 606-8439999.
Henry Eng Net Commander, GC w/docurnentabon, replaced by hard disk sys. G.
Manlroi, WMAY, 502 S Allen St,
Spaulding IL 62561. 217-629-7077.
Sentry FS12C automation w/ctrlr interfaces for 16 Pioneer 18 play decks,
automation & Pioneer decks less than 1
yr old, priced tog or sep, $ 11,500. M
Rollings, Rollings Comm, POB 882, St
Louis MO 63006. 314-458-5595.
SMC MSP-12 comp automation system,
3 Carousels, 3 decks, DAS12 switcher,
$6500. M Jarvis, KORC, POB 1419,
Waldport OR 97394. 503-563-5100.

Want To Buy
Time announce carts. D Tabor, WLCK,
Box 158, Scottsville KY 42164. 502-2373149.
Complete studio w/(2) R- R, (2) cassette, (2)CDs, mics, console, automation
equip, etc, must be in gd cond, missionary station, $3000 plus donation receipt
for the difference. K Leatherwood,
Believers F3dctg, POB 1776, Terrell TX
75160. 214-524-1958.
Cones 25 Hz tone gen. Howard, KDAP,
Douglas AZ 85609. 602-364-3484.

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
Quality Reconditions/Repairs w/warranty from Electro AudioNideo. Call Mark
O'Drobinak lor free estimates. 619-7580888.
Sparta 300 P mono cart mach with 1kHz
cue PB, home made record electronics,
$150/Best Offer. R Perrine, Imagination
Indust, 2475 State Rd Ste 22, Cuyahoga
Falls OH 44223.
Audl-Cord DL stereo 2- tone RIP, $ 1000;
4 playbacks, $650/ea. C Binder, WZOSFM, 38 E Bridge St, Oswego NY 13126.
315-342-9600.

(
(
5)YSTEM1

RFC- 1/B Dial- Up Remote Control

1305-F Seminole Trail Charlottesville VA 22901

Sennheiser 111)-440 11 stereo headphones -

not a problem"

(508)543-9670 FAX

A.E.4 HALL
Electronics

ITC 31) mono cart player w/HE cards -

is

(508)543-0069 TEL

UK DP-2 complete system. D Barron,
KWJM, 113 N Main, Farmerville LA
71341. 318-368-3094.

(' All.

NEW

$

NEW

$ 1,995

.
19

DAI-1 Dial- Up Audio Interface

free sound at a price that will blow your mind without blowing your budget.

Marantz PMD-500 stereo cassette deck -

NEW

$

399

Valley 610 Stereo Compressor/Limiter

Rebuilt $

395

Harris AM- 90 AM MOD Monitor ( current model)

NEW

$

995

Harris CC- 11 Mono RI' Cart Machine - Closeout -

Rebuilt $

395

()tari N1TR-10 Reel to Reel

Rebuilt $ 2,995

CR1, ' DYNAFEX' DX- 2 Stereo Noise Reduction -

Re- built $

Marti MW- 500 Microwave booster amp -

Rebuilt $ 1,295

The DAI- Ieasily handles 113S requirements fier " walk

Orhan RET-27 Kit, Updates 8100A to 8100A/1 -

NEW

away" operations. It also allows direct access to the air

UK() J317 10 Watt FM translator -

Rebuilt $ 1,195

Micro-Trak 303 tone arms -

NEW

Fidelpak CTR-14 Stereo Rit' cart machine -

Rebuilt $ 1,295

Fidelpak CTR-I2 Stereo Play cart machine -

Rebuilt $

895

alarm dial out for 6 numbers,

Rebuilt $

895

channels of control and nmering.

Marti

Rirr-40

40 Watt

transmitter -

$
$

259
75

chain in addition to providing remote broadcasts.

99
the RFC- I/13 provides transmitter power control, has
and priiv ides up to 64
The hest & louest

cost Mial-up .resnoti.- control available,

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment! ( 804) 974-6466
(ide (202) 0. Reader Service Cord

Fax: ( 804) 974-6450

BEE

58

Want To Buy

CART MACHINES...WTS
Fldelipac/Dynamax CTR-12 stereo-play
w/all tones, new, never used on air,
$850. D lgou, KCHL, 8435 Twister Oaks,
Garden Ridge TX 78266. 210-651-9049.
ITC Erase Splice Finder (
2), one gd
con, one needs work. R Statham, WHLG,
1000 NW Alice Ave, Stuart FL 34994.
407-692-1000.

divtie
•
.

ITC PD2 mono PR cart deck, mint condition, $700. E Finley, Genesis 2030 Std,
4101 W Union Hills Dr, Glendale AZ
85308. 602-978-8092.
()real Prices on original
equipment tape heads
or IIC, BF, Iidelipac,

Otan, Tascam & others!

+Ef

fill,
Electronics

(80 4)9/4 6466 •

fAX 6450

No
matter
how
you
stack
it...

ITC Delta stereo P/B machines. D Irwin,
KSOL, 55 Green St, #200, San Francisco
CA 94111. 415-616-5768.
ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: single,
triple, mono, stereo, play & record/play.
Call M O'Drobinak e 619-758-0888.

CASSETTE Si REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS

Nobody reconditions
tape heads like .112F.
•Heads restored to new performance
spec at afraction of new cost
•Cart machines and all open
reel formats
•Full line of replacement heads for
all manufacturers

STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel (615)742,3834
FAX (615125A-8826
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Le! Ils Prove II
Want To Sell

Experience the difference experience
Spotmaster 505-C, good condition,
loaded, mic preamp, aux tone, cue edit,
R/P, $ 125 + s/h. G Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ,
901 Stueben St, Sioux City IA 51102.
712-239-3966.
Rapid 13 mono cart player, $95. G Dunn,
No Cal News, 5383 Willow Lake Ct,
Byron CA 94514. 510-516-0299.
Spotmaster 500 R/P (
2), 1 excellent
condition. two; 1good condition, $300
both mono, lever type, $ 700/both. K
Stevens, In House Audio, 5354 Cortez
CL Mobile AL 36609. 203-666-4232.
fTC 3deck stereo, all tones (2), gd con, 1
ITC st R/P. R Statham, WI-ILG, 1030 NW
Atice Ave, Stuart FL 34994. 407-692-10ZO.

makes. Ask amure). Nobody treats you
or your heads better than JRF.

Pre

Scully 280 1/2 trk stereo w/motion sensing, in roll-around console, having trouble
getting sufficient erase current to erase
head, otherwise works fine, $900. R
Stopher, 3600 Kiki Ct, Louisville KY
40219. 502-969-1942.

MAGNETIC SCIENCES
249 Kennedy Rd, Greendell, NJ 07839
(201)579-5773 Fax (201)579-6021
BE 5300C tripk3deck, stereo, PB, mintless than 50 hours, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Prods, P013 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
ITC 750 clean, $103; Magnacord 1021
(2), $100/es. D Swanson, 712-252-4621.

Metrotech 525P R/R PB deck, stores
w/2 preamps, $300/E10. R Perrino,
Imagination Indust, 2475 State Rd Ste
22, Cuyahoga Falls OH 44223.
Tascam 32-2, 7-15 ips, excel cond,
$550/80; Ampex ATR100 4 speed 1/4"
w/extra cards á alignment tapes, $4000.
Z Nicoll, Semendria Studio, 6404
Hollywood Blvd #410, Hollywood CA
90028. 213-464-2145.

March 23, 1994

Studer B67'tt (
2), 3-3/4, 7.5, 15 ips, 1/4',
1/2 trk, excel cond. M O'Drobinak, 619758-0888.

Tuscan 38 8 trk R/R, 1/2', pitch cntrl,
inel dbx NR, remote, rack, more, $1850
neg. Rich, 404-534-1003.

Otani ARS-1 000 (
3) w/tone sensor
boards in Gates rack, $ 1000/all. B
KOOL 106.1, 918-455-9522.

Akal OX 40000 1/4 track, 3 head R- R
(2), $75 each; Akai GX 9 3motor 3head
cassette deck, $50; Toshiba PC G30 2
motor 2 head cassette deck, $ 30. G
Dunn, No Cal News, 5383 Willow Lake
Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510-518-0299.

Otarl MX 5050 MK III 2trk, stereo, excel
cond, $1050; MCI JH 110A 2 trk 7.5-1530 ips console mt $750; Scully 280-1 FT
MT, $350. D Lundy, Lundy Tape
Duplicators, Cumberland Gap Pkwy,
Heidrick KY 40949. 606-546-6650.

Dictaphone 5600 logging reel machines
& controller (2), BO. R LaFore, WSHH,
1459 Crane Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15220.
412-531-9500.

Ampex 440 (
4) wrkg mono machines,
many spare parts, $300/ea. D Kannes,
KTAR/KKLT, 301 W Osborn Rd, Phoenix
AZ 85013. 602-274-6200.

Sealed bld sale of open reel recorders,
cart recorders & players, cassette units,
carts, reel tape & related mats, bid open
May 18, 1994, send SASE w/52 cents
postage for bid info to: Sealed Bid Sale
051894, do Benchmark Comm Corp,
4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155.

REVOX PARTS/SERVICE

Inovonlcs 375 R/P amp unit, missing VU
meter but checks de, $20Ci. LBeige', OnCue, POB 85042, Hollywood CA 90372.
800-726-9813.

Ampex AG440/350, several units, PB
only, great for parts, BO; ITC 770 stereo
PG, gd cond, $850. R LaFore, WSHH,
1459 Crane Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15220.
412-531-9500.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience

ITC 99B, like new, only used in home,
$4203; (2) ITC SP units, 3tones maned
w/Straight Wire Audio cards & 99 PB
heads, like new, $700 ea. Dave, Capital
Cities ABC, Detroit 313-435-3332.
Revox All MK1 original A77
speakers, 10' reel adaptors,
1/2' quarter track, almost new,
Offer. D Bisbee, 685 S Roys,
OH 43204. 614-279-6163.

Technics 4 trk R/P ( 3), exc con, $2500
for all 3; Otan MX5050, PB only ( 2)
$1000 for both. S Cohen, KIHX, POB
26523, Prescott Valley AZ 86312. 612775-5277.

lem

case with
3 3/4" - 7
$395/Best
Columbus

Ampex MM1200 8 trk remote, $4500;
Otan iMTR10-2C stereo, $3500; MCI
Sony JH110B in console, $ 1595; MCI
Sony JH110A in console, gd cond $ 1095;
MCI JH110E1 mono, $595; Ampex AG350
stereo, excel cond, $495. J Price, 214321-6576.

Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt B77s, $903. 0e
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Fostex MY250R00 capstan motor for
250 4-track cassette deck, BO/trade. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio
St, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-8774663.

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
708-358-4622

Ampex AG-440C, full track, like new
cond, w/manual, $500 + shipping. M
Johnson, Production Masters, 413
Alk3nbeny Dr, Pittsburg PA 15237. 412487-5513.

Sony S600 (
2) 3/4 mac, both in gd
shape, $1000 ea or B/0. JKesler WOBZ
TV, POB 220, Livingston KY 40445. 606843-9999.

Sony PCM 2500 DAT machine, VGC,
w/new hds & update mods. $900; Revox
1/4 trk, VGC
spin con, $400. H
Fair, 312-784-1558.

Otan i
8-trk, new- never used,
w/new CB116 auto-locater, $4500. T
Hicks, KUGN-FM, 4222 Commerce,
Eugene OR 97042. 503-485-5846.

Maranta van ispeed portable cave roc,
battery or AC, $200. R Edwards, 1750
30th Street #222, Boulder CO 80301.
719-630-1452.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:
HELP WANTED

POSITIONS WANTED
Exper lock, CHR bkgrd in NY mkt, great
voice, quick wit, excl board & prod skills,
will relocate, air check avail. Jim, 201768-3709.

Prod co seeking paid radio, TV narration
assignments. R Suraci, Fine Art Prod, 67
Maple St, Newburgh NY 12550. 914-5615866.

Small mkt PD/announcer/news avail, 8
yrs espar, top sound, dependable, hardworking, avail immed, will relocate. S
Elliott, 904-757-6397.

CE w/big production voice & over 15 yrs
hands-on wig exp seeks CE pos w/prod
strong troubleshooting, RF & computer
skills G Morgan, 704-563-8676.

Exper Afro-Caribbean Christian bdctr
seeks announcer/prod or PD pos wisedous minded religious station in AK or SE
region. Carlos, 305-674-1249.

Country music library comes with me,
aspen GM, PD & DJ in country music
radio, Iknow country music. David, 407981-0104.

Country Only! Current morning AT/MD,
topical, humorous, telephone, animal
attraction. Mike, 510-988-9005.

Helpl Enthusiastic annr stuck on midnights w/no way up, 4 yr deg in bdcting,
prod skills, very versatile, fast learner.
Paul, 606-473-7622.

Hands on Engnr w/over 30 yrs of AM/
FM/TV. MF/HFAJHF bkgrnd, desires pos
Winn SW bdctg facility, FCC Genl SBE
Gen, IEEE, AE Degree. Lou, 904-383-8457.

Inside sales coordinator, 4 yrs espar,
proven track record, gen new business,
past accts, coordinate/ schedule outside
reps. Mark, Orange Co NY. 914-344-1118.

Exp young bdctr seeks sports talk/announcing, ctry, alt, etc, deg in comm.
Brian 503-228-1792.

Can do It all, experienced xmtr, studio á
digital automation engineer seeking contract maintenance engineering work in
north central Texas, FCC licensed/
EET/certified. Dave, 214-410-1717.

Combo Chief Engnr, announcer, sales,
prod, Tampa Bay area or other good
coastal Florida location. Bit, 813-844-3823.
Exp Radio Personality seeks PD/Prod
for CHR or NC frmt stn, med or large mkt
pref. John, 904-683-9059.

Agree espar Isn't only yrs, tapes? F/T
announcing, programming aspirations,
computer literate, in radio since 1980 PIT
announcing, mktg exper, serious only.
Janet, 502-895-5888.

12 yr eng/prog/prod looking for exciting
new pos in radio, exper at KITS, Live 105
in SF 8 KFAL classical in LA, will relocate. Bruce, 415-388-9005.
Research specialist seeking paid assignments. R Suraci, Fine Art Prod, 67 Maple
St, Newburgh NY 12550. 914-561-5866.
Former Christian grp GM avail, handson style, applications, aquisitions, engineering, sales, more. TSauceman, 39297
Hwy 74, Gonzales LA. 504-647-8907.
Combo Chief Engineer/PD/Announced
Sales/Prod, Tampa Bay area or other gd
coastal FL loc. Bill, 813-844-3823.

HELP WANTED

SOFTWARE ENGINEER
A leading manufacturer of Broadcast Live Assist
Products has an immediate opening for a
Software Engineer to work on the next generation
of tools for the radio industry. What we want is
someone who knows radio and knows what features should be implemented in live assist,
automation, and hard disk systems; and who
wants to help build products that meet those
needs. Degrees and years of experience are not
our most important job requirement. What we
look for is someone who loves computers and
radio, is always learning and improving, hard
working and ateam player.
Our products are Windows based, so a strong
knowledge of the current generation of programming tools for Windows is required, including
Microsoft Visual Basic, Visual C++, Access, and
third-party custom controls.
If you think you have what it takes, send your
resume and samples of your prior work in confidence to: PO Box 18838, Memphis, TN 38181.

CHIEF ENGINEER:

Immediate opening for
Chief Engineer for 5 Class C FM radio stations in one of the most
attractive small cities on the East Coast. Minimum of 5 years experience required; S.B.E. certification and an Associates or Bachelors
degree in Electronics would be a plus. Knowledge of high power
Continental and Harris FM transmitters is essential, along with the
ability to troubleshoot audio and RF equipment to the component level.
Stations are currently upgrading from analog to digital in both production and on-air environments. The successful applicant will function as

Radio Announcer seeks position In CHR
or ivc format, also expand ta talk rade,
currently work Sunday AM ¡au program
for A/C station. John, 904-683-9059.

Chief Engineer for three licensees ( 1-NCE-FM, 2- Commercial FM combos), while being retained as a full-time
Michael Titterton
employees of NPR affiliate WHQR-FM.
General Manager
Salary $ 30-35,000, full medical packWHQR
age, optional retirement plan. EDE,

Broadcasting Graduate seeking on-air
position, good production skills, FCC
Gen/Ship, Radar End Asst Engineering
experience. CD Hamlin, 606-528-5460.

M/F/H. Please send resume with at
least 3 professional references to:

1026 Greenfield Street
Wilmington NC 28401

FEDERAL PROGRAM LETS
YOU WORK FROM YOUR HOME

VINNX-FM Atlanta seeks a FT Asst
Engineer. Experience with transmitters, Studio Eq, IBM Compatible
PC's and lAN's. Reply in writing
with salary requirements to:

s(OUR SPARE 'TIME
* SET ‘( OUR OVYN HOURS

Vic Jester, WNNX-FM
3405 Piedmont Road, Ste 500
Atlanta GA 30305 E.O.E.

* No EXPERIENCE.
* No 'TRAINING NE.E.DED

TOO MANY OPENINGS!
We have too many openings &
not enough people to till them. If
you're serious about your career,

* GUARANTEED ‘NCOME

we're just as serious about taking
you to the next level! Hundreds of

* Be YouFt

openings for air talent, news,

OWN

Boss

mgmt, prod & sales, also many
engineering positions available in
all aspects of broadcasting...all
you do is subscribe. N9_191_1,
931'

CALL NOW

lay.

Ito conUacLsIt Besides our
pub., we also have our BBS
Rapid Line (jobs by phone) up 81
running. Ask about our FREE
referrals 8( resume bank. You'll be
surprised at how inexpensive we
are, check us out!

BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY

713-587-5407
1-800-618-8554
D. 8t. K. ASSOC.

1- 800- 922-JOBS
1125 W Boone Ave Nampa. ID 83111,1

BBS 1-208-467-4110
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CASSETTES/R-6-11/TX

Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

Otan lMX5050B, 1985 new, 2 trk, gd
cond, minor repair needed to headphone
jack, sounds incredible, will ship to you,
$750 OBO. L. Ballance, KFI/KOST FM,
8837 Grove Ave 0312, Rancho
Cucamonga OA 91730. 909-949-1744.

Tascam 58 1/2' 8 trk wanted to buy or
trade for Otan i5050 MK III-8or...? Wayne
Gunn 619-320-0728.

Revox A-77 very gd coed, stereo 7.5 &
3.75 ips, $225. G Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ,
901 Stueben St, Sioux City IA 51102.
712-239-3966.

Want To Sell

Ampex AG-440B 2 trk R/R, R/PB ( 2),
1/4", 7.5/15 ips, in roll around racks, bath
$1000. Rich, 404-534-1000.

STUDER/REVOX
Factory Authorized Service
'Superlative Service'
STUDIO-SONICS
450 W. Rand Road
Mt Prospect, IL 60056

CD PLAYERS

Denon DN-950FA CD cart machines (2),
need some work, $600/B0. C Pace,
Evangel College, 417-865-2811 ext
7364.
Denon 950FA, like new, $975. R Nelson,
KKRW, 10333 Richmond, Houston TX
77042. 713-780-0937.
Technics SL- P1200 (
3) CD plyrs, all
wrkg cond, $800/ea. C Hudak, WBZZ,
1715 Grandview Ave, Pittsburgh PA
15211. 412-381-8100.
Studer A-727 (
2), bdct quality, 5yrs old,
well maintained w/manual, $450 ea/$800
both. M Meyer, VVWCK, 3217 Lapeer Rd,
Flint MI 48503. 810-744-1570.
Revox 225 CD plyr in GC, $450. H Fair,
312-784-1558

Scully 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia
Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way,
San Jose CA 95111. 408-363-1646.

COMPUTERS

16 track 2" $ 3450, MCI JH110C-8
$2800, 110C-8 play only $500. ATR800
mono or Tascam 7300 or 2502 $600 ea,
MCI Locator Ill $ 1195, Tascam 52 2 trk
$1200, Ampex AG350 electr $50/ch. W
Gunn 619-320-0728.

NORTRONICS
REPLACEMENT
TAPE HEADS

as- is, $ 125 ea. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813620-9100.
Pacific Recorders Radio Mixer 20 console, $ 12,000; Tascam M2516 console,
$2100. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.
EV/Tepco 100M powered mixer, 10
inputs, 2 built in 150 W amps, phantom
pen monitor send, reverb, 16 band EQ,
slide faders, only 36 lbs w/case, $800
OBO. R Shull, WFAS AM/FM, POB 551,
White Plains NY 10602. 914-693-2400.
Want To Buy
Sparta Electronics A- 20B, trying to
rebuild console, need schematic, service
info & parts source, will pay postage. T
Wheeler, County Electronics, RR1 Box
215, Garlock IL 61725. 309-376-7721.
LPB Signature series 10 or 12 chnl. J
Frew, WYXC, 1410 Hwy 411 NE,
Cartersville GA 30120. 404-382-1270.

Want To Sell
Otani 5050 MK III-8 trk, heads excellent,
$2450. Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.

Altec 352-A 5 chnl mixer amp, $ 125;
Ampex MX- 10 6 chnl stereo tube mixer,
$125. D Lundy, Lundy Tape Duplicators,
Cumberland Gap Pkwy, Heidrick KY
40949. 606-546-6650.
Norcom MaxIteli (
2) remote 'Act mixers,

708-670-0025
Tascam 22-2 (2) 7" R/R, $ 150 ea, Akai
GX-4000, r R/R, $ 125; Teac A-450 casa
deck, $ 100; Otan extender brd ass'y
0P3-7JEA, $125. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813620-9100.

Gates Dualux II, refurb, new paint,
$1500. C Porter, WCAZ, POB 498,
Carthage IL 62321. 217-357-3128.

Epson FX-100 Mdl Pl0FA wide carr
printer, $75. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813-6209100.
Tandy 6000HD w/at least 1floppy drive.
Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646, FAX 408363-0957.
Exabyte EXP-8505 10 gig 8mm tape
backup, int half height, 5 1/4" SCSI- 2
drive, $ 1495. G Wachter, KFYI Radio,
602-258-6161.

Gates Stereo Yard hi Iv' input panel 9921268-001. B Bartoli, 414 Adams Dr, Mt
Shasta CA 96067. 916-926-3273.

Lapping Films,
Splice Bars/Tabs.

Want To Sell

Want To Sell

and Demagnetizers

Sparta A- 16R 5 chnl news console
w/cues & mon, excel cond. M
O'Drobinak, 619-758-0888.

ELECTRONICS
4646 Houndshaven Way
San Jose, CA 95111
(408) 363-1646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Otani Mark II- IV 1/2" 4- track, multi- track,
mint, less than 50 hours, Best Offer. R
Kaufman, Pams Productions, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625, after 3PM CDT.
Recordes 6 cassett rewinder $ 100;
Tascam 40-4 4 trk 10" in flight case
w/free dbx $ 750; MRL new short test
tapes $39 for 1/4' to $ 199 for 2". W Gunn
619-320-0728
Want To Buy
Any model splice finder-eraser, in working cond. B Sims, KVSF, 1311 Calue
Nava, Santa Fe NM 97505. 505-9822666.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.
Spotmaster TP-60B tape timers from
cart tape winders (TP-1A or TP-18). Mel
Crosby, 408-363-1646.

Radio Shack disco mixer, 3mic, 2 line,
2TT inputs, $50. G Dunn, No Cal News,
5383 Willow Lake Cf, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299,

Sansul SEIM 10 band stereo EQ. $30;
Sansui RA1000 stereo reverb wibuilt in
mic-line mixing, $30. G Dunn, No Cal
News, 5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA
94514. 510-516-0299.
Solar Black 102-450 50 yds by 72"
speaker, grill cloth, $300/130 + shpg;
McCauly 6284 12' 16 ohm (2) speakers,
new, $ 150/pr + shpg; Yamaha R1000
digital reverb, works, gd cond, $ 100/80 +
shpg. F Stadtler, Fred Stadtler Prod,
3912 Liberty, Westmont IL 60559. 708960-4545.

Shure FP-31 3-chnl mono mixer/case,
used, gd cond, $350. Raider Prod, 215889-9565.

UREI 811 Time Align studio monitor
speakers, excel cond, $800/pr. Z Nicall,
Semendria Studio, 6404 Hollywood Blvd
0410, Hollywood CA 90028. 213-6462145.

BE 5M150 Series used as prod bid, gd
cond w/manual, $250. K Paul, WKXD,
259 S Willow, Cookeville TN 38501. 615526-6860.

Electrovoice EV100 monitor speakers
(2), $540. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.

RCA BC8A dual-chnl, solid state, self
contained, plug in modules, 30 inputs, 2
prgm outputs, cue/monitor amps, mono,
gd cond, $350 + s/h; Gates stereo Yard,
fair cond, nds clean up, tube type, $300 +
s/h. G Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ, 901 Stueben
St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712-239-3966.

AKG R-25 remote control w/cable for BX25 reverb unit; new diaphram for JBL
2405 slot tweeter; Kenwood D-5 carrying
handles; EAB ( Gotham) W66A linear
motion potentiometers ( 3), BO/trade. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio
St, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-877-4663.

Yamaha 1601 16 chnl mixing bds (2),
exc con, lots of features, $3000 for both.

Yamaha DX100 keyboard synthesizer,
$225/B0; Tascam PB 32 patch bay, BO.
R Edwards, 1750 30th Street 0222,
Boulder CO 80301. 719-630-1452.

S. Cohen, KIHX, POB 26523, Prescott
Valley AZ 86312. 612-775-5277.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

tops in broadcast equipment

SURCOM ASSOCIATES INC.

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

ARI MDC 2001 stereo compressoi. Imtr,
gate, de-esser, exciter, like new, $300. K
Thomas, 5555 Radio Lane, Jacksonville
FL 32205. 904-388-7711.
Want To Buy
Altec 604/Western Ele 755's speakers
& systems 53, 728, 757 & oth. RQ
Studio, Larson Rd 04, N Reading MA
01864. 508-664-0174.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92(X)8
(619) 438-4420 Fax: (619) 438-4759

Inovonics 230 multiband processor,
works fine, gd AM processor, rack
mountable, $300; Yamaha SC2020B,
stereo 2-chnl mono compressor- limiter,
works great, rack mounts, $200. Steve,
214-490-7070.
Want To Buy
CBS Labs Audlmax wrkg or not, stereo
or mono, also manual or copy for same.
TCarroll, 212-967-48CO, 9-7 EST.
CBS Vs:Alma 411 service/opertion manuals, will pay cost of reproduction & mailing or will buy outright. GP Brefini, GPs
Mobile Jukebox, 12 Bailey St, Foxboro
MA 02035. 508-543-4213.
Optimod 8000A for educ FM upgrade.
KC Hill, AECC, POB 2061, Bristol IN
37621. 615-878-6279.
RCA or Fairchild 660/670, looking for
old
tube
limiters,
Wstn
Elec/RCA/Fairchild, call btwn 9am & 5
pm, Mon- Fri. Burton, 601-534-8584.
Fairchild
670
or
660
tube
compressor/limiter, Teletronics LA- 2A
tube compressor/limiter or UREI LA- 3A
solid state compressorAimiter, call after
3PM CST. 214-271-7625.

MICROPHONES

equipment
• 100°c financing, no
down

Want To Sell

payment

• No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment

mff

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185
LIMITERS

Auditronics 110-A 4-track & 2-track mixing console, 18 inputs, Ea modules,
power supply, extra modules, manual,
$1200. D Kannes, KTAR/KKLT, 301 W
Osborn Rd, Phoenix AZ 85013. 602-2746200.

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...

UREI model 539 27 band cut only EQ.
as-is, $50. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813-62091CO.

/6611.
Russco 5055 or 5055R stereo console,
state price & cond. E Pacek, WOTW, RD
12 Box 615, Greensburg PA 15601. 412836-5435.

CONSOLES

SEQUOIA

ART Multi Verb digital single effect
processor, new w/manual, $400/80. R
Edwards, 1750 30th Street 0222, Boulder
CO 80301. 719-630-1452.

Harris Exec 10 chnl stereo bid, clean. D
Swanson, 712-252-4621.

DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIP

Test lapes, Degaussers,
Gauges, Cleaners, Swabs,

59

Want To Sell
Inovonics TriBand bdct audio processor
MO*255, excel cond. M O'Drobinak, 619758-0888.

Audio Technica 813 mics, $150 ea. R
Suraci, Fine Art Prod, 67 Maple St,
Newburgh NY 12550. 914-561-5866.
EV RE10 dynamic cardioid mics ( 10),
$85/es, J Anderson, Regent Univ, 1000
Centerville Take, Vir Bch VA 23464. 804523-7417.
HME-WM 252 wireless w/SM58 mic,
$195. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Audio Technics 811 bidirectional mic,
$100; Gitzo 14' fishpoleAnternally wired
w/AT mic mount, used, gd cond, $80.
Raider Prod, 215-889-9565.
Neumann U-67 sev mics w/pwr supplies
in gd cond, $ 1200/es 080. J Boyle,
Sound Patrol, 6E39th St, NY NY 10016.
212-213-6666.

UREI BL-40 Modulimiter, SN 632, $ 195.
R Chambers, 916-257-2121.

Altec 639 ribbon/dynamic, $450 ea; RCA
77DX TV grey, $ 1500. LBeigel, On-Cue,
POB 85042, Hollywood CA 90072. 800726-9813.

CBS Labs Audimax III (
2), $ 100/ea or
$175/both. C Binder, WZOS-FM, 38 E
Bridge St, Oswego NY 13126. 315-342-

RCA 77DX-448X,one of ea, both in exc
con, B/0 over $800 for either. R Burns,
214-271-4386.

96co.

Altec 1591-A compressor, $ 175;
Fairchild 67% dynamic de-esser, $ 75;
Fairchild 663 compressor, $75. D Lundy,
Lundy Tape Duplicators, Cumberland
Gap Pkwy, Heidrick KY 40949. 606-5466650.
Orban Optimad 8000 in great cond,
$2000. D Barron, KWJM, 113 N Main,
Farmerville LA 71341. 318-368-3094.
Inovonics 1176 LN, gd cond; Inovonics
222, gd cond. D Barron, KWJM, 113 N
Main, Farmerville LA 71341. 318-3683094.
CRL AGC4008 PMC 450, $50. C Porter,
WCAZ, POB 498, Carthage IL 62321.
217-357-3128.
Valley People Gain Brain 11(3), Kepex II
(3), Maxi- Q ( 4) all brn face, $ 100 ea;
Valley Mdl 440 comp/hm ( 5), $425 ea;
Comrex AGA AGC for phone couplers,
$125; Gentner Teleprocessor, $225. M
Guthrie, WFNS, 813-620-9100.
Mod Scl comp clipper, $ 500; Harris
MSP-90 AGC unit, $200. W King,
KQAC/KIXZ, 1703 Avondale St, Amarillo
TX 79116. 806-355-9777.
UREI 1176 (
4), all VGC, $ 450 8/0.
Bernie, 818-303-8850.
Gates M6467 stereo limiter, GC, $ 150,
Volumax 4200, stereo AGC, 1mb, $200.
W Moring, WITV/WSCI, 2187 Wappoo
Dr, Charleston SC 29412. 803-795-9401.
Orban 8100A XT/2 processor/generator
w/ACC-022 filter card, $5300; Aphex
aural exciter, $ 1000; Aphex Compellor
audio processor, $ 1003; CRL SEC-800
multi- band processor, CRL SOC 800,
multi band AGC, $ 1125; CRL SMP-850
FM limiter, $ 1175. J Stanley, Colfax
Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0110.
UREI 1176 compressorAmtr, $275; Shure
SE- 30 mixer, rack mnt, $ 75; Lexicon
PCM41 dig delay, $200. JAddie, WLTL,
708-579-3749.

EV 625A, EV RE11, EV RE- 16, EV DS35 mics, prices vary, $500/B0 takes all.
R Edwards, 1750 30th St 0222, Boulder
CO 80301. 719-630-1452.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
IBM Quietwriter 14 new ribbons, part
*1299790, $20/all; Apple Mac 825 kB
internal drives, 3.5" floppy disc (3), $ 10
ea. P Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-7253066.
Northern Technologies TCS-LAPE
surge suppressor, 240 V, 3 phase Delta
configuration, 3yrs old, great cond, $700
plus sign. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501. 303241-9230
Altec 1579A equalized transistor amp for
magnetic phono pickup, octal 8 pin base,
$25. S Lawson, KAK Products, 928
Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707528-4055.
Peerless 458116-20 input transformers,
600 ohm input, 60 K ohm output ( 8), 8
pin octal base, $ 15/es, S Lawson, KAK
Products, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA
95404. 707-528-4055.
Magnetek 223-3212, Jefferson Electric
dry transformers (
2), input 240 V Delta,
out 208 V WYE, $700 ea plus shpg. D
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr,
Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
TRW adjust amp loads, 300 W rated, 8
ohms, $50/pair. R Glean, WJGR, 1718
Shannadoah Rd, Wimauma FL 33598.
813-634-1940.
Triad A- 10-J input transforner (
2),
150/600 ohm input, 60K ohm output,
$40/pr. S Lawson, KAK Products, 928
Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa CA 95404. 707528-4055.
Andrew trnsmsn line air compressor,
40625 3-8 lbs/sa in, $450. R Chambers,
3015 Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA
96130. 916-257-2121.
Color WX radar Sea Tek 75 mile tranceiver, mon, power supply & MO cable,
exc when removed 8/93, $ 2500. P
Reynolds, KKYX, 8122 Data Point Ste
500, San Antonio TX 78229. 210-6155427.
Custom light oak control room cabinets
for 2 cntrl rms, Ig stand-up style w/overbridge of 3 rack wide & 12 unit Iugh ea,
lt/med oak, $ 3000. P Reynolds, KKYX,
8122 Data Point Ste 500, San Antonio
TX 78229. 210-615-5427.
Patch Cords ADC Bantam Pro Patch,
6", 12" & 18". Brand new, never used, $5
ea + shipping. Will talk quantity or trade
for stuff. KEES Engineering, 609-8590994.
Want To Buy

EV 664 gd workhorse mic, built in stand,
chrome, sounds great, $ 100; AKG 190-E,
good sounding, works, $ 100. Steve, 214490-7070.

RCA bdct equip, mics, spkrs, studio
xmtr, etc. JPhillips, 414 Washington Ave,
Defiance OH 43512.

Telefunken, Sheops, Neaumann, AKG
tube mics. Telefunken, Siemens, Tab
tube mic pre's. RCA, WE, mics sale or
trade. Tracy 615-821-6099, no calls after
10PM EST.

Tube output transformers by WE, UTC,
Triad, or any sideband audio transformer
for output, esp UTC LS- 40, LS- 57, Triad
HSM-184, WE 618B, 171NC. RO Studio,
Larson Rd 04, N Reading MA 01864.
508-664-0174.

Manley Labs CR3A, new, $795 w/shockmount, windscreen & case, no risk trial in
your studio. Also have used mics &
everything else. Get our catalog! Liberal
trade policy too. Audio Village, 619-3200728.

UTC CG- 109 Driver (interstage) hnsfrmr,
swinging choke 500 mA to 1amp at 5/25
henries or equiv. E Bolton, 4212
Jonestown Rd, Harrisburg PA 17109.
717-545-5030.

Want To Buy
Need supplier of custom made microphone flags. HA Bridge, KCUL, Box
1326, Marshall TX 75671. 903-935-1410.
Three studio mica, prefer RE- 20's
w/mounts for educ FM upgrade. KC Hill,
AECC, POB 2061, Bristol TN 37621.
615-878-6279.
Neumanns, AKG, RCA, EV, Sennheiser
etc, any cond, for parts, also wireless
mks. JPrice, 214-321-6576.
Neumann U-89 in gd con needed, will
pay up to $ 1100. H Fair, 312-784-1558.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On- Air
fights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill Bryant
Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12, Nashville
TN 37212. 615-269-6131, FAX: 615-2923434,
RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Neumann U87s, KM84s, AKG 451s, EV
RE20s, Sennheiser 421s. W Gunn 619320-0728.

WE 111C repeat coils, Gates stereo yard
B Bartoli, 414 Adams Dr, Mt Shasta CA
96067. 916-926-3273.
Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC,
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA
94804. 415-644-2363.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid.
B Rose, Program Recordings, 228 East
10th, NYNY 10303. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS
Want To Sell
Beier AMM-2 AM mod mon, $250. C
Porter, WCAZ, POB 498, Carthage IL
62321. 217-357-3128.
Gates GTMM-88S stereo capable mod
mon, tuned to 99.3 MHz, $75. B Williams,
KOOL 106.1, 918-455-9522.
Gorman Redlich EBS encode/decoder,
hardly used w/manual, money order/certified check, $250 plus shpg. B Dickerson,
WEAG, 1421 SWater St, Starke FL. 904964-5001.

BEE

60

MONITORS...WTS
TFT 760 rebuilt like new, manuals included. $300. E Pacek, WQTW, RD 12 Box
615, Greensburg PA 15601. 412-8365435.
TFT EBS encoder lk new, $ 240,
4CX15000A socket, new, complete,
$450. W Moring, WITV/WSCI, 2187
Wappoo Dr, Charleston SC 29412. 803795-9401.
ClE1 7775 w/manual, as is $200. G
Manfroi, WNNS, 502 S Allen St,
Spaulding IL 62561. 217-W9-7077.
Beier REA1 FM RF amp, Belar FMM-2
FM mod mon both tuned to 96.7 MHz;
Belar FMS- 2 stereo mod mon, all 3
$2700 + s/h. C Binder, WZOS, 38 E
Bridge Si, Oswego NY 13126. 312-3429600.
C1E1 691 FM mod monitor, $4300. J
Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-3730110.

Want To Buy
McMartin or Beier 67 kHz SCA mod
monitor. J Pearce, WKRS, 3250
Belvidere Rd, Waukegan IL 60085. 708336-7900.

Want To Buy

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want

McIntosh, Dynaco tuners, preamp, pwr
amps, also need RCA-Tugsol 6550
tubes, Goldlion/Genelex, etc. R Gleen,
WJGR, 1718 Shannadoah Rd, Wimauma
FL 33598. 813-634-1940.

To Sell

GE Exec li 35 W base station, desktop
w/mic & PL UHF or VHF, $ 125; GE 2
meter repeater for split site, UHF link, 25
W, $150. PRussell, Bowdoin College, Sits
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES

HH Scott rack mount & Marantz FM rcvrs
wrking or not. RO Studio, Larson Rd 44,
N Reading MA 01864 508-664-0174.

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want To

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 4454 FAX: 6081

AM mod monitor in good condition,
prefer AMM2B or other Belar at reas
price. H Espravnik, WVCP, 1360
Nashville Pike, Gallatin TN 37066. 615451-1640.
McMartin ( buy & sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402-4936821.
Beier FMM-2 & FMS- 2. M O'Drobinak,
619-758-0888.

Sell

Moseley MRC1600 (
2) studio units, xmtr
unit, telco & subcarrier cards included,
$2000. C Porter, WCAZ, POB 498,
Carthage IL 62321. 217-357-3128.

Auto Labs parts available, tuned to
1490 or 1340. G Erway, KKSB, POB
40309, Santa Barbara CA 93140. 805568-1444

Marti RMC-15 16-chnl digital remote
cntrl, end cond w/manuals, $450. D lgou,
KCHL, 8435 Twister Oaks, Garden Ridge
TX 78266. 210-651-9049.

COMREX
RENTALS

AM STEREO RECEIVERS
From $34.15 P.v-mhe , I
tone, Auto

RRADCO

Phone/FA X 708 - 513 1186
Phase monitor at least 5 tower positions. George, WNQM/WWCR, 1300
WWCR Ave, Nashville TN 37218. 615255-1300.

Dymek DR 33C-6, McKay Dymek DA9
indoor antenna/DL-4 ant head. J HartL
2418 36th Ave W, Seattle WA 98199.
206-282-0720.

2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516)623-6114 FAX: 377-4423
1,

McMartin B-6 6 chnl recr, bdct quai,
$250. W Moring, WITVIWSCI, 2187
Wappoo Dr, Charleston SC 29412. 803795-9401.
Professional SCA demod card with
excellent crosstalk rejection, dn.
Superadio UI with SCA Sus, l0'uIi
niarire guaranteed 1-800-944-0630.

Sansul 5000X stereo rec, $ 150; Radio
Shack TV- 100 TV stereo rec, $ 50;
Grommes precision mdl 512 bckgrd amp
70 V w/AM-FM tuner, $ 125; McMartin
AMR- 3 tuner, $ 110. M Guthrie, WFNS,
813-620-9100.

intraplex/lntralink 4801-1/4802-1, T1
link systems w/spares; Modulation
Sciences StereoMaxx, stereo enhancer,
$1400. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110. •
MCI RSU-10 S11 rcvr switcher, automatically selects backup rem if main rcvr fails,
$25; GE Master It VHF mobile 2
way
radios, 100 W RF out on 170.150, $ 103
ea. M Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW 5th 41550,
Portland OR 97204. 503-226-6731.

SERVICES
0i

EVANS ASSOCIATES

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Consulting Communications Engineers

Beacons
lights
accessories

Planning remotes from the U.K.?
we provide acomprehensive service
•we organize venues for your shows
•we provide temporary equipment

TV• FM • AM • ITFS•Sateilite
FCC Applications, Design
and Field Engineenng

FAX inquiries on
your letterhead to:

•live links via ISDN/Switehed 56
•experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests

Illinois 61656
" Box"'
ROHN Peoria.
PH: ( 309)697-4400
FAX: ( 309) 697-5612

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT3100

WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

Get Legal!
are we going lo c omply with
le 1111w
new emission rules he AM stations
without asplatter monitor or spectrum
analyzer(
el for $ 500, you can comply with ho
new § 73.44 spec. Call Tony Dinkel at
Microwave Frequency Services.
Servo es available in Sourhern/Ceniral
CA, Al and NV Servi‹ edird will
l'If lui! if demand di( arcs

1-800- 2- GET- LEGAL
;
it's 24 hrs.

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 . FAX (414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

MUJ

Tower Sales & Erection
Tninkoy Site itevelopment
..„'rif
'...:
installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast. 11/
Microwave Systems,
Antennas di Towers

i.arion kit Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Enginixrs

Wall
President

Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 I,eeshurg l'ike
Falls Church VA 22041

'two

T
O ER OMM
Cornmuniunons Speesiista
Ben

RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

STL, xmtr, rcvr, antenna etc for missionary station in Africa, must be in excel
cond, $ 1000 plus donation receipt for the
difference. K Leatherwood, Believers
Bdctg, POB 1776, Terrell TX 75160. 214524-1956.

SATELLITE

3-line extender

Frank Grundstein
AudioNideo Consultants

Want To Sell

215 642-0978

BE synchronous booster reference
gen, $ 1000/80; Moseley TPR-2 transfer
panel for (2) Moseley TBL or SIL rcvrs,
$500; Moseley TPT-2 transfer panel for
(2) Moseley TRL or SIL xmtrs, $500;
Moseley PCL 606/C 950 composite SIL
system, $6500. D Irwin, KSOL, 55 Green
St, 4200, San Francisco CA 94111. 415616-5768.

Scientific Atlanta 10' sat dish, excel
cond, complete, $ 1000. JAlsip, KSCQ,
Box 1351, SiLoer City NM 88062. 505538-3390.
Wegener 1601-50 mainframe, 1624,
1645, 1646, 1683-08, 1606-01, 1605-03
cards, BO. R LaFore, WSHH, 1459
Crane Ave, Pittsburgh PA 15220. 412531-9500.

Gentner SPH-3A telephone interface
system, excel cond w/manual, $325. R
Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Cf,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-968-8894.

Wegener 1601 satellite reel for Unistar
AM, $2500. W King, KQAC/KIXZ, 1703
Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116. 806355-9777.

Integrated Network Corp 1056R switched 56 CSU/DSU, $695. G Wachter, KFYI
Radio, W2-258-6161.

OuterSpace Experts!

Gentrier VRC-200 remote control, $2400;
VRC-1000, $ 1650; Symetrix 104 multiline phone hybrid, $2000; Radiation
Systems P9A120G (3), grid 940-960 MHz
SIL xmt/rec antennas, $3300; Radiation
Systems P9A72G (2), grid 940-960 MHz
SIL xmt/rec antennas, $ 1950. JStanley,
Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0110.
Comrex PTLX 2line freq ext. encoder &
decoder, $2500 for both units. Rich, 404534-10(X).
Moseley TRC 15 AW remote cntrl in vgc,
$425. E Duellman, WOMT/WQTC, Box
1385, Manitowoc WI 54221. 414-682-0351.

Want To Buy
Moseley 505 rem & xmtr, pref on 946.00
Mhz, open. C Cooper, WHLC, POB 1889,
Highlands NC 28741. 704-526-1045.

Wegener 1601 rcor, 1801, 1605, 1606
cards, $ 1250. C Porter, WCAZ, POB
488, Carthage iL 62321. 217-357-3128.

EQUIPMENT

COMREX

PC - SOFTWARE
AM I'M TV Search Programs

Video/Datalloice• Light Fiber d
Microwave • Wide-Area Networks &SR's

Contact New York ( 212)229-91 18
Good Morning from Great Britain
Wired far Sound lid . London N15

MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched-56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller

Moseley MRC 1600 remote ctrl/setup for
telco, $1500. W King, KQAC/KIXZ, 1703
Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116. 806355-9777.

We SELL*TRADE*BUY
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596
gp HARR»

Shipping Now!

LNB System
Dart 384
Compatible
New 7.5i 15 KHz
Dats Card
Phone / Fax

A 1.4.010=

Scientific Atlanta AD7450 SCPC rcvr
w/new block down converter, rcvr is 1yr
old w/manual, $ 1500 plus shpg K Austin,
KFXI, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK
73055. 405-658-2556.
Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 DAT-32
rcvr, includes 7.5 audio card, still underwarranty, BO. Write to: Radio World,
POB 1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn:
Boer 94-03-02RW.
SCPC Audio 1can be fixed to any preassigned freq from 52 to 88 MHz, $500.
M Jarvis, KORC, POB 1419, Waldport
OR 97394. 503-563-5100.

Technical Support
All Networks
& Receivers

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319
(Fax) 635-8151
Mutualert decoder cord, for tone 48-58
but can be adj for any Mutual tone, 1100.
C Leasure, WTBO-WKGO, POB 1644,
Cumberland MD 21501. 301-722-6666.

CONSULTANTS

LOCATION SERVICES

TRUCTION
TING

March 23, 1994

6017 Tisingle I)»
Itakii011,
7/613
(9111)761 3196
6.11i01781 64iit

Bill Sacks
,i.h.a.

(703) 824-5660
FAX: 703-824-5672
Member AUCCE

RF, Audio &
Analog Design
214 N. Park Dr., Arlington, VA 222(11
Tel: ( 703) 522-8757

since 1987

Contour Mapping-STI, Paths
RI' II
AZ- 1990 POP Count
l'AA Tower- Draw Tower

V

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant
10(X) Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocahon,
Site Relocallon, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Weekiss Cable
(MOS/MMDSATES/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-01 15
Fax: ( 301) 590-9 757

Don't Gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

Ag.. 1

MAL2 FM STUDY
SOFTWARE

Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ subscribers.

602-703-1009
Communications
Engineers

Consulting

•FCC Dala Bases
•FCC Applications and fold
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM fM-CATV-ITFS-LP TV

.ENGINEERING, INC.

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 ' m,,, ,,t,or Al CCU'

teTaletech,Inc.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
ANI) ENGINEF.RS
•FCC Applications & Held Enginerrinv
•Frequency Searches & Coordination
•Tower Erection & Maintenance
•Facility Design 8r Construction
CONTACT:

Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

Fax: ( 703) 528_7959

$195

Inexpensive quarterly
data updates
‘Ttu« ela
7)(altec4 ea‘ocecure. Tue.

e

Kenneth W. Hoehn
23400 Michigan Ave
I
karhom, MI 48124

(313) 562-6873

Consultants
Multidiscipline Eng.neering and Planano
Includong • Application dAltocalon Sernœ,
•Propel, Engineerme .5Construction
Management • Si:e Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installeons
•Field Service • Studio Design &instaliaten
50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603) 542-6784

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
5Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928
1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

I: L. Sawyer
Technical Consul/ants

1-800-255-2632
• FCC Applications 8z Exhibits
• Frequency Studio!. - Class Upgrades
• Directional Antennas - AM/FM/TV
• High Power Antenna Arrays
Telefax: (301)913-5799
I
lighten,' Is . («hcvy ( lase, MI) 211515.)

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

PI & einflo

Mirkwood Engineer ng
Services
Broadcast and Telecommunications

was $ 995 - now only

•

Mull, America

22041

BEE
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SATELUTE E0111P...con't

Want To Buy
Scientific Atlanta satellite equip, all or
parts or boards, working or not, 7300
wideband BPSK receiver, 7325 digital
processing unit. Rick or Paul, 602-4456883.

SOFTWARE/

PA-Ohio small mkt non-directional AM,
underperforming or off air, will cnsdr
directional nights, 3twr or less, send particulars in confidence to: Cover Comm,
3474 Derbyshire Dr, Canfield 01-I 44406.

retb r,„1 !
no e
PRODUCTS COMPANY

Non-profit org seeks AM or FM stn in
Philadelphia, Detroit, Orange Cty, Miami,
Houston & Washington DC. M Patton
Bey, 215-387-3814.

Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division

STEREO
GENERATORS

DATABASES
Want To Sell

STATIONS
Two stations, AM & FM, good cash
flow, good equipment, good locations,
good weather, worn out owner/operator.
Write to: Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn Boxtr: 94-0301RW.
WVKV in Charleston/Huntington, WV
area, 5kW AM day-directional, $ 125,000
cash sale wio real estate, real estate
avail for lease or purchase. Jim, 304-7657373.

PC SOFTWARE for Broadcasters. Traffic,
Billing, & Accounting. Powerful, inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS. Try it for
90 days, no obligation.
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, Florida (
813) 643-3689
Central West Virginia 25 kW FM, 1kW
AM combo, $300,000, cash sale. Jim
304-765-7373.
FT AM 1000 W nite, rebuilt from ground
up in '92/93, 70 miles N of Houston,
presently oldies/talk/rush. BO. J
Standefer, KYLR, 1018 12th, Huntsville
TX 77340. 409-293-1400.
N Arizona AM powerhouse station, exc
equip and real estate, now dark. Jerry
409-429-3679
E Cent MO operating 5 kW AM w/FM
const permit, on I-94, Limbaugh avail, 13
acres, only stn con Crawford cty, studio
not incl, K Kuenzie, KSLQ, 511 W 5th St,
Washington MO 63090. 314-239-6800.
Ozark AL, 10 kW AM daytimer, nondirectional, great SE Alabama coverage,
Unistar affiliate, real estate, good market,
great opportunity, asking $ 150,000.
Contact: JKlebe, 212-319-7210.

Want To Buy
Educational non-profit organization
seeks dark or troubled FM or AM station.
800-357-4226.

Harris MS- 15R stereo gen w/extender
card for repairs, alignment, $ 125. M
Everhart, KXYQ, 111 SW 5th # 1550,
Portland OR 97204. 503-226-6731.

TAPES/CARTS/REELS
& CD's

Technics SL-1290 MK2 (
2), $275 ea. G
Dunn, No Cal News, 5383 Willow Lake
Cf, Byron CA 94514. 510-516-0299.
Hewlett-Packard audio oscillator in gd
cond, works fine, large older oscillator,
$50 plus shpg. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E
Shen/rood Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501. 303241-9230.

New NAB Marathon cartridges
prices on request.

Want To Sell

Bird 3171 high speed Watcher RF monitoring system w/o line section, $ 50;
Tektronix 7603 oscilloscope mainframe &
pwr supply, $ 50. M Hendrickson,
Hedberg Bdctg, POB 249, Blue Earth MN
56013. 507-526-4044.

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,
Continuous Tape Mag.

Ampex 407 mastering tape, 10.5" reels,
1/4" x 3600', new in box, $ 10/reel,
$90/box of 10; 3M/Scotch #20 1/2' x
loco, 2.5 mil uncoated white paper on
reel, $4/reel, ereeliguantity. R Sumner,
CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Ct,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-968-8894.

Leader LSG-17 100 kHz to 450 MHz signal gen, excel cond, $85/80; B & K 520
transistor checker/test in circuit or out
w/leads, $125/B0. R Gleen, WJGR, 1718
Shannadoah Rd, Wimauma FL 33598.
813-634-1940.

69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

Hundreds of reels of 1/4", 0.5 mil tape
on 10.5" plastic grey & smoked reels,
perfect for long form talk show recording
for storage or documentation, $ 1.25 per
reel; 51+, $ 1; also have hundreds of 5"
reels in boxes, $ 0.35 ea. B Williams,
KOOL 106.1, 918-455-9522.

Circle ( 156) On Reader Service Cad
Fidellpac/Audlopak Mastercart II gold
or AA- 4 light blue in 2:30 through 4:00
lengths, must be in vgc, call after 3PM
CST. 214-271-7625.

Scotchcart II's, 1000 lanes bet :40 &
7:00, most bet 230 & 5:00, exc cond,
$1.89 ea. R Burns, RF Studios, 1326
Highmeadow Dr, Garland TX 75040.
214-271-4386.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Want To Sell

AOR prod fac deleting classic library, all
on 7- reels, $300. D Pulwers, 310 N
Howard St 4103, Alexandria VA 22304.
703-751-9346.

Ed radio 501C-3 needs studio, prod
equip, lw pwr xmtrs, shpg & receipt provided. Dr Newcomb, 216-693-4125 or
216-548-2053.

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, BO.
R Kaufman, Pains Prods, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625.

Campus radio station needs cart
machines, R & Fl/P, amps, cassette/reel
decks & low pwr RF equip, prefer FM. E
Welch, Toccoa Falls College, POB
800836, Toccoa Falls GA 30598. 706886-6831 X5269.

Karsiry's rewind loop carts. Also sell
reconditioned carts. Service guaranteed.
Call 605-348-9928.

Peerless Panorama TV camera dolly,
Mole/Rich port mic boom, equip must go
to a 501 (C) ( 3) organization, fed tax
exempt. K Van Prooyen Sr, Sight Seer
Inc, Grand Rapids MI 49505. 616-3638838.

Want To Buy
Easy listening, instrumental, music
library on reel, disc or cart. G Hammond,
Broadcast Specialties, 1308 Goffstown
Rd, Manchester NH 03102. 603-6691605.

Non-profit 501C-3 needs console, cart
machines, FVR, SCA receivers & automation equip J Hayes, CVM, 1101 NW 43
p, Des Moines IA 50313. 515-244-2848.

Live music on disc, rare shows of top
rock acts, Beatles, N Young, Clapton,
etc, also like to trade DAT only. R Barth,
RB Prod, 3113 Ivy Chase Way, Atlanta
GA 30342. 404-333-7200.

Church wants to broadcast services,
need any equipment you can part with,
will pay transportation cost & or shpg, will
provide a tax deduction letter. S
Mongeau, Emmanuel Baptist Church, 14
Mammoth Rd, Hooksett NH 03106. 603627-3585.

Pre-recorded open reel tapes, 2fric, all
categories, labels & artists. P Chance,
Imperial Analog, 925 C inton St,
Philadelphia PA 19107. 215-574-8147.

HP 334A 5 Hz to 600 Hz, auto nulling,
0.1% distortion, AM detector covers 550
kHz to 65 MHz, excel cond w/manual,
$795; Bruel & Kjaer 2033 high res FFT
sound & vibration analyzer, 0-20 kHz, 11
baseband ranges, amplitude of 40 dB, 80
dB & linear, excel cond w/manual, $3995.
R Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate
Cl, Annandale VA 220C;i3. 703-968-8894.
Bird 3128 wattcher alarm/RF power
monitor, up to 10 kW, 450 kHz to 2300
MHz, mint cond w/manual, $ 350. R
Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Cl,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-968-8894.

Rebuilding/reloading, like new,
all brands, any length up to &
including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 ea.
FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

Want To Sell

Ron Balonis' Broadcast Engineer's
Computer Toolbox makes acomputer a
technical assistant for an engineer. For
details, write COMPUTER TOOLBOXES,
118 Rice Street, Trucksville PA 18708 or
call 1-717-696-1490 <300/1200/8/N/1>.
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New Christian Radio Ministry needs
prod equip (everything found in audio
prod room), will pick-up or pay shipping,
recpt provided. A Bulick, POB 186,
Hanford CA 93232. 209-584-5892.
Non-profit org seeks donations of equip
& asst of bdct ens. M Patton Bey, 215387-3814.

HP 33A dist analyzer w/manual, $595;
Waveform 520-A RMS/DBM sensitive
volt meter -60 dB to +50 dB, $ 100; thaw
4302 dual 24 dB/octave hi- to- pass filter
1/10 to 1 MHz, $295. J Price 214-3216576.
Potomac AA51, distortion analyzer, new
in carton w/book, $ 1500; HewlettPackard HP- 334A, gd cond, $ 500. C
Porter, WCAZ, POB 498, Carthage IL
62321.217-357-3128.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Tektronix 529, mod 188D waveform
monitor, multi- standard version w/PAL
frame selector, excel cond, $ 525;
Tektronix 520A NTSC vectorscope, measures amplitude & phase of color video
signal, excel cond w/manual, $ 1495;
Tektronix 454A portable 150 MHz dual
trace oscilloscope, calibrated sweep
delay, excel cond w/manual, $495. R
Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Ci,
Annandale VA 22003. 703-968-8894.

1978 Collins 831C2

1kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1kW

AM

1978 Harris MW1A

3kW

FM 1975 CCA 3000D

1kW

AM

1988 Harris SX1A
1968 CCA AM5000D

3 kW

FM 1982 Elcom Bauer 603B

5 kW

AM

3 kW

FM 1974 Harris FM3H

5kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

5kW

FM 1979 CCA FM5000E

5kW

AM

1968 Harris BC5H

5 kW

FM 1968 Harris FM5H

5kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

5 kW

FM 1987 Harris FM5K

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Want To Sell
Harris MW1A tuned to 1340, excel cond,
$7000. JAlsip, KSCQ, Box 1351, SiLoer
City NM 88062. 505-538-3390.
Energy Onix 5.5 kW 3yrs old, on air for 3
yrs w/no problems, upgraded to 50 kW,
$12500 or w/QEI exciter, $ISK. E Seeger,
WMXT, 2704 S Irby St, Florence SC
28505. 803-661-5000.
RCA BTA-5T tuned to 620 kHz, used as
main '63 to ' 80, used as standby '80 to
'93, gd cond, $ 5000. D Kannes,
KTAR/KKLT, 301 W Osbom Rd, Phoenix
AZ 85013. 602-274-6200.

FM - TRANSMITTERS
Factory new not used. Why
buy aused Transmitter when
you can own a new FM
Transmitter for about the
same cost? Call . 1IMMIE
1()YNT al 214-335-342.5.

Gates BC-27 1 kW AM tuned to 1470,
spare tubes, gd cond. D Barron, KWJM,
113 N Main, Farmerville LA 71341. 3183613-3094.

Fluke 8012A digital multimeter, true
RMS, AC/bait, lo- ohms opt, $ 125. G
Wachter, KFYI Radio, 602-258-6161.

CCA 3000 kW DC, 1972 in excel cond
w/Harris MSL5 exciter, $8500. IGriffin,
WJDB, POB 219, Thomasville AL 36784.
205-636-4438.

This is One Crate Opening
You Can't Afford to Miss!
If anew transmitter is in
your plans...
Plan now to see
the '
Next Generation'
of FM transmitters

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

FM 1978 CCA 2500R

TRANSMITTERS

Bird 43 RF wattmeter w/4275-100 var
sampler, sampler rated 20-1003 MHz, 1
kW, req element, exc cond, w/manual. R
Sumner, CAVU Corp, 3322 Applegate Ct,
Annandale VA 22033. 703-968-8894.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

FM

Want To Buy
Pink & white noise gen, battery operated
preferred. M Cohen, Acoustic Consulting,
POB 80145, Lincoln NE 68501. 402-4768427.

LPB 100P tuned to 1460, 100 W or less,
like new in excl cond, $3000. R Swan,
WROY/WROL, 101 N Church, Carmel IL
62821. 618-382-4161.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

1kW

Hewlett-Packard 3580A spectrum analyzer, 5Hz to 50 kHz, 1Hz resolution, dig
storage, adaptive sweep, exc cond,
w/manual, $2995. R Sumner, CAVU Corp,
3322 Applegate Cf, Annandale VA 22003.
703-968-8894.

Potomac lnst AT 51 audio test sys
w/manuals & cbls, $2600. M Gordon,
WSIX, 21 Music Square W, Nashville TN
37203. 615-663-2400.

TRANSCOM CORP.

2.5 kW

Hewlett Packard 400H VTVM (
2) avail,
gd cond, manual ( 1), $50 ea/B0 + shipping. M Johnson, Production Masters, 413
Allenberry Dr, Pittsburg PA 15237. 412487-5513.

We'll uncrate the
Transmitter
of the Future
at NAB Booth #5408

Building FM's Future... Today!

A&

'The Transmitter People"

Energentr
752 Warren Street

Hudson NY 12534

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

Circle (31) On Reader Service Card

BEE
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TRANSMITTERS...WTS
Collins 830F-1A 250 W w/spare tubes &
nanual, recently removed from srvc,
$1500 plus shpg. K Austin, KFXI, 1101
Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK 73055. 405-6582556.

RCA 250 watt, runs, $ 1000. M Jarvis,
KORC, POB 1419, Waldport OR 97394.
503-563-5100.

2.5 kW to 25 kW FM for educ FM
upgrade. KC Hill, AECC, POB 2061,
Bristol TN 37621. 615-878-6279.

Collins 20V-1, 1kW, tuned to 1450 kHz,
in working cond, presently in use as aux.
BCrandall, 205-236-8291.

TUBES

RE-CONDITIONED TRANSMITTERS

F
0

AM Transmitters
50 kW 1978 MARCONI 86034

$ 58,000

R

10 kW 1970 MARCONI B6029

$ 18.000

10 kW 1980 PYE/TVT LDM 1235/02/01
1 kW MARCONI. Various units
S

FM Transmitters

A
L
E

$24.000
$6.000

10 kW 1986 PYETTVT 1233/50/02
1 kW 1970 MARCONI

$ 18,000

$6,000

1 kW CTE, NEW

50 kW 1970 MARCONI HF

Want To Sell
Gates, main tube for Gates Vanguard
xmtr, gd cond, $250. C Ratcliffe, Long
Pine Bdcting, Pt 2 Box 148, Wadesboro
NC 28170. 704-694-5040.

ECONCO

$ 52,000

Call for Our Price List

800-532-6626
• PART EXCHANGE WELCOME
• TRANSMITTER HIRE

.,
:íÎ 1

,'

Cirde ( 20) On Reader Service Card

ACCEPTED
CONTACT:
• Ali PRICES QUOTED IN

Ray Anderson
DOLLARS
East Anglian Productions

US
Transmitters supplied re-

Studio House. 21-23 Walton Road,

your frequency. 3 month

Tel: Country Code 44 (0)255 676252

Warranty for parts

FAX: Country Code 44 (0)255 850528

labour, excluding tubes.

RCA BTE-15A 15 W exciter, just
removed from service, composite input
cable, crystal for 96.7, manual, $800/130
+ s & h. C Binder, WZOS-FM, 38 E
Bridge St, Oswego NY 13126. 315-3429600
LPB T-X222 carrier-current AM xmtrs (6)
at 600-620 kHz, oper freq, range from
$250 to $400/ea. C Pace, Evangel
College, 417-865-2811 ext 7364.
Harris BC50011 1110 kHz 500 W, 250 W,
can go to 1kW as is, $ 1500. C Porter,
WCAZ, POB 498, Carthage IL 62321.
217-357-3128.

NEW 3 kW
FM transmitters
for under $ 14,000.
Call for details
Bill Hoffman

518-743-1601

4CX250B, 4-400, 833, 813, 5CX1500, 41000, all types, full warranty EIMAC,
Amperes, RCA. Westgate 803-213-4563.

conditioned and tuned to

Frirton-On-Sea, Essex. C013 OM. UK

McMartin BA- 1K, excl cond, tuned to
1450 kHz, kept in AC's room. R Vega,
WOCN, 305-759-7280.

, 916-662-7553

Fee4x J47666-770.

AVAILABLE
• MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

and

Spare parts for CCA AM50,000D,
including, HV transformer, mod. transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter choke,
tube sockets and more. Call Transcom
Corporation 800-441-8454 or 215-8840888.

17.
9
Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Quality* Power Tubes
DEMOED EQUIPMENT
BEXT Inc. has a few dcmocd
exciters, amplifiers and STI.'s for
sale. All demoed systems arc sold
first come first served and have the
same 2 year warranty as BEXT's
new equipment. For information:
619-239-8462
Want To Buy
CCA 3000 D (
3) or similar CCA FM xmtr,
prefer sngl phase, open. C Cooper,
WHLC, POB 1889, Highlands NC 28741.
704-526-1045.

3CX10,000A7
4CX250B
3CX3000A7
40x250Bc
3CX2500F3 „Icx250R
3CX2500A3
4X150A
YC130
5CX1500A
4CX15,000A
4CX10,000D5CX1500B
4CX5000A

813

4CX1500A

833

4CX350A

8560A5

Bauer FB5V 5 kW AM nds some work,
photos avail, $ 1500. M Helman, Box 744,
Showlow AZ 85901. 602-742-2875.

5 kW FM w/exciter in excel cond, on
93.0, missionary station in Africa, $5000
plus donation receipt for difference. K
Leatherwood, Believers Bdctg, POB
1776, Terrell TX 75160. 214-524-1956.

0E1 030000 1989 30,000 watt FM xmtr
in exc cond, $28,500; 1981 CSI 3kW single phase in exc con. JDavis, POB 7762,
Amarillo TX 79114. 806-355-1187.

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent.,
11435 Manderson, Omaha NE 68164.
402-493-1886.

1KW FM

Collins 83001

1KW AM

Gates Vanguard

1 KW FM

Gates FM- 1G

1KW AM

Collins 820D1

2.5 KW FM

Collins 831 Dl

1 KVV AM

Harris SX-1A

1 KW AM

5 KW FM

Harris FM-5H

Gates BC- 1F

1 KW AM

RCA BTA-1D

5 KW FM

RCA BTF-5D

5 KW AM

Gates BC- 5P2

10 KW FM

Harris FM- 10H2

5 KW AM

Harris BC-5H

10 KW FM

RCA-BTF 100

5 KW AM

RCA BTA-5H

20 KW FM

RCA BTF-20E1

20 KW FM

Harris FM- 20H

25 KW FM

AEL 25- KG

10 KW AM Continental 316F
10 KW AM

RCA BTA-10H

50 KW AM

Continental 317C2

50 KVV AM

Harris MW-50A

50 KW AM

RCA BTA-50H

transmitters ara tuned and tested on your frequency
••• See your transmitter working In our plant before you take It home
ALSO CALL ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER FOR:
U Custom built shortwave transmitters from 1to 100KVV
U Hard to find parts and custom fabrication for any transmitter
U Rebuilt FM antennes tuned to your frequency
• Custom built antenna tuning units and phasers
• STL's, STL antennes and other microwave products
LI New and used transmission line, connectors and accessories
U UHF and VHF TV transmitters, antennes and diplexers
J Field service and installation on any transmitter
J Complete turnkey service for any AM. FM and shortwave facility

ARMSTRONG TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
ARMSTRONG MAIN OFFICE
4835 North Street Road
Marcellus, NY 13106
Tel: 31 5-67 3-1 269
FAX: 31 5-67 3-9972

ARMSTRONG INTERNATIONAL
3100 N.W. 72nd Avenue
Miami, FL 33122
- Ha blo
Tel: 305-471-11 75
Español'
FAX: 305-471-1 182

SME 3012 R tonearm; Shure 35CS 78
rpm stylii. J Hartt, 2418 36th Ave W,
Seattle WA 98199. 206-282-0720.

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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360 Systems
AEV
AEV
AIRCorp Systems
ATI
ATI
AWS Group
Arrakis
Arrakis
Arrakis
Arrakis
Arrakis/BSW
Audio Broadcast Group
Audio Precision
Audiopak
Auditronics
Autogram
BSW
Belar
Benchmark Media Systems
Best
Broadcast Cartridge Service, Inc.
Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Burk Technology
CCA
C & N
Caig Laboratories
Cellcast
Chrontrol Corp.
Circuit Werkes
Coaxial Dynamics
Comet North America
Comrex
Continental Electronics
Canula
Cutting Edge
Dataworld
Dataworld
Dielectric
Dolby
Econco
Econco
Energy Onix
Excalibur Electronics
Ghostwriters
Gorman Redlich
HHB Communications Ltd.
Hall

83
68
114
190
199
47
57
103
204
145
185
12
200
30
172
72
142
176
187
165
214
96
8
85
42
43
1
218
40
211
86
123
198
101
195
27
46
79
188
117
24
20
31
175
60
73
135
202

45
13
51
26
45
50
22
14
7
44
18
61
54
20
35
55
12
17
24
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22
54
47
28
9
2
43
22
29
45
46
52
48
6
49
62
15
32.33
53
16
43
45
57
29
64
54
54

Hallikainen & Friends
Harris Allied Broadcast Equip.
Harris Allied Broadcast Equip.
ITC
ITC
Int'l Music Corp. ( Akai)
JSquared Technical Service
Korg
LBA
LPB
Mackie Design
Marathon
Martin Leasing Co.
Micro Technology Unlimited
Modulation Sciences
Moseley
NSN
Neumann USA/Sennheiser
Orban/AKG/dbx
Pacific Recorders
Pristine Systems
Prophet Systems
0E1
Radio Programming Management
National Public Radio ( NPR)
Register Data Systems
SSAC Company
Satellite Systems
Sharp Communications
Shively Labs
Sierra Automated Systems
Smarts Broadcast Systems
Studer
Superior Electric
Svetlana Electron Devices
Svetlana Electron Devices
Symetrix
TM Century
Tascam
Tectan
The Blue Group
The Management
USAfoam
Valley Audio
Wheatstone
Will- Burt
Zephyrus Electronics

14
33
56
121
106
71
4
112
58
3
212
156
17
107
9
208
160
52
11
126
93
132
194
143
97
137
181
139
149
129
219
164
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41
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89
34
155
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147
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Publisher

• Manufactured in
Russia's largest

power

tube factory.
based on high quality.

Stevan B. Dana

Associate Publisher

Carmel King

Marketing Consultant

Al Leon

Marketing Assistant

Annette Deutscher

Production Director

Kim Lowe

Production Manager

Julianne Stone

• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
• Shipment from USA stock.
Broadcasters
Call: 800-239-6900
FAX: 205-880-8077
OEMs, Distributors,

Production ... Vicky Baron, Lisa Lyons, Lisa Mamo
Ad Coordinator

Kathy Jackson

Ad Coordination Manager

Simone Mullins

Circulation Director

Rebecca Seaborg

Accodhts Receivable

Steve Berta

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip Tash
Lis. West: Dale Tucker
International: Stevan B. Dana
Europe: Dario Calabrese
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-998-2966
+ 39-2-753-0274 Fax: + 39-2-753-2697
+81-3-3327-2688 Fax: + 81-3-3327-3010

Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes.
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214. Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcomed for review - send to the attention of the appropnate editor

Volume Purchasers

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

Call: 415-233-0429

$$$ TRANSMITTERS FOR LESS $$$
Gates BC- 1G

Want To Buy
Stereo cartridges, arms and other
Fairchild products. D Bisbee, 685 S
Roys, Columbus OH 43204. 614-2796163.

ADVERTISER INDEX

FAX: 415-233-0439

1 KW AM

Technics SL 1200 w/tonearm & amp, gd
shape, $295. G Erway, KKSB, POB
40309, Santa Barbara CA 93140. 805568-1444.

23, 1994

• Watch this list grow.

• Generous* warranty
Nautel 1 kW AM xmtr. J Frew, WYXC,
1410 Hwy 411 NE, Cartersville GA
30120.404-382-1270.

Technics SL1200 MKII used 10 lus,
mint cond, preamp & remote start/stop,
$200. R Heitt, WHSV, Pt 33 W,
Harrisonburg VA 22801. 703-433-9191.

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Cost of New

Shortwave Transmitters

Technics SL 1200 MI w/cartridge &
road case, gd wikg cond, $ 350/130 +
shpg. F Stadtler, Fred Stadtler Prod,
3912 Liberty, Westmont IL 60559 708960-4545.

TURNTABLES
Want To Sell

Approximately /
2
1
the

$0,000

March

RacJim Werld

Circle ( 66) On Reader Servke Card
Want To Buy
8877/3CX150DA7 pulls, need source of
pulls for non-profit amateur radio
repeater, low price or donation appreciated. B Hawkins, WENS, 950 N. Meridian
St, Indianapolis IN 46204. 317-684-6568.
VF- 14 tubes in orig cond w/boxes. E
Reymore, POB 1285, Lewiston ID 83501.
208-746-8306.

WANTED!
Transmitting Tubes

We BUY & SELL all types of
transmitting/receiving tubes.
C&N Electronics

Harold Bramstedt
6104 Egg Lake Road
Hugo, MN 55038
(612) 429-9397 ext.23
(800) 421-9397 ext. 23
FAX ( 612) 429-0292
Cirde ( 43) On Reader Service Card

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
would like to receive or continue receiving Radio World

Signature

FREE each month. II
Yes

No

Date

Use until June 23, 1994

Please first f111 out contact information at lett.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve
001 023 045 067 089 111

133 155 177 199

002 024 046 068 090 112 134 156 178 200

Please print and include all information:

Name
Company/Station
Address
City
Business Telephone (

Reader Service
March 23, 1994

003 025 047 069 091

113 135 157 179 201

004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180 202

Title

005 027 049 071

093 115 137 159 181 203

006 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182 204

State

ZIP

007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161
009 031 053 075 097 119 141

Please circle only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm
D.

Combination AM/FM station F.

A.

Commercial AM station

G. TV stationiteleprod facility

Recording Studio

B.

Commercial FM station

H.

Consultant/ind engineer

C.

Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E.

Network/group owner

J.

Other

II. Job Function

183 205

008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184 208
163 185 207

010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186 208
011 033 055 077 099 121

143 165 187 209

012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188 210
013 035 057 079 101

123 145 167 189 211

014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190 212
015 037 059 081

103 125 147 169 191 213

016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192 214
017 039 061 083 105 127 149 171

193 215

018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194 216

A.

Ownership

G.

Sales manager

019 041 063 085 107 129 151

173

195 217

B.

General management

E.

News operations

196 218

C.

Engineering

F.

Other (specify)

020 042 064 086 108 130 152 174

D.

Programming/production

021 043 065 087 109 131

153 175 197 219

022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198 220

Copy & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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The most exciting NEW advance ¡fil radio broadcasting
since the advent of computer technology!
You won't have to scrap your existing computer
ecpipment. When The Destiny 2000 Program
Management System and Console cre instal ed, it
will integrate your current computers and
equipment into one master program management
system. "our music schedule and traffic schedule
compuie-s, as well as your production room hard
disk computers, can be networked into one system,

all controlled by the Destiny 2000 console and
computer.
It's the control room of tomorrow! The clutter is
gone The conmercial copy, the music and traffic
logs are in the computer. The CD's are in the
jukebox cnd the tape carts are in the hard disk
storage. The control room of tomorrow is here
today... apeless and paperless.

The Sound Of Perfection

0
011
°

UDITRON I
CS

3750 Old Getwell Road • Memeis, TN 38118 • ( 901)362-1350 • FAX ( 901)365-8629

Circle ( 72) On Reader Service Cord

Every 01

Has One.

ber One Station.
0 On-Air Console is for you.

L.
heatftone'
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)
Circle ( 155) On Reader Service Car

